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FIRST TALK

THE SUBJECT MATIER OF MARXIST PHILOSOPHY

People have the most varied opinions
about it. "It is a most interesting, live
and p1·ofound science," many will say. But others will retort :
"I can get along without it." They believe they have no need
of it. This view has not arisen by accident. For many centuries
it was thought that philosophy was only for the elite, for
slave-owners and the bourgeoisie. Thus the opinion arose that
philosophy was something remote from ordinary life, difficult to understand and quite unnecessary. But let us think
for a moment whether we can actually do without it.
.
Some of you will be very surprised, perhaps, if I say that
throughout your conscious life you are guided by and adhere
to a definite philosophy. But this is actually so. A person who
lives in a particular society comes across hundreds and
thousands of phenomena. He thinks about what is happening
in his country and in others a long way off. He cannot help
thinking about natural phenomena too, wanting to penetrate
the "secrets" of the universe. When he reflects on such questions as where did the planets and stars come from, and the
Earth and all that exists on it; what happens to people after
death; what is happiness and what is the meaning of life, he
is reflecting on philosophical questions, regardless of whether
he is aware of doing so. And it is not a matter of idle curiosity.
He comes up against such questions all the time and everywhere. Whatever answer he gives it will always have a definite
philosophical meaning.
Here is an example. In the past, when peasants prayed for
rain during a drought, it implied that they had a definite
"idea" about such phenomena.
What is philosophy?
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There is no need for me to show that that view was deeply
mistaken. But when, in order to prevent the disastrous effects
of drought, people construct irrigation works or till the soil
in such a way as to preserve moisture, is it not obvious tha t
they have their view about the rain and the world and what
takes place in it? They realise that the phenon1ena of nature
arise in a natural way without any need of divine aid. That
is a tr ue view of the world.
The phenomena of social and political life, too, can b e
looked at in d ifferent ways.
We are bound to draw the conclu sion, therefore, that we
can only understand what takes place around us if we are
guided by a definite world oullook , beb.zg the sunz-total of
views about life, the world as a whole, aizd individual plzenonzezza and events.
W c need to have a general idea about the world, not in
order to be passively acquaLriled with the events taking place
in it, but in order to be able to influehce them. Only the unity
of knowledge and deep ideological conviction lead s t o the
formation of an integral world outlook. The la tter then plays
a very important part in our lives.
Let us imagine that two p ersons have been invited to join
a i·eligious sect. One agrees but the other refuses. One is tak en
in by the false arguments of the preach ers, but the other
realises that it is all d eception. They b ehave differently
because they differ in their understanding of reality or, as it
is called, in their conception of the world. O ne of them has
come to realise that man is th e maker of h is own happiness.
The other, however, has no such fiim conviction and so he
looks £01· aid to some super power. They look on life d ifierently. O ne docs so correctly, the other incon cctly, because the
latter has not got a true view of the world or a correct world
outlook.
It turns cut that we have recourse to philosophy more often
than is sometimes thought. It could not be othen vise. Lenin
wrote: "A socialist requires a well-thought-out and firmly held
world outlook, so that he may control the events and n ot the
events him.''•
In this connection, it may b e asked: by studying physics,
chemistry, biology, astronomy and history d o we not obtain a
• Leni n, Collected

Worl~s,

Vol. 8, p. 316.
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scientific idea of the world, i.e., a true world outlook ? Why
must we study philosophy as well ? It is true, of course, that
we obtain definite knowledge by studyin g these sciences. But
they d o not give u s an integral world outlook, that is, one
with an inner unity.
A correct understanding of the world is necessary in
everyday life and this is given us by the Marxist-Leninist
world outlook, the theoretical basis of which is M arxist
philosophy. What then is philosophy?
The word " philosophy" is derived from two Greek wor ds:
"phileein" -to love, and "sophia"-wisdom, knowledge. You
will, of course, say that every science gives k n owledge and in
this sense is wisd om. In that case it m ight be said that every
science is philosophy. But is this so?
It is true that every science gives knowledge but the nature
of this knowledge differs. Each science gives us knowledge
only of a p ar ticular s phere of reality: a stronomy-of celestial
bodies; biology-of plants, animals and man; history-of events
in society . These scien ces cannot give us knowledge of the
whole of nature, of the world a s a whole. Yet such knowledge
is vitally necessary.
·
For instance, we often encounter g enera l questions about the
worlcl. Was it "created", or has it existed eternally? Can
nature d evelop na turally, i.e., w ithout any intervention of
mysterious, supernatural forces? The physicist knows, of
course, tha t there is nothing superna tural in the field of his
inves tigations. But this k nowledge applies primarily to his
own sphere of research. What is r equired, however, is
knowledge that covers all natural phenomena witlzout exception, and this the so-called definite sciences cannot give us.
Such knowledge is given by philosophy. It alone poses the
most general question s of the development of nature and
society and attempts to solve them. That defines the subject
matter of philosophy, i.e., the range of questions that it
st udies.
The subject matter of philosophy differs therefore from
that of the definite sciences which deal with p articular spheres
of reality. \X/ha t is this difference?
·
Physics, mathematics, biology and other sciences study
definite laws, those governing the d evelopment of part of the
phenomena of nature. Philosophy, however, studies the most
genera l laws, those which govern not some part, but all the
7
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phenomena of nature, society and thought. Hence philosophy
can be defined as the science of the most general laws of
development of nature, society and thought. Because of this
it gives people a definite world outlook; an idea about the
world around them. But why does this differ so much
among different people?
Children in some West German
~hf
PJilltisan~hip
schools
were asked to write an essay
0
P osop Y
on the subject: "What I would do
if I could do whatever I liked?" What were their answers?
One wrote: "I would blow up schools all over the world."
Another wrote: uI would drop bombs everywhere.... I
would set fire to the house and I would jump into the river."
And this is what children in Soviet schools wrote on the same
_subject: "I would free Negroes enslaved by the capitalists
and factory owners," wrote one. "The first thing I would
do would be to ban atom and hydrogen bombs," wrote
another.
· Why are the children's answers so different? In the first
case they come from children brought up in a spirit of
contempt for people and imbued with a bourgeois world
outlook. In the second case they come from children taught
by schools to love their country, and to uphold peace
throughout the world. Soviet schools bring up children in
the spirit of the communist world outlook.
Such questions as what is the meaning of life and what
is happiness receive different answers in socialist and in
bourgeois society. In the latter, where everything is bought
and sold for money, happiness is primarily wealth. Many
regard that as the meaning of life. Therein lie the roots of
the philistine philosophy of the petty-minded individual.
People in socialist society, however, reject this philistine
philosophy. Their happiness lies in being respected by the
people with whom they work, in being respected by the society
for the sake of which they live. Their greatest happiness
is to feel necessary to the collective, to their country,
to the people who are working to build a new, happy life. In
one of his early works, Marx wrote: Experience exalts as
the most happy he who has brought happiness to the greatest
number of people." .
Thus we see once again two approaches to the question,
two world outlooks-the bourgeois and the proletarian.
11
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If society is divided into hostile classes there cannot be
any common, single world outlook. One class has one
philosophy, and the other class another. This is quite understandable. The life and status of the proletariat and working
people differ from those of the bourgeoisie and exploiters.
They react differently to events taking place in the world,
each has its own understanding of them. Hence they differ
in their world outlook or philosophy. That of the proletariat
is different from that of the bourgeoisie. There is no neutral
philosophy, i.e., one which does not serve a particular class.
Philosophy1 as Lenin teaches, is always of a partisan
nature. That is to say, it defends partisan, class interests.
Hence contending parties in philosophy are to be found in
each historical period. Materialsm and idealism are such
parties in philosophy.
Materialism and idealism What is the meaning of these two
concepts? Take a look at things and
phenomena in the world. Some of theml such as a stone, a
tree, a living organism, water, etc., we can touch with our
hands, see with ou1· eyes, weigh and measure, and so on. They
exist outside and independently of man' s consciousness. We
perceive them by means of our sense organs- those of sight,
hearing, touch, smell and taste. But there are also phenomena
of a different kind, for example, our thoughts and wishes,
which we cannot measure, weigh, see or hear. They exist in
man s consciousness.
Material objects and phenomena are those which exist not
in our consciousness, but outside it. They do not depend on
human beings, they exist objectively, i.e., in reality. If man
did not exist, these things would still exist. The other group
of phenomena belong to consciousness. They are ideal
phenomena. They include thoughts, feelings, desires, will.
They do not exist outside and apart from man. As you see,
one group of phenomena in its totality constitutes nature,
matter, while the other constitutes consciousness, or mind.
Nature, matter, is also called being. What connection is
there between material and mental phenomena? This is a
question that faces us continually. In regard to all the
phenomena in the world, we can put it in this way: which
is primary, that is to say, which comes first, nature, matter
or thought, reason, consciousness? Sometimes this question
is put somewhat differently: does mind, consciousness, give
I
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rise to nature, m atter, or does nature, matter, being, give
rise to mind, consciousness. This question is known as the
fundamental question of philosophy. Different philosoph~rs
answer it in different ways.
Some of them say that matter is primary, initial, th at it
gives rise to mind, consciousness. Such philosophers are
called materialists, since their starting p oint is that ma tter
underlies all that exists. O thers say that consciousness, mind,
is primary and that matter, nature, is secondary, derivative.
According to them, consciousness precedes matter, and nature
arose from some s01t of spir itual basis. Such philosopher s are
called idealists; they hold that underlying all that exists is
idea, i.e., thought, spirit. These arc the two camps into
which philosophers arc divided, that of lhc materialists and
that of the idealists. They have opposed eClch other throughout
the history of philosophy.
H ence, depending on how to tackle the fundamental q uestion, the philosophers split into two g roups. But th e s tudy
and understanding of the world depends also on the 121ethod
used by a particular philoso13her to gain knowledge.
The method by which the phenom ena
What is the method
of reality are studied plays a ver y
of studying reality?
important par t. T his is in fact
indicated by the word " me thcd", w hich is d erived fro m the
Greek "methodos"-a road, direction. If we are on the rig h t
r oad we can reach our goal. If not, we sh all go astray and
not arrive where we should.
Chemistry, physics, astronomy and o ther sciences have
their methods of investigation . It is essential to k now,
however, what should be the proper appr oach no t to the
individual phenomena of a particular branch of knowledge,
but to nature as a whole, to all phenomena of the world
around us. Herc it is a q uestion of world outlook. Imagin e
someone saying: "Why look for new crop rotation system s?
Let us do just what our forefathers did." People w ould
certainly r eply that this is a wrong approach, that th e soil
and its structur e have changed since those days. All sorts of
machines for tilling the soil have been d evised, so t hat a
crop rotation system that was introduced, say, in the Midd le
Ages cannot satisfy us nowadays. We must, therefore, co ntinually look for new ways of increasing the productivity o f
/0

our fields. Underlying every idea of the world is its method,
its ap proach to the phenomena of nature. The first v..ray of
looking at the world is to regard it as something immutable,
ossified . This. is called the "metaphysical* metlw d". The
secon d method regards ob jects and phen omena as developing and changing. This is the dialectical** m ethod.
'Vhich of these two method s is scientific? The metaphysical
method assumes that the sun, m ountains, rivers and seas
a t the present time are exactly as they were m illions of years
ago. It looks on phenomena in isolation, as unconnected
with one another. This is the essence of the inetaphysical
method. M aterialism in the past, which adhered to this
m ethod, came t o be known as "metaphysical materialism ".
The development of science in the nineteenth century
increasingly contradicted this idea of the world. The first
b1·each was d ue to the cosmological hypothesis of the German
philosopher Kant and the French astronon1er Laplace. They
showed that the Earth and the solar syst em resulted from
a long process of development of matter. Subsequently,
geology, too, confirmed the idea o f the evolution of the E arth.
The view of the world as a connected whole that had ar isen
as the result of historical development w as par ticularly
brought into prominence by t hree great d iscoveries. The great
English naturalist Charles D a nvin showed that the sp ecies
of animals and plants existing in the world today had n ot
always looked as they do now. They came into being as the
result of a long process of evolution. Secondly, scien tists
d iscovered tha t all animal and plant organic:;ms a re made up
of the smallest units-cells-in which the complica ted vital
processes tak e place. I n this way th e b asis was laid for a
correct u nderstanding of the evolution of organisms. Thirdly,
scientists discovered the law o f the conservation and transformation of energy. It was esta blished that motion cannot
• Mctaplzysics-from the Creek "met<l ta pbysilw" - after physics.
This was the title Aristotle gave to the section of his work on philosophy devoted to speculative thought, following the section called
"physics". Later the term metaphysics was applied to a method of
cognition opposed to dialectics.
• ,.. Dialectics-from the Greek "clialcgo"-to com'Cl'Se, disp ute. I n
antiquity it meant the art of arriving al the truth by discovering contradictions in the argumen ts of nn opponent and overcoming them.
La ter it came to be applied to a m ethod of a pprehending reality.

II

arise out of nothing, just as it cannot disappear into nothing.
The forms of motion pass into one another. Thus it was
shown that matter in motion is eternal and indestructible.
This was a great triumph for the theory of development.
Thus the development of science :provided the prerequisites in the field of natural science that were necessary for the
triumph of the new dialectical materialist view of the world
elaborated by Karl Marx (1818-1883) and Frederick Engels
(1820-1895).

..

The dialectical view of the world scored a succession of
triumphs. It became increasingly difficult for metaphysics to
deny the principle of development, an outward "recognition"
of which became a characteristic feature of metaphysics in
the nineteenth century. Basically, however, metaphysics
always denies the principle of development, for it under- .
stands development as a process of simple repetition, without
the emergence of anything new. It denies the internal source
of development or sees it somewhere outside the developing
things or phenomena-in a god, spirit, or idea. Dialectics and
metaphysics are therefore incompatible.
Dialectics regards development as a process that results
in real changes, where the old dies out and the new comes
into being, where the course of events is not cyclical, but
where new qualities of phenomena arise.
Metaphysics regards the world as an accumulation of accident(!! things and processes. Dialectics, on the other hand,
regards the world as a single connected whole, and it studies
these connections, separating those that are essential from
those that are inessential. those that are fundamental fron1
those that are accidental.
This will be dealt with in detail in the talks devoted to the
laws and categories of materialist dialectics. You will see
there that phenomena never exist in isolation but are always
interconnected and interacting. The world cannot be understood if, like the metaphysicians, we regard phenomena as
cut off from one another.
From what has been said it follows that dialectics is the

science of the most general laws of motion and development
of nature, human society and thought, th~ science of the
universal connection of all phenomena in the world. For this
reason it is the opposite of metaphysics.
12
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--- The conflict between materialism and
idealism is evident in the approach
to all root problems. What is their
attitude towards religion? Engels
said that the fundamental question of philosophy could be
stated as follows: did God create the world or has it existed
eternally? To this question materialists and idealists give
diametrically opposite answers.
The idealists say that the world came into being when it
was created by the idea, by thought. That the world did not
exist until it was created by God is the view of religion.
Obviously these two views are basically the same. Idealism
has merely substituted the word "idea" for the word " God".
Of course, idealism and religion are not identical; there is a
certain difference between them. What they have in common
is that both of them introduce an ideal, spiritual principle as
the basis of everything that exists. Hence they are closely
related. " Idealism is clericalism,'' Lenin wrote. It arises and
exists as a basis for and justification of religion.
Materialism, on the other hand, teaches that matter, nature.
has existed eternally. It has not had a creator. Such a conception of the world's development has no room for a supreme
heavenly power, for God. There is no need for God; the
development of the world has proceeded without his intervention. Thus materialism involves denial of any God and is
inevitably bound up with atheism. A materialist is necessarily
an atheist. Religious prejudices hinder people from reaching
a correct materialist world outlook.
Materialism and idealism approach all other major problems, too, in opposite ways. We know that a society based on
exploitation consists of hostile classes. What is the attitude
to this, adopted by materialists and idealists? Superficially, it
might seem that idealists write philosophical works that are
remote from "worldly vanity", from the struggle of parties
and classes. But in reality that is far from being. the case.
Consider, for example, the . modern American philosopher
William Vogt. He says that there are at present hundreds of
millions of "redundant" people in the world. Hence, an ato~ic
war is required to dispose of them. He lines up with those
who want to unleash a sanguinary war.
Other idealist philosophers call for a crusade against
Communists. In this way they help the capitalists to oppose
Why the conflict between
materialism and idealism
is inevitable?

13
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the progressive forces of society. There ~re ph~l?sophe1:s .'~'ho
tell the working people not to take part 111 political a ctivities.
They claim that their theories a rc n on-political, a nd s~y: '~\Ve
have nothing to do with politics." At first glance, 1t m ight
seem that these idealist philosophers stand asid e from the
struggle of classes an d parties. But it is easy to sec tha t th is
is only a cover for their real intentions. I n reality, when these
idealists talk of "im partiality" and of b eing " ab ove pa r ties".
they are in effect saying to the work ing people: " K eep away
from the struggle against capitalism, a gainst poverty ." A n d
whom does that benefit if n ot the capitalists and exploiters?
It turns out that idealism sup ports everything that is i·eactionary and obsolete, beginning with exploitation a nd endin g w ith
religion, clericalism.
In contrast to idealism, ma terialism expresses the interes ts
of the revolutionary, progressiv e classes and op poses the
reactionary obsolete classes. If id ealism is the b anner of the
re~ctionary classes, mater ialism is the b anner of the progressive, advanced classes. It should be borne in mind, however,
that .this proposition must not be ovcrsiinplified so as to imply
that under all condition s idealists d efend everything reactionary and ob solete, while materialists alw ays express the
interests of the progre ssive classes. H eraclitus, for in sta nce,
a materialist philosopher of the ancient w orld, defen ded the
interests of the slave-owners, opposed A thenian democracy,
and was even in favour of war. On the other ha nd, the con temporary English philosopher Bel'tra nd Ru ssell, d espite
the id ealist nature of his philosophy, is an active peace
supporter.
When we say that idealism expresses the interests of th e
obsolete, reactionary classes, whereas m aterialisn1 expresses
those of the progressive classes, we arc refe rring to the basic
historical tendency in the development of philosophy. I n th is
respect it is actually fo und that when m aterialists take reality,
real life, as the b asis of their theories, t hey ser ve the adv anced,
progressive classes. On the other hand, when idealis m in it s
theories distor ts the truth, then, irres11ective of the wish es of
individual exponents of idealism, it ser ves the interest s of th e
obsolete, reactionary classes. In this sense the con flict betwee n
materialism and idealism is an expression of the class stru ggle.
In this struggle it is impossible for philosophers to be
neutra l, to support neither of the contending sides or p a1'lies.

Lenin exposed those who asserted : "We ·are neither materiali-::ts nor idealists, we stand 'above' these pa rties." He called
.these ph ilosophers "the despicable party of the middle'', and
he refuted their a ttempts to mak e out tha t the conflict b etween
materialism a nd idealism was ou t-of-date a n d that therefor e
philo~ophers could no longer be divided in to materialists and
idealists. Th e m odern revisionis ts"' are p ar ticularly zealous
sup porters of this idea. They fu riously a ttack the Marxist
principle of the partisanship of philosophy, its thesis of a n
in econcilable struggle between materialism and idealism,
asser ting tha t the differences between m aterialism and idealism are disappearing. The fallacy of such asser tions is easily
seen if it is borne in mind that bourgeois socie ty consists of
hostile classes engaged in a bitter struggle against each other.
This struggle cannot cease. Nor can the strug gle b etween
materialism and id ealism cease; it is d erived from th e class
sti·uggle.
Every philosophy, therefore, expresses d efinite class
interests. ·Hmv d oes this a pply to M a rxism ?
The most outstanding even t of the
Wha l is .Ma r:.:ism a nd
p eriod when M ar xism a ro se (in the
whose intc-rcsts docs it
forties of the nineteenth century)
express ?
was th at a new revolution ary classthc proletariat-made its appearance. The birth of the p roleta riat, o f course, goes further back, but by the for ties it had
begun to act as a powerful revolution ary force. It was already
loudly demanding its rights, as can be judged from the action s
it under took a t ·the time. The first such large-scale actions of
the proletariat were : in Brita in the Char tist movement**, a nd
in France the revolt of the Lyons weavers in the thir ties. Ther e
was also a series of actions by the proletariat in Germany.
These actions were evidence of the immense power of the
n ew rising class, the proletariat. The giant h ad awakened,
but this was not yet enough for victory. This giga ntic force
had to be a p plied in the right way. The proletariat h~d to
take the co1Tect path. But what was the correct p ath?
• Revisionism is a distortion of Marxism by revising its pl'incipal
tenets so ns to comply with the interest:> of the bourgeoisie.
- Chartism -thc British workers' movement of 1836·48 aimed a t
securing political rig hts and imp1·oving the economic conditions of the
working class.

/!j

One path that the proletariat could take was that of minor
tussles· with capitalism, unorganised spontaneous e ·'"ions
without a clear goal and leadership.
What did the proletariat lack that could give its struggle
an organised character and enable it to obtain a clear view
of the prospects ahead? A revolutionary theory- that is .. ~1at
the proletariat lacked at that timer Let us recall Lenin's worcs :
"Without a revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary movement." The proletariat wants to throw off the yoke
of capitalist slavery. It aspires to create a new, socialist
society, free from all exploitation. But the path to the accomplishment of that goal had to be found. Socialist theory had
to be created. Marxism gave this theory to the proletariat and
the working people.
Creating socialist theory as the world outlook of the proletariat meant creating a new theory, an organic unity of
philosophy, political economy and scientific communism.
There were, of course, various philosophical, economic and
socialist theories in existence prior ·t o Marxism. But, firstly,
they never constituted an organic whole and, secondly, they
did not express the interests of the proletariat and could not
serve as .a theoretical basis for its struggle for emancipation.
This must not be taken to imply that there were no progressive philosophical and economic systems or socialist
theories before Marxism had appeared. In fact, as Lenin
pointed out, the three component parts of Marxism have three
corresponding sources: German classical philosophy, English
classical political economy and French utopian socialism. The
views of the creators of these theories were not truly scientific. Take, for instance, the theory of the French utopian
socialists. A utopia is an imaginary paradise, an unrealisable
fantasy. Such was the nature of their theory. They tried, for
example, to persuade some factory owners to give their fact op
ries to the workers. No good came of this scheme. Their
socialist theory, therefore, remained unrealisable.
A truly scientific theory was created for the proletariat by
its great teachers, Marx and Engels, and is known as Marxism.
Marxism expresses the interests of the proletariat and is the
latter's theoretical weapon. It is an integral and harmonious
system of philosophical, economic and socio-political views.
Lenin pointed out that Marxism consists of three parts:
philosophy, political economy and scientific communism .
16

Since \·ve have already mad e dear the class basis of
Marxism it is easy to realise that its basis can only be
materialist philosophy.
You have already seen that the
.
.
~he J?hilos.ophy of :'.\l?r~sm idealist explanation of the world is
1s d 1alccu cal matcrrahsm
. d istorts
.
w l10 lly i.11 usory, t l1at it
wl1at
takes place in the world. The p1·oletariat ca nnot h ave anything
to do with such a philosophy. It wants to build a better life
for all '"'orking people. It needs to study the world as it really
is, without fantasies or distortions. Idealism cannot show the
correct way here. But m aterialism studies the world as it
really is. M arxism, too, proceeds from actual life, without
any spurious a ddition. Therefore its theoretical founda tion
can only be materia list philosophy.
M aterialism existed before Marxism appeared. This, however, was metaplzysical ma terialism. M arx and Engels created
a n ew theory-dialectical materialism. M arxism cannot accep t
the metaphysical method of approaching the world as something eternal and unchanging. Reality is eternally developing
a nd changing. In its theories and practical activities M ar xism
reflects the changing character of life itself. By its very
na ture M arxism is a revolutionary theory. But bourgeois
philosophers today cling to metaphysics, for they want to halt
his torical development and perpetuate the capitalist order of
things. This is why it is ma terialist dialectics, i.e., the science
of development, tha t is the M a rxist m ethod of studying and
transforming reality.
Thus. 11wterialism a12d dialectics in tl1eir unity a11d inseparable con11ectio12 coIZslitute tbe tbeory and metlzod of /\1arxism.
That is w hy the philosophy of M arxism is called dialectical
m aterialism. It is a philosophical world outlook and at the
same time a method. I t serves as a compass and guiding s tar
in the pn1ctica1 activities of the party of the proletaria t.
At one time sailors fixed their
Why M arxism is the comcourse by the stars. H~nce the
pass a nd g u idi n~ star of
expression
" guiding star". \Vhcn the
the working people?
compass war; invented it was used
to show the direction to be ta ken. Mar xis t philosophy can be
compared to a com pass 01· a guiding stur, for it s hows the
proletaria t, the Communist Pa rty and a ll working people the
'"''ay to be taken in their practical activities. But a compass
must be a good one or it may lea d us a stray. It is e ven more
2-3774
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impor tant to have an accurate compass for a guide in the
affair s of society. The famous Neg ro singer P aul Robeson
relates that he once belonged to a studen ts' society \Vhich had
as its motto: "Philosophy is a guide to life." "But", says
Robeson, "the philosophy taug ht in the university proved an
unsuitable compass in life . .. . I searched for a way out of this
blind alley but could not find it. Only when I becam e
acquainted with the teachings of Marx and Lenin did I find
the 'philosophical key' which has really guided my life."
Marxist philosophy can be said to be a compass, a guiding
stur, in the sense that i n its practical activities the Communist
Party is always guided by its r evolutionary theory. For t he
Communis t Party, Ma1·xist philosophy is, in the full sen se of
the word, a guide to action. Her e is an example. The first
socialist revolutio n in history took place in Russia in 1 917.
It was at once faced with the important and d ifficult question
of how to begin the build ing of socialism. I n answering this
question the Party was guided by one of the major points of
Marxist theory, viz., that the decisive factor for a country's
development is its econom y. Socialism cannot be built if the
counb:y is inadeq uately pr ovided with factories and if s1n a llscale peasant farming prevails in the countryside. G uided b y
this, the correct way was fo und. Industrialisation, collectivisation of agriculture and abolition of the exploiting classessuch was the Soviet people's road to socialism. This roa d of
socialist construction was la id down in the second Programn1e
ad opted by the Eigh th Congress of the Communist Party in
1919.
The same thing applies to the p resent period, that of build ing communism. To the So viet people fell the historic role
of being the pion eers of comm unist constru ction , of blazing
a new path of social development. Herc, too, M arxist theory
is the gui de.
The seventeenth century E nglish materialist Francis Bacon
aptly com par ed con·ect theor y to a lantern that lights up a
dark road for a traveller. H e likened a scientist uneq uipped
with a correct theory to a traveller g roping his \.vay in the
dark .
The Communist Pa r ty leads the Soviet people t o comnnmism
by the sole conect road. T he p roof of this is seen in the
historic decisions of the 22nd Cong r ess of the C.P.S.U. T o
build communism , the materia l and technica l basis for it has
18
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first to be created. This implies the development of the
country's economy, its industry and agriculture, ensuring the
Soviet people with everything necessary for implementing
the principle of communism: "From each according to his
ability, to each according to his needs." This simple yet
profound thesis underlies all the main sections of the new
Programme adopted by the C.P.S.U. at its 22nd Congress in
1961. It is based wholly and completely on Marxist theory,
which in this case is not so much a lantern as a powerful
searchlight, beacon and compass.
What has been said above unmasks the revisionists who
slanderously assert that Marxism is out-of-date". Marxism
is the powerful weapon of the Communist Party o£9the proletariat and all working people in the struggle for communism.
Its appearance marked a true revolution in science.
11
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S ECOND . TAL IC

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF PRE-MARXIST PHILOSOPHY.
THE APPEARANCE OF MARXISMA REVOLUTION IN P HILOSOPHY

•
To understand the nature of the revolution ach ieved by
Marxism in social science it is necessary, at least bricily, to
k now something of the main stages of the development of
philosophy, for Marxism, as Lenin pointed out, did not arise
somewhere off the high road of world philosophical thought .
It inherited all the best elements of the philosophy that preceded it as well as the achievements of other social sciences.

The Conflict Bet\veen Materialism
and Idealism in Slave Society

I

The first attemp ts to conceive the world as a whole d a te
back to the slave societies in the ancient East-in China, India
and Egypt. These were the first philosophical theories. Since
the world can be conceived either from the m aterialist or from
the idealist standpoints, from the very outset there was a bitter
conflict between these two trends, which, as we have shown,
expresses diametrically opposite interests. This conflict ha s
continued during every stage in the historical developmen t of
philosophy.
I n the period of slave society philosophy reached the
highest development in ancient Greece, where primitive
spontaneous materialism, as Engels called it, arose as eilrly
as the sixth century B.C. Its fathers considered tha t the
underlying principle of the wo rld was something of a
material nature. Thus, the philosopher T hales tea. 624-547
B.C.) regarded water as this material ''basis", whe reas his
pupil Anaxim.enes (sixth century B.C.) considered it to b e air.
20

These views were naive but essentially correct in so far as
these philosophers maintained that the \Vorld had not been
created by some d ivine power but had a natural, m aterial
b asis.
This view w as further developed by the philosopher Heraclitus (ca. 540-480 B.C.), who wrote that the world was cr eated
neither by God nor by man, but has always existed and will
exist e ternally. For Heraclitus, the ' 'basis" of everything existing was "eternally living fire" . He wrote: "The world, an
entity out of everything, was created by n one of the G-0ds or
men, but was, is, and will be eternally living fire, r egularly
becoming igni ted and i·egularly becoming extinguished ."
Lenin appraised this th esis of Heraclitus as a 6'cry good
exposition of the principles of dialectical materialis1n.*
H eraclitus is one of the creators of the dialectical method.
It was he who made the famous statement: "Everything flows,
everything changes." The world does not stand still, it eternally develops. Heraclitus made the brilliant guess that the
struggle of opposites was the source of the development of the
world. The founders of M arxism-Leninis1n attached high value
to the ideas qf Hera clitus.
T he greatest achievem ent of a ncient materialism was the
philosophy of Democritus (ca. 460-370 B.C.), whose theory we
shall meet with more than once in this book. He propounded
the remarkable theory of the atomic structure of matter,
which had lo '"''ait hvo and a half thousand years before it
received scientific and practical confirm ation.
According to D emocritus, the basis of everythi ng existing
in the world is atoms and void (empty space). He conceived
the atoms as being indivisible material particles, qualitatively
alike, but distinguished from one another by their form.
They arc in eternal motion in the void and unite or disunite,
gi ving rise in this way to all the varied phenomena of the
world. Everything in Lhe world arises by natural means as
the result of the law-govc1n ed movement of the atoms.
According to Democritus, "nothing arises without cause,
but everything arises on some basis and by virtue of necessity". Such a formulation excludes the possibility of any supernatural, d ivine power in the world: everything has its material
cause. It is not surprising, therefore, that the philosophy of
• Sec Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 349.
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D emocritus aroused the fury of the idealists and, in particular,
of the ancient Greek philosopher Plato (427-347 B.C.). Lenin
pointed out that the struggle between materialism and
idealism throughout the history of philosophy could be
regarded as a struggle between " the line of Democritus"
(materialism) and "the line of Plato'' (idealism).
Plato divided the world into the world of "eternal essences"
-ideas-and the world of "changing things". According to his
views, ideas are " h11e being", something primary. All the
things around us are merely "shadows o f ideas" . He drew
the following comparison to express this idea. A h ermit who
lives in a cave cannot sec wha t is happening outside in the
open air, where the sun shines and people are moving a bout.
'He can only see their shadows on the wall of the cave. So it is
with people living in the world. Like the hermit, they know
only shadows. The things that they encounter are only
shadows of the "real" world, the world of ideas. As you can
see for yourself, Lenin was q uite justified in 1·emarking that
this was highly nonsensical m ysticism.*
Plato laid the basis for the philosophy known as objective
idealism. To understand the meaning of this term, it should be
remembered that "object" in general signifies something existing outside man, apart from his consciousness, and on which
he acts. Materia lism regards the \Vorld as existing objectively,
as an objective reali ty. Plato's variety of idealism asserts that
the idea exists objectively.
Plato fiercely attacked the materialists, especially Dem ocritus. He declared that the works of Democritus were "impious"
and demandccl that their author be put to death.
Plato's social and political ideas, too, were just as reactionary. He regarded an aristocratic republic based on slavery as
an "ideal state". In his view, slavery was natur al and necessary: God ordained that some should be slaves and others
masters, slave-owners. H ence it is easy to und erstand th at
reactionaries in all ages have referred to Plato in s upport of
their ideas.
One of the mos t outstanding Greek philoso phers was
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.). He was a pupil of Plato's but he
• Mysticism (from the Greek " mystilws''- m ystcry)-religious be1ief
in direct communion of man with God. It is genera lly used to deno te
views based on somelhing mysterious, inexplicable.
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sharply criticised the reactionary part of his teacher's philosophy- the theory of "ideas". Thus he made an important
contribution to the criticism of idealism, putting forward a
series of weighty arguments against it. To Plato's view that
the essence of things lies in "ideas", Aristotle correctly replies:
essence cannot lie somewhere outside things, it is in the things
themselves. Philosophy must therefore study the world of real
things and reject Plato's "mysticism of idea·s ".
Aristotle recognised the objective existence of things, of
matter, but he looked on them as ineft, i.e., devoid of activity.
He considered "form" to be the active basis. Moreover,
Aristotle asserted that there was a "form of all forms", a
"prime motor", i.e., a final originating cause- God. Lenin
pointed out that Aristotle wavered between materialism and
idealism.
It is not possible in a short exposition to give a full account
of the philosophers of ancient Greece and Rome, but it is
important to grasp that ancient thinkers created the original
form of materialist philosophy-spontaneous materialism and
a naive dialectical approach to reality. Since science was then
in its infancy and the scientific data available to the materialists were inadequate, their views as a rule could only be in
the nature of inspired guesses. It was ·a naive but substantially
correct view of the world.

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Materialism
and Its Struggle Against Religion and Idealism
Slave society gave way to feudalism with its dominance
of feudal lords and the Church. Philosophy during this period
became the servant of theology. The materialist theories of the
ancient thinkers were forgotten or distorted. A religiousidealist world outlook predominated. Despite the grip of the
Church, philosophical thought developed in this period, too,
although slowly. It was at this tirne that a number of materialist theories were put forward in China, India and the Arab
countries. Beginning with the second half of the fifteenth
century, philosophy began developing in close connection with
natural science.
This applies especially to the 17th and 18th centuries, when
metaphysical materialism became widespread. As Engels
pointed out, metaphysical materialism was a result of the
23
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development of natural science. To understand the nature of
17th and 18th century materialism, therefore, it is necessary
to take note of a characteristic feature of the natural science
of this period, which was that it regarded its main task to be
the experimental investigation of separate tllings and phenomena. This was an impor tant step forward compared with the
ancient world in which science was n ot yet concerned with
studying individual objects and phenomena. It had, ho\'\ evcr,
its negative aspect, for such investiga tion accustomed
scientists to ignore the connections existing between objects.
The world came to be looked upon not as an integral developing whole, but as an aggrega te of isolated things and ph en omena. It is just this, as we said previously, that is the char~c·
teristic feature of the metaphysical m eth od . The most highly
developed science at that time was mechanics. H ence the
materialists attempted to explain all the phenomen a of nature
by means of mechanics alone. Thus the very cou1·sc of its
development l~d natural science to adopt a metaphysical
approach to natural phenomena . From · natural science, as
Engels pointed out, this method p ermeated philosophy.
The first exponent of 17th-18th
Seventeenth century
century materiaiism was the English
materialism
philosopher Ftnncis Bacon (15611626). H e shar ply criticised m edieval philosophy b ecause it
wa_s the servant of religion, which it tried to justify. Such
philosophy, said Bacon, was as sterile as a vestal virgin who
dedicates herself to God . T1·ue philosophy should study n ature
and draw its conclusions from the phenomena occur ring in
nature. In Bacon's exposition, Mar x says. matter smiles on
man with a poetically sensuou s brilliance.
Bacon a ttached gl'eat importance to experiment. Criticisin g
the medieval philosophers who rejected th e exp cri1nental
study of nature, he likened them to spiders spinning a w eb
of abstract ideas divorced from real life. The true philosoph er
he compared to a bee that collects sweet nectar from t!1c
flowers !lnd converts it into the hon ey of true reality. Bacon
enunciated the simple, but for that period brilliant, idea thnt
conclusions can be arri ved at only on the b asis of facts which
have been collected and studied. H ence the pheno1ncna of
nature have to be studied by obst::rvation a nd experimen t.
H e elaborated the empirica l (i.e., experimental) metho d o f
studying reality, which proved of immense importance fo r
1
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the subsequent development of science and philosophical
thought.
An important 17th century materialist w as the English
philosopher Hobbes (1588-1679), whom M arx called the
systematiser of Baconian materia lism. The philosophy o{
Hobbes has the characteristic features of all mechanical
materialism. Thus he compared all natural objects, including
man, to machines. He recognised only mechanical mo tion, by
means of which he explained sensation, perception, etc. We
hear the sound of a bell because its motion sets up vibra tions
of the air and these in turn evoke motion in the ear a.lld
subsequently in the nerves. Ever ything takes place by consecutive transfers of m otion as in the case of ma chines. H e
depicts even tpe state in the fo rm of a m onstrous machin e,
which by analogy with the Biblical sea monster he calls
"Leviathan" . W e now k now very well that it is by no means
possible to explain everything in terms of mechanics, but at
that time these vjcws were p rogressive.
It is H obbes' great merit tha t he drew atheist conclusions
from his materialist views. H e showed tha t the w orld,
developing through ma terial causes, has no need of a supernatural power. This \·Vas a step forward in compa rison with
Bacon's philosophy.
I n France during this period the famous philosopher and
mathematician, Descartes (1596-1650), was developing his
philosophical theory. Descartes was a dualist. He maintained
tha t two independe11t principles-matter and con sciousnessformed the basis of the world . In expla ining the phenomena
of nature, D escartes is a materialist. I n this sphere he
recognises that there is no need of an external non-ma terial
p ower. "\Vithitz his physics," M arx wrote, "matter is the only
subst a11ce, the only basis -0£ being and of knowledge."*
Evel'yth ing in na ture tak es p lace on the basis of the motion
of matter, which Descartes conceives as ·a simple displacem ent of bod ies in space. This, as we have seen, is the standpoint of mechanical ma terialism. When, however, Descar tes
comes to explain consciousness, feelings and other mental
p hen omena, he is un idealist. H ere he ascribes decisive
significance to reason, divorced from nature.
• Marx and Engels, Tlze Holy Family or Critique of Critical Critique.
l\'loscow, 1956, p. 169.
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D escartes is the progenitor of rationalism . He r egarded
reason as the sole source of our knowled ge. This was a onesided view but a t that time il had a progressive significance,
since it exalted human reason as against religion, which
preached blind subordina tion to the Church . This was of
very great importance in a period when science was winning
a place for itself in a despera te struggle a gainst religion.
Among the foremos t 17th century materialist philosophers
is the eminent Dutch thinker Spinoza (1632-1677) . O vercoming the dualism of Descartes, he taught that everything
in the world has a single basis, a single substance as he calls
it, viz., nature. It is eternal, no t created and infinite.
Nature has no need of a supernatural power, for it
develops on the basis of i ts own inher ent laws. Spinoza
expressed this by saying that the world is its own cause.
It is eviden t from this that Spinoza is not o nly a materialist, but n prominent atheist, for he showe<l that natu re itself
has the creative P°'"'er which, according to the church,
only God can possess. No wonder that in the 17th century
the term "Spinozist" was equa ted with "atheist". H en ce
Spinoza's philosophy aroused the fu rious hatr ed of the
Church. Spinoza himself was vilified and persecuted, but h e
courageously upheld his materialism and a theism .
.
A very important s tage in the d evell·rcnch 18~h . century
opm cnt of materia lism during the
waten ah sm
.
·
penod
un d er review
was t h e Fr e11c11
materialism o f the 18th century. Its exponents \verc
Diderot (1713-1784), Holbach (1723-1789) and Helvetius
(1715-1771) . O n the eve of the French bourgeois revolution
of 1789 this philosophy provided the revolutionar y bourgeoisie with a theoretical weapon in the s truggle aga inst
feudalism and its r eligious-idealist ideology. Engels wrote
that the philosophical r evolution in France was as it were
an introduction to the political revolution, that the French
materialists gave th e young revolutionar y bourgeoisie a
symbol of fai th and a theoretical banner in their struggle
against absolutism and the Church. Their w ork s \·verc, as
Lenin remarks, "lhc keen, vivacious and talented writings which wittily a nd openly attacked the prevailing
clericalism."*
• Lenin, Marx-Engels-Marxism, p. 513.
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Lenin regarded the writings of the French materialists as
an arsenal of weapons and ammunition for the struggle
against religious obscurantism.
The materialist philosophy of Diderot.. Holbach an_d
Helvetius marked a considerable advance compared with
17th century materialism. This is seen.. above all, in the
French materialists' conception of nature as a unitary system,
developing in a natural way on the basis of its own laws.
It is no accident that Holbach entitled his main work The
System of Nature. Natu-re." he writes, "is the cause of
everything; it exists of itself; it will exist and operate eternally; it is its own cause; its motion is a necessary consequence of its necessary existence ...
It was an important achievement of French materialism
that it realised the "unity of matter and motion. But by conceiving motion as no more than mechanical displaceme.n t in
space and the laws of nature as perpetual and immutable.
the French materialists abided by metaphysical materialism.
The birth and development of
Russian 18th century
Russian materialist philosophy is
materialism
linked with the names of Mikhail
Lomonosov (1711-1765) and Alexander Radishcheu (17491802). The former is famous as one of the greatest savantsphysicist, chemist, geologist and poet. The latter is famous.
too, as a revolutionary and writer. Both made important
contributions to the development of philosophical thought.
Lomonosov set forth his materialist views on the strength
of the data of the wide range qf sciences that his encyclopaedic talents led him to investigate. Particularly important is his discovery of the law of conservation of matter.
This law provided the scientific substantiation of materialism,
for it follows from it that matter cannot be created or
destroyed altogether.*
Lomonosov elaborated the theory of the atomic and
molecular structure of matter. Lomonosov's demonstration of
the n eed to study the objective laws of the motion of matter
and the causes of events taking place in the world was of
great importance for science and philos·ophy.
Lomonosov was one of the foremost social thinkers of
11

• Fot ·the philosophical significance of this law, see the Third Talk.
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his time. Coming from the people he condemned serfdom"'
and insisted th3t science should serve the cause of the
enlightenment and emancipation of the Russian people.
He was the father of the ma terialist tradi tion in Russian
philosophy.
Radishchev was an outstanding materialist and revolutionary thinker. He devoted his talents lo the struggle agains t
serfdom, tsarist autocracy and despotism. Following Lomonosov, Radishchev continued and developed the materialist
tradition in Russia .. In his philosophical works he gave a
materialist answer to the fundamental problem of philosoph y
and rejected the notion of the human soul. Hence his writings
were of great importance for the struggle against mysticis1n
and religious ideology. Lenin highly appreciated the services
rendered by Radishchcv as a thinker and revolutionary.
Subjective idealist theories, the
Idealism of Berkeley
founders of which were Berlwley
an<l Hume
(1684 -1753) and Hume (1711-1776),
were widely current in England at the beginning o{ the 18th
century. Bishop Berkeley virtua lly d enied the existence of the
external world, holding that only the hu ma n being, the
subject, his consciousness, really exists. He asserted that
things on ly e xist when mon directly perceives them - b y seeing,
hearing or feeling. If man does nol p erceive them the th ings
do not exist. The world, in his view, exists in the consciousness and sensations of the subject. "To exist means to be
perceived. Things are a collection of sensations." This is
equivalent to asserting that the sub ject, the h uman being,
creates the world. H ence it is clear why this type of id ealism
was given the name of subjective idealis122. Consistently
f?llowed, it inevitably leads to solipsism, the idea that the
single human being, the subject, alone exists and that the
whole world is engendered by h im.
B~rkclcy was an irreconcilable enemy of niatcl'ialism un d
a~e1sm. H ence it is not surprising that the n1atcria lists
vigorously combate:i h is views, subjecting h is doctrine to
~ithcring criticism. D iderot, for example, wrote of Berk eley :
In a moment of ma d!less a sentient grand piano ima g ined
.
• ~erfdom-thc juridically framed personal d ependence of the
munediate producers-the peasants-on the feudal lords, achieved b y
the feudal slate power in the inter ests of the r uling class.-Ed.
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that it ·was the only piano in the world and that all the
h armonics of the universe were produced by i t."*
The assertion of su bjective idealism that the world exis ts
only in ou r consciousness is r efuted by life, by o ur practica)
activities. Everyday practice, productive activity, shows us
that there really exists not only the one percipient human
being, the subject, but the wh ole world with its things,
phenomena and people. Subjective idealism is powerless when
confronted \•,ri th sod al practice.
Another English philosopher, David Hume, proceeded
fron1 the stand point that the huma n m in d deals only with
sensations and not with real things. According to Hume, m an
knows only his sensations and cannot a nswer the q uestion of
whether the external world really exists or w hat it is in fact .
Whereas Berkeley denied the existen ce of real objects, Hum e
m erely doubted their existence. 'H e therefor e a do pted the
s tandpoint of scepticism, the p hilosophica l trend which
throws doubt on the possibility of the world's existence, an d
a lso of studying, cognising, it.
The subjective idealist philosophy of Berkeley and Hume
was severely criticised by Lenin in his '.';ork M aterialis111 and
Emp irio-Criticis121.

The Conflict Between Materia lism a nd Idealism
in Germa n Philosophy at the End of the 18th
and Begi nning of the 19th Century
From what 've have said above it is clear th at the
materialism of the 17th and 18th centur ies ,.1rns a consid erable
advance on that of antiquity. It solved a \\.•ider circle of
philosophical problems, it became more closely linked with
science. Idealism and religion were d ealt a heavy blow
during this p eriod.
The developmen t of scien ce and social life at the end of
the 18th and beginning of the 19th century made it n ecessary
to overcome the metaphysical m ode of tho ught pr evailing
then. An important role in th is respect was played by German
classical philosophy, especially that of Hegel (1770-1831),
and Feuerbaclz (180-1-1872).
• Diderot. £11trcticn entre d'Alcnzberl ct Diderot, Paris, Librairie
Mar cel Didiel', 1951, p. 30.
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The philosophical system elaborated by H egel was one of
objective idealism. It considered that the basis of na ture
and society wa s the absolute idea, 01· world spirit, which
exists eternally, independently of nature or man.
Nature, he asserted, is the other being of spirit. This im plies
that in nature spirit exists in another form- in the form of
real things, objects. The a bsolute idea is the creator of reality,
the latter being merely the external manifestation of the ide a.
You will probably have noticed that in a masked form H egel
is here merely smuggling in the religious idea of the creation
of the world by God. Nevertheless H egel's philosophy contains very valuable ideas. These consist above all in his
theory of the eternal movement, development, of th e world
spirit, his famo us dialectics. M arx and Engels a ttached great
importance to this theory, as we shall show later on.
H egel's dialectical method, in spite of being built on a n
idealist basis, was one of the great achievements of human
thought. For the first time in the history of philosophy, H egel
formulated the basic law s and categories of dialectics. H e d id
not succeed, however, in creating a truly scientific meth od,
for he considered that it was the world spirit, philosophical
concepts and categories, and not nature and society, that
developed in accordance with these la ws. His was not the
dialectics of nature, but the dialectics of concepts takin g
place in "pure thought".
In consequence of this, H egel made certain departures
from his own theor y of d evelopmen t, of dialectics. In dealing
with nature, despite his d ialectical method, he consid ered that
there was here no development. He said that there is n othing
new w1dcr the sun : nature is destined to eternal repetition
of the same processes.
As regard s human history, H egel recognised development
only in the past. He considered tha t the limit of social progress had been reached with the constitutional monarchy of
Pr ussia based on social estates.
How can it happen, you may say, thc'.lt while the dialectical
method recognises nothing eternal, unchanging or ossifi e<land Hegel is a dialcctician-he nevertheless denies the development of nature and sets bounds to the deve lopment o f
society? Is this not a contradiction? Certa inly. In H egel's
philosophy there is actually a contra diction between the
idealist system (i.e., his theory of nature and society a s form s
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of the existence of the "absolute idea") and the dialectical
method, between the Lheory of eten1al development and the
melaphysical system which puts an end to it. As you may
have alrea dy noticed, Hegel's d ialectical method compromised
itself for the sake of his metaphysical system. Connected '"'ith
this, too, are Hegel's reactionary socio-political views. H e
exalted war a nd opp osed peace. He is responsible also for
certain chauvinistic utterances abou t the " German chosen
people". These and similar ideas were later seized upon by
the ideologists of imperialism. Hegel's dialectical method,
however, had a tremendous influence on the development of
all subsequent progressive philosophical thought. It became
one of the theoretical sources of Marxism. But his idealist
p hilosophy as a whole, lik e all idealism, proved to be a barren
flower on the mighty Lree of human knowledge.
H egelian idealism came under fire from Ludwig Feuerbach
whose great merit lay primarily in his revival of the traditions of 17th and 18th century materialism after a long p eriod
of the predominance of speculative German philosophy. The
s tarting poin t of his p hilosophy was nalure as the basis of
all tha t exists. It is nature that has given rise to man and
his consciousn ess. The material wor ld is the sole basis for
science too. Philosophy that is divorced from n ature, said
Feucrbach, is empty and trivial.
Fcuerbach is lhc crea tor of so-called anthropological
materialism (from the Greek "anthropos"- man) . According
t o Fcuerbach, the main content of philosophy must be man
a s pa1t of nature. Philosophy must study man, but not a fter
the fashion of lhe idealists who divide man into two independent parts-body and soul. Man, a ccord ing to Feuerbach,
is a w1ity of material and spiritual principles, a unity in which
the body, the activity of the brain, gives rise to consciousness.
This constitutes the materia list foundation of Feuerbach' s
anthropologism. I t p rovided a keen weapon in the struggle
a gains t idealism and religion but, a s Lenin pointed out, was
nevertheless narrow and inadequate. This is because it i·egards
man only as a biological being. But man Jives in society and
is the result of definite social rela tions, historica lly d eveloped
conditions, and it is only on their basis that man can be
understood. Fcucrbach, however, wan ted to ci·eate a Lheory
of ''man in general". It is not surprising that lhis proved to
be a theory of man in the abstract, divorced from concrete
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social relations. Fcucrbach's concept has nothing at all to
say of the social and historical environment in which man
lives. Man is presented as a metaphysical essence, given o nce
and for ull.
Feuerbach's atheism was important. He was a talented
critic of religion dnd shO'\·ved that people themselves created
God by deifying their own feelings. Terror, love, thankfulness-all these feelings w hich are inherent in man, a re
ascribed to God. But instead of criticising and discar ding
all religion, Feuerbach endeavoured to create a new religion ,
a religion "without God", a religion of love. H e combated
religion but coukl not dispense with the \vord "religion",
applying it to relations between people. This constitutes the
inconsistency of Feuerbach's atheism.
His philosophy as a ''.rhole played a very great part in
the development of the scientific materialist w orld ou tlook .
His materialist views along with H egelian dialectics wer e
used by M arx and Engels in creating their philosophy.
From what has been said above it is evid en t that German
classical philosophy of the end of the 18th and beginning
of the 19th century played a prominent part in the develop ment of the dialectical method (Hegel) and the materialist
view of the world (Feuerbach). U nder those historic~l conditions, however, these philosophers were unable to create a
scientific philosophical theory.

Russian Materialist Phi!osophy of the 19th Century
The materialist world outlook of Russia n r evolutionary
democracy began to take shape from the for ties of the last
century. It was the ideological b anner of the revolutionf.lry
democratic movement against serfdom and tsarism which
attained its apex in the sixties and sev~n lics. The ideologists
and inspirers of this movement were the Russian revolutionary d emocrats : Vissarion Beli1zshy (1811-1848), Alex(mde1·
Herze11 (1812-1870), Nil?.olai Cllerny slzevsl?.y (1828-1889) and
Nikolai Dobroly ubov (1836-1861).
Hegel's dialectics and Fcucrbach's m aterialism w ere a
higher stage reached by pre-M a rxist philosophy in the W est .
The world outlook of the Russia n revolutionary democra ts
marked a n ew, still higher stage in the development of
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materialist philosophy. This world outlook was that of
peasant revolutionary democracy. Its most typical features
can be found in the works of Herzen and Chernyshevsky.
Lenin wrote that in the conditions of feudal Russia of
the eighteen forties Herzen succeeded in rising to the level
of the great thinkers of his time. He mastered Hegel's dialectics. He realised that it was "the algebra of revolution".
Lenin further points out that as a thinker he stood head and
shoulders above the idealist philosophers of the West.
" Herzen came right up to dialectical matezialism, and haltedbefore historical materialism," wrote Lenin.*
According to Herze11, nature and matter exist "self-sufficiently" i.e., independently of man. They existed before him
and "they showed no concern for him after he appeared''.
In upholding materialism, Herzen also defended dialectics.
He said that nature is in a state of constant motion and
development. In inspired and poetical language he wrote:
"Examine it (nature] as it is and you will see that it is in
motion; give it full scope, look into its biography, into the
history of its development-and only then will you get a
coherent picture of it. The history of thought is a continuation of the history of nature: neither mankind nor nature
can be understood apart from their historical development."
Herzen was one of those foremost thinkers who .u nderstood that the time had come to combine the materialist
world outlook with the dialectical method. He himself did
much to enrich materialism with dialectics. But he was not
able to fuse them into a single world outlook because he
was limited by the conditions of his times. For this reason
he was not able to rise to the height of understanding the
laws of historical materialism.
Chernyshevsky was the acknowledged l~ader and inspirer
of the revolutionary movement of the eighteen sixties. Lenin
wrote that he made ''a great stride forward as compared with
Herzen. Chernyshevsky was a far more consistent and militant democrat, his writings breathing the spirit of the class
struggle."**
The basis of Chernyshevsky' s revolutionary democratic
views is his materialist philosophy. His materialism is of an
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 18. p. 26.
•• Ibid., Vol. 20, p. 246.
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anthropolog.i cal nature. Following Feucrbach , he p ut m an a l
the centre of his philosophical system. H is p oint of d eparture
here is Lhe idea of the unity and integrity of the human
organism. Underlying this unity is the bodily organisn1, the
ma terial basis. I n studying the essence of m a n. Che1nyshevsky ar rives at a materialist solution of the fundamental
ques tion of philosophy, reg arding the human " b od y" as
prima ry and consciousness, thought, as secondary.
Chernyshevsk y' s anthropological principle, like that of
Feuerbach, is narrow and inadequate, but compared \vi th
Feuerbach he made a substantial advance in understanding
the social and historical conditions in w hich p eople live.
M an, in his view. is no t merely a biological being . In m a n ' s
life and happiness, he wrote, " the inalerial side (the econo111ic way of life) is of great importance".
Chernyshevsky was not only a great materialist but also
an outstandi ng <lia lectician. He expressed the following
notable thought: "History m oves slowly, yet almost its
entire movement takes place in leap after leap." I n another
passage he formulates one of the m ost important of t he laws
of d ialectics by saying " qua n titative d ifference passes in to
qualitative difference".
The revolutionary d emocr atic character of the view s of
the Russian 19th century think ers is expressed in their conception of social phenomena. They p ropagated socialist ide as.
Their ideas were, however. in the spirit of utopia n socialism,
for they believed that Russia would ar rive at socialism through
the peasant commune. Consequ ently the Russian revolution. ary democra ts were as y et unable to perceive the socia l force
capable of leading the peasants to the struggle for the triump h
of socialism, viz., the proletariat. Th ey d id not realise that
the peasant commune cou ld not by itself b ecome a nucleus
of socialism.
The utopian socialism of the Russian 19th centur y think er s
differed considerably from the W est European varie ty. They
were aware that socia lism could be r eached only through
rcv<?l~tionary struggle, through a popular revolutionary
upnsmg . Hence they called upon the peasants to "take up
the axe.", to engage in revolutionary struggle.
Russian materialist philosophy played a tremendous role
in the development of revolutionary democratic thou ght in
Russia during the second half of the 19th century. But owing
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to the backward ness of Russia n life, its proponen ts could
not reach the level of the dialectical materialism of M arx
and Engels, the app earance of which m rJ.rk s a real revolu tion
in the development of philosophy .

The Appearance of Marxism- a Revolution in Philosophy
M a r xism arose in the for ties of the 19th century as Lhe
·world o utlook of the proletariat. D efinite socio-economic
conditions-the capitalis t rela tions that led to Lhe rise of the
mos t revolutionary class, the proletariat-brought it into
being. Its appearance depended, too, on certain prer equisites
in the field of natural science, a s already mentioned in speaking of the dialectical m etho d. W e have dealt also with the

p art H egel and Feuer bach played in creating the id eological
p rerequisites of IVlar xist philosophy. We pointed out tha t
M arxism was not a sim ple continua tion of previous philosophical systems. It was a fundamentally n ew theory, a n ew
philosophy.
Even the most progressive p re-Marxist philosophy ha d
its limitations. W hat were they ? Let us recall what has been
said about them. I n the first place, pr e-M arxist m a terialism
was m echanical. In other word s, it tried to explain all the
phenomena of reality by th e laws of mechanics. Even man
was regarded by the exponents of pre-M arxis t philoso phy
a s a machine. Secondly, it was metaplzysical. It was no t based
on dialectics, the theory of development. M oreover, previous
materialis ts explained only nature in m a terialist ter ms,
whereas they explained the phenomena of social life idealistically. A further defect of pre-l\1arxis t materialism was its
contemplative nature; its exponents d id not unders tand the
role of social practice.
H ow are these limita tions to be explained ?
M aterialism in the past, as we have seen, expressed the
interests of progressive classes. The bourgeoisie, for example,
was progr essive in the p eriod of its rise; it opposed the power
of the k ings and feuda l lords but was itself an exploiting
class. Hence it could not be thoroughly progressive and this
was r eflected in the philosophy which exp ressed ils interests.
The Fr ench 18 th century m a terialists arc an example of this,
they looked on the bourgeois or der as etern.:ll and immutable.
3•
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This was a metaphysical view of the history of human
society. The limitations of pre-M ar xist materialism, there£ore, had social roots.
It has been mentioned that Marxism arose under new social
conditions. A new world outlook was essential for the p roletariat in its strug gle for a radical chungc in social relations.
The emergence of this new outlook was facilitated by the
development of science-physics, biology, chemistry, geology,
etc. The new d ata of these sciences and the development of
social relations led to the creation of dialectical materialiszn
by M arx and Engels. The limitations of pre-Marxist materialism were overcome. The founders of M arxism enriched
materialism with a new, great achievement of human though tdialectics. Dialectics itself underwent a r adical transformation: Marx and Engels created materialist dialectics. Ou the
basis of dialectical ma terialism they explai ned a lso the
development of society and created lzistorical malerialisnz.
Thus a completely new philosophy arose. This was a real
revolution in the development of philosophy. In addi tion,
M arx and Engels set philosophy new tasks: their philosophy
was made a weapon in the transformation of the world.. This
constitutes one of tlze clzaz-acleristic features of Marxist
plzilosophy-its revolutionary character.
Let us deal with this quest~on in more deta il.
T her e ar c two possible opinions
I nstrument for
t
1 osop}ly,
the transforma tion
a b out P h"l
wo ways of
of tlie world
approaching i t. For a very long time
it was held that philosophy ought
only to explain the world but not con cern itself w ith ch a nging
it. That was the view, for instance, of materialists in the past.
Consequently, Marx said tha t their m a ter ialism was of a
co11teznplative, i.e., inactive, passive nature. This inevitab ly
leads to a d enial of revol utionary practice and of the possibility of altering social cond itions. But revolutionaries canno t
hold a view like this. That is why Marxfat philosophy teaches
active intezvention in lite so as to c11ange it, to trazzslornz it.
M arx expressed this idea in the words : "Philosophers have
only interpreted th e world, in various \vays; the point, however, is to cliange it."•
• Marx and Engels, Selected Worl~s, Vol. 2, p. 405.
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The militant, revolutionary character of Marxist philosophy
is one of its most important features. It is above all a guide
to action, a militant weapon of the proletariat. Armed with
revolutionary theory, the proletariat becomes a fearless
fighter for the realisation of Marxist ideals and, therefore,
of the ideals of all progressive mankind. That is why from
the moment that Marxism appeared the prime historical
task became to unite Marxist socialist theory with the proletarian movement, to unite the theoretical weapon with
the material power which could wield this weapon,
witlz the proletariat, the people.
To this historic cause Vladimir Lenin
Materialism of our time (1870-1924) devoted his life. His
is Leninism
very first steps as a great
theoretician and revolutionary were devoted to uniting Marxism with the revolutionary movement. This was no easy task
because. after the death of Marx and Engels, the revisionists
in a number of labour parties of the West abandoned the
revolutionary spirit of Marxism. They wanted to convert it
into a commonplace. "ordinary" theory on a par with other
theories and philosophical doctrines. Lenin held high the
banner of Marxism and bore it through all storms and revolutions to ultimate triumph. Lenin and the Communist Party
succeeded in Russia in accomplishing the historic task of
uniting socialism with the labour movement. Leninism became
the ideological weapon of millions of working people.
Lenin not only upheld Marxism in all its purity but developed further its main propositions. For Lenin lived in a new
historical era. the era of imperialism. In accordance with the
changes that had taken place in society in this era it was
necessary to develop further the main propositions of
Marxism. while retaining intact its chief. fundamental
feature-its revolutionary spirit. This task was carried out by
Lenin. He created the great teaching known as Leninism
which is Marxism of the era of imperialism and proletarian
revolutions, tlle era of the transition from capitalism to socialism, of the construction of c"mmunism.
In our era there can be no Marxism that does not include
the new, great contributions made by Lenin. Hence all
a ttempts to separate Marxism from Leninism, to set one
against the other (and this is precisely what many bourgeois
philosophers and revisionists are now trying to do) serve only
81
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one purpose, viz., to keep the people away from the m ost
revol utionary theory of the present er a . Such attempts m eet
with a well-deserved rebuff from M arxists.
Lenin's activiti es frz tlze sp here oi pl1ilosopl1y comprise a
whole stage, ru:z era, in tbe d evelopment of philosophical
thought. This era covers the p er iod from the end of the
nineteenth century to our day. What were Leni n's new con tributions to M arxist philosophy?
In the fi rst place, Lenin subs tantially enriched lhc theory
of dialecti cal materialism . At the end of the 19th and b eginning of the 20 th cen tury, science mad e a number of new
d iscoveries, which we shall d eal with in m ore d etail in th e
next talk. On the basis of these discoveries, Lenin not o nl y
defended M a rxism from the attacks of the idealist s, but
developed the m ost impor tant parts of M arxist philosophythe theory of matter and the theory of knowledge-an d profoundly elaborated the laws and categories of dialectics.
Lenin made a g reat contri bution to the theory of his to ri cal
m aterialism. In this field he had to m a k e a m o r e p1·ecise
formulation of the m ain pr opositions o( M a rxism corresponding to the new his torical era. Thus Lenin created a new
tlzeory of socialist revolution w hich served as a gu id e for
the wor king people in their s truggle f01· a revolutionary
transformation of the world and the building of socialism in
the Land of Soviets. To this day it is a guide lo action for
the proletariat and its vangu ard- the Communis t a nd Workers' Parties of the whole w orld.
Lenin enriched the Marxist theory of the class struggle
and gave a defini tion of classes; he develop ed further M a r x's
teaching 0 11 the dictat or ship ol tlze proletariat, defe nding it
from the attacks of the r evisionists; he created a new theory
of the socialist state and established Lhe Soviets as a n ew form
of the dictatorship of the p roleta r iat.
Lenin's plan f or tlze buildi11g of socialism and co111mu11isnz
in Sovie t Russia was of immen se ilnpor tance. His forn1ula:
"communism is Soviet power plu s electrification o f the whole
country" underlay the grand iose p lan for constructing th e
material and technical basis of communism, adopted by the
C.P.S.U. at its 22nd Congress.
After Lenin's d eath, the philosophy of Marxism continues
to be developed by the for emost leaders of the C.P.S.U . and
fraternal Communist and W orkers' Parties. Their theoretical
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v,rorks, reports and speeches at Party congresses and plenary
sessions of the Central Committee, and their practical activities, arc examples of Marxism-Leninism in action, of its
dcve]opment in the new conditions of struggle for communism .
Especially important are the contributions to M a rxistLeninist theory made by the 20th, 21st and 22nd congresses
of the C.P.S.U. In documents of congresses a re to be found
Lhc crea tive solutions of such ma jor problems as the dictatorship of the proletariat today; the laws of the development of socialism into communism; the socialist countries'
more or less simultaneous entry into communism ; the ways
of creating the ma terial and technkal basis of communism ;
the shaping of communist social relations and the ed ucation
of the ne\v man; the multifarious for ms of the transition from capitalism to socialism; the charact~r of
the present era; the possibility of preventing world wa1·
in our time; and other problems. The 22nd Congress
of the C.P.S. U. adopted the great Proqramme of communist construction which has been rightly called the Communist M anifesto of our time.
I t is clear, therefore, that M arxist
The creative character
theory continual1y develops. It
of Ma~ism
cannot endure . stereotyped, hack neyed formulas.
What would one say of a man who r eacted to all the circumstances of life according to a single, ready-made pattern?
At the very least one would say th at he was inclined to be
stereotyped . Such an approach is ca lled dogmatism. For such
a ma n every pro position is a d ogma, i.e., an eternal,
immutable doctrine which cannot be altered even if life has
long ago refuted it. All religions inculcate such dogmatism.
They insist on belief in the dogmas of the Church, in what
are alleged to be indisputa ble truths, even if they obviously
contradict science and common sense.
M arxism is incompatible v,rith dogmatism of any k ind.
The dogma tist is not interested in what C'Xists in reality, but
only in \·vhat he has learned "from the book", in dogmas '\vhosc
lruth he docs n ot want to test. Dogmatism tries to squeeze
a ll the ph enomena of life into a lifeless framework . In so
doing it shackles creative initiative and revolution ary
thought. M arxism, however, calls fo r a crcutive approach
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towards the r eality. This m eans that one should n o t b e
guided by what is said in books but ra ther base one's activity
on life and prc'lctice, m oreover the practice of tlze present d ay.
Lenin ridiculed the do gma tists, who ''looked to books,
learnt from books, repeated statements from books and
understood nothing at all of what was in th em ''.* H e sh arply
criticised the type of leader \Vho has "in his head as it were
a box of q uotations, which he keeps putting fo r ward ; bu t if
a new circumstance occur s that is no t described in the book,
he is thrown into confusion and takes out of the book the·
very q uotation that is not applicable.''**
The creative approach is the ver y op p osite of d ogmatism .
It is intimately connected with the ver y la test situation. A
creative thinker is one who will no t suffer stagnation and
stereotyped formulas, who r efuses to r eco gnise "eternal"
truths, dogma s or unchanging circumstances. The gen uine
M arxist a lways looks for wha t is new and progressive both
in theory and in daily p ractical a ctivi ty. He is characterised
by vitality in work and a cr eative search £01· th e new .
The d ocuments a nd decisions of the histo r ic 22nd Co n g ress of the C.P.S.U. affor d an example of th e creative
approach to Marxist-Leninist theory.
The new historical conditions that had d evc]op cd in th e
U.S.S.R. called for a further elaboration of major theor e ti cal
propositions a nd conclusions: on the Soviet s la te, th e
d ictatorship of the proleta riat. the developme nt an d rapprochement of nations, the overcoming of socio-econ 01n ic,
cultural and welfare distinctions between town and countryside a nd between mental and physical labour , the in cthod s
of communis t construction, and so on. These m ajor pr oblern s
of M arxist-Leninist theory arc being h andle d and d eveloped
by the Party in accorda nce V•.rith the new cond ition s. The
decisions of the 22nd Congress a re a real s timulus for a ll
who work in Soviet society and w ho wish by their la bour to
speed the completion of the glorio us edifice of com mun isn1.
What k ind of world outlook is required for such a creative
approach ? It cannot be metaphysics w hich, a s we have seen ,
gives rise to dogma tism, since it denies de velopm ent.
M a terialis t dialectics, on the other h and, secs the w orld
• Lenin, Co11ecl cd
•• I bid., p. 335.
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Vol. 29, Russ. cc.I., p. 332.
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in constant motion, change and development; hence it does
not pllow of any "eternal", "immutable" dogmas. It inspires
innova tion. Since dialectics, in Lenin's phrase, is the revolutiona ry soul of Marxism, it is essentially creative.
To master Marxism-Leninism means to be deeply imbued
with its militant, revolutionary spit-it, to know how to apply
it in actual historical conditions, in practice. To understand
the transformative significance of Marxist theory is not a
matter of learning quotations by heart or converting Marxism
into a collection of dogmas, but of understanding it as a
guide to action, to the solution of important practical tasks.
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THIRD TAL K

WHAT IS MATIER
AND IN WHAT FORMS DOES IT EXIST?

T he world exists

Life, everyday p ractical activities,
convince us that the world exist s
objectively, independently of m a n ,
of his consciousness, sensations a nd desires. Science testifies
to this by proving tha t the Earth came into existence long
before man or any living organisms, tha t is to say it existed
independently of them. The objective character of th e w orld,
i.e., its existence apart from and independently of consciousness, implies that it is of a material nature.
It may be asked: since objective id ealists a dmit that the
world exists apart from human consciousn ess, docs it not
follow that they recognise the material nature of the wo rld?
By no means. It is true that objective, in contrast to
subjective, idealists admit tha t the world exists a part from
human consciousness. But they do not ackn owledge th a t
it is independent of consciousness; they regard it as <i product of consciousness. The recognition of the ma terial nature
of the world-its existence apart from and independent ol
consciousness-is the characteristic feature of m a terialist
theory. This fundamental
scientific thesis
und e rlies
Lenin's theory of matter.
by a n infini t c
· 's conccp t o f ma t tcr \Ve ar c surrounded
I .emu
.
number of ob1 ccts and ph enom ena.
Stones a nd trees, grains of sand and the su n, anima ls a nd
automatic lathes, the seas and oceans, the stars and planets,
and much more besides-all of this v~rc denote by the sing le
word m atter. Perhaps you find it p erplexing that a single
word can be used to cover such a countless mul titude of
objectively;
it i.s of a material natur e
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things and phenomena, so different and remote fron1 one
another. A little reflection, however, will make it easier to
understand why this is so.
Consider, say, how many flowers there arc in the world.
They are innumerable; there must be thousands of millions.
But we have the one word " flower" and we use it to denote
a rose, a tulip, a forge t-me-nol, a fox-glove, and so on. Let
~s Lake a m ore complicated example. You are sitting in a
chair reading a book. You ha ve a pencil in your ha nd, a nd
pen, ink and paper a rc beside you. On the table is a lamp
a nd nearby is a book case. Can you use a single nam e to
denote the book, p encil, table, etc.? O f course, for they are
a ll things. The word "thing" applies to all of them. In logic
it is called a concept.
H ow are such · concepts formed'? Although flowers are all
different from one another, they have much in common. It
is wha t they have in common that makes it p ossible to
embrace them all in the general concept "flower". This does
nol include the features that mak e one flm.-.•er different frmn
anothe r, but, on the contrary, just those fea tures which are
common to all of them. We set aside or, as it is said, a bstract
from (as it were "disregard") the features which distinguis h
one flower from another . Hence such concepts are called
abstract.
Thus, concepts re flect the common and essential features
belo11gi11g t o differe11t objects and phe11ome1Za illdependently
of tlze individual peculiarities of eaclz of them .
You will probably have noticed that some concepts embrace
a wider circle of obj ects or phenomena than others. Thus the
concept "thing" is much wider than the concept "p en" or
"table". The latter are incl uded in the concept " thing".
You may perhaps ask: d o there exist concepts that are
extremely v·: ide, that have the ma ximum possible range?
They do exis t. If a concept embraces all objects and
phenomena ranging, say, from a grai n of sand to the human
brain, it can be said to have the maximum range.
The concept "matter" is of this kind. It follo\VS that
"ma tter" is also a concept, just as much as ''flower" <?r
" thing'', but a very wide one, the widest possible. It 1s
disti nguished from ordinary concepts by expressing the
csscntia] a nd common characteristics not of some one group
of thingsl but of all things and phenomena in the world-of
43
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everything around us. Philosophy studies concepts of
maximum range. They are called philosophical categories.
Matter is a philosophical category.
What then are the common and essential properties, the
similarities, characterising all things? First and foremost,
they consist in the fact that all things are of a material
nature, existing objectively, i.e., apart from and independent
of human consciousness. They all have this single foundation.
Is this, however, the sole property common to all objects
in the world? It is not. They have yet another important property in common. When, for instance, we wash in hot water
we have a · sensation of warmth. When we look at the trees
in a forest, we sense, we see, various colours-the white
trunks of birch trees, the green colour of leaves. Consequently, things, which exist independently ol us, possess the property of acting on our sense organs and evoking corresponding sensations.
Now that we have become clear about the most general
properties of things and phenomena, we can give a definition
of the concept of matter. In his work Materialism and
Empirio-Criticism, Lenin wrote: "Matter is a philosophical
category denoting the objective reality which is given to man
by his sensations . ... Matter is that which, acting upon our
sense organs, produces sensation; matter is the objective
reality given to us in sensation, and so fo1·th."@I
As you see, matter is that which surrounds us, everything
that exists objectively-the boundless extez·nal and material
world, which by acting on our sense organs produces sensations.
From the preceding talk you already know th.at in antiquity (and also about a hundred years ago) some materialists
conceived matter as being a definite "material" of which all
things consist. Democritus, for example, regarded atoms as
being the primary basis of all ma tter.
In the 17th and 18th centuries, science regarded atoms
as being indivisible, indestructible and eternal. They were
the "ultimate bricks" of the universe, the building material
of which the whole world was made. This view prevailed in
the 19th century as well. But, as already mentioned, at the
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, pp. 130, 146.
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end of the 19th century discoveries were made which threw
doubt on the correctness of such a conception of the primary
basis of matter.
What were these discoveries?
In 1896 the French
physicist
Lenin on the revolution Becquerel accidentally left some
in natural science
uranium ore clo.ie to a closed packet
of photographic. film. Some time later he noticed that the
film had blackened. He concluded that uranium ore gives out
rays, invisible to the eye, that can penetrate cardboard and
blacken a photographic film. This began the study of the
remarkable phenomena which were named radioactivity.
Before long a new chemical element was discovered and
named radium. Later, this "great revolutionary", radium,
began to make no small stir in the world.
The rays emitted by radium testified to something that
was the direct opposite of what was known about the atom
until then. These rays were found to consist of minute
particles of three kinds: alpha (!7 }-particles with a positive
electric charge, beta ( ~ }-particles, or electrons, with a
negative charge, and gamma ( l }-rays having no electric
charge. The uranium atom had apparently disintegrated into
these particles. But for over two thousand years it had been
held that the atom was indivisible. Scientists at first suspected
a mistake had been made.
But there was no mistake. By the end of the 19th century
it was firmly established that the opinion about the indivisibility of the atom had simply to be discarded; the atom was
divisible. It disintegrated and at the same time many old
notions disintegrated as well.
Other discoveries, too, indicated the collapse of the old
notions of matter and its properties. At the beginning of this
century, for example, the famous physicist, Albert Einstein,
showed that the ideas of space and time that had been held
in physics since the time of Galileo and Newton required
to be radically altered. Einstein's new ideas were the basis
of his theory ol relativity.
Since Newton's time scientists had considered that the mass
of a body at rest or in motion was constant, unchanging.
Modern research, however, showed that the mass of the electron does not remain constant but uaries with the velocity of
the electron.
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Thus, the recent scientific discoveries overthl'ew the old
notions of the indivisibility of the atom, the constancy of
mass and the invariability of space and lime. T here began
a revolution in natural science, as Lenin called it .
Bourgeois idealist philosopl~ers were not slow in taking
advantage of these discoveries. They argued along the
following lines: the indivisible atom which was regarded a s
the basis of matter is found to divide into fragments. H en(:e
the very foundaLions of the edifice of materialism a nd its
central element- matter-have collapsed.
Furthermore, mass used to be considered the essential
p roperty of all b odies, of matter. But it tul'ns out that the
mass of the electron varies with its velocity. Consequently
part of its mass has "d isappeared". Hen ce "matter also d isappears". These philosophers therefore concluded : mater ialism is bankru pt. Since this conclusion was mad e on the
basis of the new data of physics, collected at the turn of the
century, this trend of idealist philosophy was called " physical
idealism", a term introduced by Lenin in his book lVlaLeriali sm and Empirio-Criticism, published in 1909. Lenin crushingly i·cfuted the inventions of lhe idealists.
W hat really happened to science at
The natural-scientific
the turn of the century? New
picture of the world
knowled ge was
obtained .
The
existence of electrons, protons and the atomic nucleus was
previously unknown . All these data showed that our 11aturalscientifi.c picture of tlze w orld, our ideas of the structure of
ma ltcr, had changed. But did these n ew data justify the conclusion that electrons, atom ic n uclei, etc., were of a nonmaterial nature? Let us see.
Do electrons exist objectively, independently of man, o r
not? Of course, they d o. Lightning, for example, is n othing
but a powerful stream of electrons. And we know Lhat lightning occurred before man existed.
Some idealist philosophers m aintain that the electron is of
a non-material nature because it d ocs not act on our sense
organs, it cannot be seen. But this is not the case. Electrons
and other minute atomic par ticles arc studied by means of
very delicate instruments. The tracks of thcit' movements
can even be photographed. H ence they d o act on our
sense organs, a lthough this occurs through the med ium o f
special apparatus. Thus. these particles exist objectively
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and act on our sense organs; hence, they a rc of a material
nature.
Lenin conclu des therefore that ma tter h as by no means
" d isappeared". It is simply our knmvledge of it that has
altered. It was previou sly thought that the world consisted
of m inute particles-atoms. Now we k now more, we have
deepened our knowledge and discovered tha t there exist
more ininute particles-electron s. But the elech·on is just as
inexhaustible as the atom. This means that science will
i·cveal a m ore and more profound natural-scientific picture
of the world, for more and more will become known of the
structure, state and p roperties of the concrete forms of
malter .
Lenin's words have been confirmed.
Modern science has made many new d iscoveries ab ou t the
structure of matter. At first only the elech·on and proton
were known, but n ow over 30 d ifferent "elemen tary"
pa rticles have been discovered. And so, not only atoms, but
electrons and otbei· particles are of a material nature. M aterialism has by no means been "ovcrthro\·vn".
Lenin's ideas philosophically substantiated the major
scientific thesis that there exist tv.:o basic forms of mattersu.bstancc a nd field.
Substance, as understood in modern physics, is a form
of matter consisting of p articles possessing its o·wn mass
(mass at rest). They include the so-called elementary
par ticles.
Field is a material structure connecting bodies with one
anothe1: a nd transforming action from one ?ody to an?the:.
1:'here is the electromagnetic field (one vanety of which is
hght), the gravitational field, and the nuclear field connecting the p articles of the atomic nucleus.
These two forms of matter-substance and field - cannot
be divorced from one a nother. Under certain conditions they
are converted into each other. Thus two particles of mattera pair consisting of an electron and a p ositron-under definite
conditions become converted into a photon-a particle of the
electromagnetic field. Th is ilnplies that one form of m~tter
-substance-has been transformed into another form-light,
electromagn etic vibrations, which is the same thing as the
cleclromagnctic field. Thus, no disap pearance of mass occurs
in nature.
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The historic service rendered by Lenin is that by his
analysis of the significance of the scientific discoveries he
upheld materialism and convincingly showed that metaphysical materialism must not be confused with dialectical materialism. The former holds that matter consists of immutable
and indestructible atoms. The starting point of d ialectical
materialism is that matter cannot be reduced to an "ultimate
brick" - the atom; nor can it be reduced to some sort of
"eternal" property. Matter possesses not one property, but
innumerable properties; just as there is a great diversity
of objects in the world, so their properties too are equally
diverse. This has been confirmed by scientific discoveries.
That is why Lenin wrote: "Modern physics is in travail. It
is giving birth to dialectical materialism."*
Lenin showed further that the theory o.f the structure of
matter must not be confused with the philosophical definition
of matter as an objective reality. Scientific discoveries decide
the question of the structure of matter, whether it consists
of atoms or electrons, or whether there are also other particles. Philosophy, however, tackles a different question:
whether the world, and hence these p articles, exists objectively, apart from human consciousness. Consequently, no
matter what new "particles" science discovers (and it is continually discovering new ones) materialism cannot be overthrown, for these particles themselves are of a material
nature, existing objectively, independently of man and
mankind.
There£ore, the philosophical concept of matter must not be
confused with the question of the natural-scientifi.c picture of
the world. Our notions of the structure, state and properties
of concrete forms of matter-the natural-scientific picture of
the world-are continually changing, for scientists acquire
ever deeper knowledge of the world and its structure. It
follows that the new discoveries have refuted the old knowledge of the natural-scientific p icture of the world, but not
the philosophical concept of matter, which concerns the
objective existence of the world and not its structure. However greatly our ideas of this picture of the world may alter,
they cannot testify to the d isappearance of matter. As Lenin
said, what disappears is the boundary of our knowledge of
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p . 313.
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matter. But the ma terial nature of the world, matter as an
objective reali ty, receiYes fresh confirma tion.
But \·vhy is it that idealists so zealously combat
the concept of matter ?
The F1·en ch Catholic philosopher
The theory of matter
Alfred Ancel has said that what he
r efutes belief in Go<l
d islikes most about Marxism is " the
dialectical theory of matter". "The Church would not condemn
Marxism," he says, " if it did not arbitra rily exclude all intervention of God in the origin and development of the world ;
if Marx ism has to be condemned, it is only on account of its
ma terialism." That, it appears, is the "root of the evil" of
M a rxist philosophy !
The theory of matter precludes all divine intervention. It
makes nonsense of the religious inventions about the creation
of the world. All religions are alike in maintaining that God
erea ted the world "out of nothing".
Science, h o'"-'Cver, has firmly esta blished thut in nature
nothing a rises out of nothing and nothing disappears without
a trace. I n science this finds expression in a special law, the
law of the conservation of mass or, in other words, the law
of the conservation of matter. The only possible conclusion is
that drawn by materialism : matter never came into existence,

it lzas always existed and will always exist. The world is
eternal, it was not cz·eated by azzybody. The scientific the~is ?f
the eterni ty of ma tter radically undermines religious behef m
the creation of the ,.vorld.
This thesis of the eternity of matter often evokes quest~o~s
from students of Marxist ph ilosophy. They ask : "How is it
possible that ma tter has always existed? Must it not ~~ve
come into being at some time?" There is nothing surp n smg
about these que:>tions. I n his lifetime a person comes to see
tha t everything has a beginning and end. That is why he ~sks:
who created matter ? Science answers : it has always existed .
As far back as Greek antiquity, Heraclitus wrote that t~e
world was not created by any God nor any man, but \·Vas, ts,
and will be eternal.
What proof is th ere of this important conclusion ?
There are very many facts in favour of it. Take, for
example, the law ol the co11serv ati01z of matter.
Let us begin with a domestic example. You burn firewood
in a stove. At fit·st sight it seems to have disappeared, leaving
4-3774
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only a little ash. But careful weighing of the products of combustion shows that there has been a gain, not a loss in weight.
For they contain the same ~ubstances that were in the wood
before it was burnt and in addition those taken from the air
during burning.
The great Russian scientist Lomonosov drew attention to
such a fact. lHe concluded that no body or element could be
annihilated nor could it arise out of nothing. He formulated
this idea in the law of conservation of matter.
It follows from this most important law of nature, that the
religious myth of God's creation of the world out of nothing
is entirely fallacious. If we assume there was a time when
there was nothing in the universe, i.e., there was no matter,
there was nothing from which it could arise. But since matter
exists it means that it never came into existence but has always
existed and will exist. It is eternal and immortal. The scientific
thesis of the eternity of matter_radically undermines the
religious faith in the creation of the world.
Furthermore, since matter is the basis and source of all the
phenomena of nature, there cannot be any such phenomenon
not existing objectively and really, and not susceptible of
being studied by the sense organs, physical apparatus or other
scientific means. That being the case, there is no room for
religious tales about angels or spirits, no room for divine
Providence.
If, indeed, angels do exist, why do they not manifest themselves in any way? Even the very minute electrons have become available for man's study. Why are angels not detectable
whether by our sense organs, physical apparatus or anything
else? Nor is the effect of their "actions" observable. Is there
anything in the world of which it can be said: this was the
work of angels? There is not. Consequently, neither God, nor·
angels, nor the "other world", exist. The ChurCh is unable to
refute this conclusion. That is why the materialist concept of
matter is so hateful to the idealists and the Church. That is
why they try to refute it by saying that "matter has disappeared". Since they cannot succeed in that, they try at least to
distort the true meaning of the concept of matter.
They assert: suppose matter has existed eternally, materialism will gain nothing from that. Let us imagine, they say,
the infinitely remote epoch when instead of the present
universe there existed some kind of formless, motionless
50

" -~matter. It remained in that state for an infinitely long time.
But a time came when matter had to emerge from the state
in which it had been until then. But if it had been motionless
until then, how did it suddenly come into motion? Within
matter itself, say the idealists and the Church, there cannot
be any basis for such a change. Consequently, there must be
some power, outside and apart from nature or matter, which
brought this dead matter out of its state of "dormancy" and
immobility. This power is God.
But does matter really require some higher power to
give it this impulse?
•
•
ti'
Ask someone who has not studied
M a tter exists in mo on M
. p h'l
h
h
t'
.
arx1st
1 osop y w at mo ion 1s,
and you will probably be given s6mething_·Jike the following
answer : "Motion is change of place. If an object remains in
one place, it does not move. A stone, for instance, does not
change its position unless someone th1·ows it." But take a
look at the stone at rest. Motion is, nevertheless, taking place
within it: the atoms, molecules, electrons and protons, which
we know to be present in all bodies, are in continuous motion.
A house, too, is not motionless, it moves together with the
Earth around the Sun. Suppose that we are seated at a meeting
and must not move. Our blood, however, is circulating, and
complex motions are taking place in our body : new cells are
being formed and old ones dying or being destroyed. This
is also motion. It follows that the problem of motion is much
more complicated than is sometimes thought.
People see that a stone lies where it is until it is thrown, and
that a motor-car does not move until the chauffeur drives it.
It is roughly on arguments of this kind that the Church bases .
its opinion that matter was in a motionless state until a higher
power, God, communicated the "first impulse". Even such an
eminent scientist as Newton could not explain the motion of
matter from matter itself. He considered that God imparted
the " first impulse" to nature, that God "wound the clock" and
only after this did motion become an inherent characteristic of
matter. But is such a dead, motionless state of matter possible?
In other words: was there a time when matter but not motion
existed?
About two hundred years ago science had investigated
only one form of motion- displacement in space. At that time
it was possible to assume that a body would remain at rest

4•
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until some external force brought it out of this state. This vie\\7
was th en applied to nature as a whole. Bu t the developmen t
of physics, chemistry and biology showed that motion occurs
in various forms.
Take, for example, heat. It turned out tha t this was the
result of the motion of a vast number of molecules, as in the
case of water. Wa tei· becomes h ot owing to the motion of the
molecules. This is not mechanical motion, but something new
and more complex. An electric current is a flow of electrons.
And a chemical reaction is motion, combination of ions, a still
more complex process. A living organism, too, as already
mentioned, is always in a state of inotion. Incessant processes
take place in human society : the social order changes, people
themselves change.
What conclusion sh ould be drawn from all this? It is that
various forms of m otion exist in nature. There is, firstly,
displacemen t in space of particles of m a tter or bodies, i.e.,
the mec11anical form of motion. Secondly, heat and electrical
processes, or the plzysical form of motion. Thirdly, chemical
reactions, the combination of ions, the chemical form of
motion. Fourthly, cha nges occurring in living organism s, or
the biological fo1m of motion. Fifthly, the social fonn of
motion, i.e., changes taking place in social life.
It cannot be said, therefo1·e, that motion is simply displacement of bodies in space, for this is only one f orin of m otion.
What we have been considering is the question of what n1otion
is in the most general, philosoph ical sense of the word . Th is
implies primarily determining what is th e chief, cha racteristic
feature of all forms of m otion. M otion, Engels wrote, " comprehends all changes and processes occurring in the universe,
from mere change of place right up to thinking" .• It follows
that motion comprises all clzanges tal~frzg place in objects or
plzenomena. that is to say, in tlze world, in m atter. It is change
izz general.
Is it possible for matter to be in a state in which no changes
tak e place in it? Of course not. Even in the remote past when
there were no people, n o animals, no living cells, m a tter
underwent changes. Bodies consist of molecules and a toms
and the latter a re in constant motion. Hence, there never was
a ny o ssified, absolutely motionless body. Furthermore, if there
• Engels, Dialectics of Nature, p. 92.
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were atoms, molecules and electrons, there could not fail to be
chemical reactions. H ence, there was also the chemical motion
of m atter.
It is easy to see, therefore, tha t m atter nev er u;as in a state
in wlziclz it existed u;ithout motion. H ence, we say motio21 i s a
form o f tlie existence, of tlze being, of matter. Motion is an
inseparable property of matter or, as p hilosophers put it, an
attribute of matter. Ther e is no matter without motion, it
exists only in motion.
This conclusion is confirmed by the irrefutable evidence of
our practical experience. When a mechanical lathe is in operation, its p a rts become hot. This n1eans that the mechanical
form of motion (the rotation of individual p arts) is converted
into the heal £01111 of 1notion. In a n engine one can obser ve
the r everse process; steam produced by combustion is used
to move the wheels. H ere heat energy is converted into
mechanical energy.
By g eneralising such facts, science i·cached the conclusion
that motion cannot be created out of " nothing", nor can it
disappear into nothing. M otion can only be transformed from
one into another form. This important proposition of natural
science was called tlze law of tbe conservation aIZd trans form ation of energy {energy in physics is a measure of the
motion of matte~·).
If at some time matter had been in a motionless state,
motion would n ot have arisen in it. Hence, motion is alw ays
inlzerent i l'l m atter, aizd tbe latter bas 110 need of any " first
impulse". There u;as never suclz m1 "impulse".
This d oes not mean that dialectical materialism denies the
existence of rest. Rest exists in nature, but it is relative. This
means that there is no phenomenon in which everything is. a t
rest, in which there is n o motion. This was shown above.
If a body is at rest it is so l'ela tively to something. D uring
a journey by car, for example, we a re at rest i·clative to the
moving car. But this is not absolute rest, for continual changes
are taking place in our body.
The dialectical concep tion of rest is radically di~crent from
the metaphysical conception. M etaphysics c02zcewes z·est as
tlze absezzce o f all motion. Dialectical materialism is opposed
to this conception.
What is of decisive impor tance in na ture is not rest,
although it does exist, but movement, developmen t, change.
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Denial of the universality of motion as an attribute of matter
leads to admitting the notion of God. That is why this denial
is widely utilised by modern bourgeois philosophers, especially the neo-Thomists.* The French neo-Thomist Father
Calvez, for example, declares that development is possible
only through God being the motive force of nature. But we
have already seen that matter, nature, has no need at all of
any "motive force". Motion is inherent in it as a fundamental.
inseparable property. It is meaningless to ask the origin of
something that has existed eternally. There is no sense in
asking who imparted motion to matter, since rpotion is inseparable from it, being a form of its existence. What are other
forms of existence of matter?
.
All bodies possess extension, a
Space fandh tun~
,definite
volume in three dimensionsare (onos o t e aistence
d
.d h
d
.
of matter
brea th, W1 t an height. The:v
occupy a definite space. In addition
they are spatially related to one another, farther or nearer,
higher or lower, to the right or left. That is to say, they exist
in space and cannot exist otherwise. But, as we have seen, all
objects consist of what we call matter. Hence, matter cannot
exist otherwise than in space. That is why space is defined as
a form of the existence of matter.
Furthermore, all phenomena in the world are in eternal
change, motion, development. But how do these changes take
place? A simple example will show. Look at photographs of
yourself taken at intervals from an early age until now. You
will notice that changes accumulate with the passage of years,
that all changes take place in time.
In addition, all changes in the world take place in a definite
sequence; night is followed by day, capitalism by socialism
and communism. One event occurs earlier, another later. They
all have a definite duration. This sequence and duration of
events can only take place in time.
Thus, everything that happens in the world proceeds in
time. Therefore time is also a form of the existence of matter.
Lenin wrote : "There is nothing in the world but matter in
motion, and matter in motion cannot move otherwise than
in space and time."**
• Neo-Thomism is the official philosophy of modern Catholicism.
•• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p. 175.
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If space and time are both defined as forms of the existence
of matter, you may say, then there cannot be much difference
between them. But we have already seen that this is not so.
Space is a form of the existence of matter, defining the location
of a material body, its dimensions, its volume. Time, however,
defines a different aspect of the existence and development of
matter- the sequence of the changes taking place in material
bodies. The difference is obvious. It is clear from this that the
properties of space and time are different. What properties
then are inherent in space and time?
Space has three dimensions. It means that length, breadth
and height furnish a full description of space. The possession
of three dimensions is the most important fe.ature of space.
You all know that changes of phenomena in time occur in
only one direction, from the past to the present and future,
and never in the reverse direction. "Time machin.e s", in which
one can travel backwards in time, occur only in fiction. Look
again at your photographs. The development from youth to
age has occurred only in one direction. It is impossible to
reverse their direction. Consequently, the most important

property of tin-ze is its irreversibility.
As you see, space and time differ. Why do we define both
of them as forms of the existence of matter?
Objects cannot exist in space without existing in time. If
an object occupies so,µie place in space it does so at a particular time. An object occurs in space and in time. Take a
train time-table as an example. TI1e train is at such-and-such
a place at such-and-such a time. It is impossible to separate
the place where the train is from the time at which it is there.
The questions where? and when? are inseparably connected.
They refer to the time of an event and its place in space.
Thus, space and time are inseparably connected. Space

without time does not exist, any more than time without space.
And since matter exists in space and time, they are not only
insepaz·able from each other but also from matter.
Perhaps you will say that absolute emptiness is also space,
a "place" containing nothing, space without matter.
In the past it was actually believed that there is such space
containing nothing-the "realm of emptiness". Today, however,
scientists have come to the conclusion that there is no such
empty space in nature. In a vacuum tube, for example, from
which all gas has been pumped out, there still remain individ55
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ual atoms, electrons and other particles. Interpla netary space
is filled with interstellar gas, dust and disintegrating com ets:
meteorites, microparticles and light rays h·avel through it.
And the last-named, as we know, are also ma tter.
It follows from what has b een said that space and linie
exist objectively. The world exists apart from m an, and th e
forms of its being a1·e also objective.
Lenin attached great impor tance to the thesis of the ob jective existence of space and time. This thesis opposes the subjective-idealist view of sp ace a nd time, the r oots of wh ich are
to be found in the writings of the English 18th century philosopher, Hume, and the German· philosopher of the end of the
18th and beginning of the 19th century, Kant. Both of them
proceeded from the standpoint that space a nd t ime h ave no
objective content. Hume considered th at spatial-temporal connections a re acquired in the course of experience. K a nt, h owever, assumed that they exist in our mind prior to a ny
experience. For that reason he called them apriori categories.
The fallacy of such a conception of space and tim e w as
shown by Lenin in his work Materialism and Empirio-C1·iticism. Basically erroneous, too, a rc the views of the M achists,*
who merely revived the subjective idealism of Hume and
Kant. Lenin showed that m odern science confirms th e n1aterialist view of the objective character of space a nd time. The
modern idealists try to falsify some of the major results of
natural science, in particular of physics, so as to revive the
subjective-idealist view of space and tim e. For this purp ose
they distort one of the most important discoveries of the 20th
century, viz., the tlzeory of relativ ity.
Until the beginning of th e 20th
Relativity
century the predominan t opinion was
of time and i;pacc
that of the g reat scien tist New ton,
who held that space and time exist independently of m aterial
bodies. Space was regarded as a sort of vast box or in finite
room without walls, ceiling or floor, in wl1ich all thin gs coul d
b e placed. The world around us exists as it were inside this
"box" or " room". H ence, Newton concluded that space is
absolute, i.e., independent of matter. Similarly, tim e was
• Machism-a rcaclionmy idealist trend in philosophy which owes
is origin a t the end of the 19th century to the Austrian physicist nnd
philosopher Ernst Mach .
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regarded as something absolute, unconnected with matter and
indep en dent o f it. Th is was th e view of mechanica l ma terialism.
The great physicist, Einstein, who created the theory of
relativity, a dopted a very differ ent appr oach to the q uestion
of space. H e showed that space and tim e a re not only connected with each other but a lso with matter, and depend on its
prop erties. There is n o absolute, single time in the universe.
This can be seen from the following examp le.
What could be m ore natural than to suppose tha t time flows
equally on the Ear th and on a rocket m ovin g V•:ith very great
speed ? But this is not the case. If the r ocket moves with a
speed a pp roaching that of light, the p assage of time in it will
be consider ably slower than on Ear th. Imagine a journey in
such a spacesh ip. W e fly, say, for thr ee years. But when we
retur n to Earth we shall find to o ur surpr ise that 360 years
have elapsed t11erc ! This is difficult to imagin e, but it is the
case. It mean s th a t the Earth and the rocket each have their
own time. Tim e is relative and depends on the velocity of
:i1otion . The m ore rapidly a body moves in space, the slower
1s the p assage of time for it.
Space itself, it turns out, is a lso i·elative. Imagine a train
moving p ast a stationary platform with a sp eed approaching tha t of light. \Vo uld the length of the platform a s m ea sur ed
by the driver of the b·a in be the san1e as th e lengtl1 m ea sured
by someone on the platform? M athematical calculations ~ased
on the theory of r elativity show that the lengths would differ.
Train p assengers find the platform shortened, and those
standin g on the platform observe that the train fl~sh~ng past
has shortened . Th is is n o optical illusion but an ob1ective fact.
Space, thc1·efore, is also r ela tive.
M odern idealists try to distort this scienti~c discovery as
well. They say: since sp ace and time a re r elative, the~ d.o not
exist objectively, they a re subjective categories. But this is not
true. This is another examp le of what we encounter ed when
dealing with m a tter. The n ew discoveries have not refuted the
ma terialist conccplion of space and time. They have merely
refuted the p revious metaphysical conception o~ them . In
term s u sed by physics, each system of co-01:<lmatc~ h~s its
own tim e, which is rela tive to it. But t ime exists ob1ect1 vely,
as also does space.
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Space is infinite and time eternal.
Hence the world extends infinitely in
all directions. And it has no beginning in time and will have no end.
This is an important conclusion. If the world is infinite, the
religious fables of "the end of the world" fall to the ground.
If the world is eternal in time, the asse1tions of the Church
that there was a time when it did not exist, and that it was
"created" by God, are utterly false. The str uggle over this
issue has been very sharp_
Science entirely confirms the materialist doctrine of the
infiniteness of the world and of space. Our planet Earth is a
minute grain in the boundless ocean of the Universe. Distances
in the latter are measured not in kilometres but in light-years,
i.e., the distance travelled in a year by a ray of light travelling
at 300,000 kilometres per second. Asti·onomers now investigate stars which are over a thousand million light-years from
us. That means that even if a rocket travelled at a speed of
50,000 kilometres per second it would take thousands of
millions of years to reach such a star I
If you look at the sky at night it ~eems sown with stars. The
stellar system to which these belong, and which includes the
Sun, is called a Galaxy. It includes about 150,000 million stars.
But there are many millions of other galactic systems. Scientists have been able to study them by modern instruments,
very powerful optical and radio telescopes. But this does not
show any "end of the world".
Consequently, the Universe is endless, boundless. That it
had no beginning in time has already been pointed out. Hence
the attempts of the idealists and the Church to make out that
the world had a beginning and will have an end are of no
avail.
When science reached the conclusion that the energy of the
Sun and other stars arises by synthesis from hydrogen nuclei,
the idealists began to assert that since the amount of hydrogen
in nature is limited, the stars will be extinguished when the
nuclear "fuel" is exhausted, leading in the long run to the
death of the Universe. A meeting of astronomers convened by
the Vatican even calculated the exact time when the end of
the world would begin: after 10,000 million years. But these
conclusions are refuted by science: besides the process of
The world is infinite
in space
and eternal in time
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"burning up" of hydrogen, there is also a process of its
formation or renewal.
Idealists have also tried to use the discovery of "supernovae" stars* as proof of the future end of the world. By
exploding, these stars expand like a soap bubble to enormous
dimensions. The Vatican scientists say: the Sun is also a star,
it may explode, and that will be the "end of the world" . It
was shown, however, at the International Astronomical Congress in Moscow in 1958 that only stars of a special kind are
capable of exploding, and the Sun is not one of them. Hence,
there is no danger of an explosion threatening the Earth.
Deprived of any possibility of proving assertions about the
"end of the world", various religious preachers have resorted
to direct provocation, predicting the exact time of its coming.
But they have always been proved wrong, thereby showing the
worthlessness of religious claims about the "end of the world".
Recognition of the objectivity and eternity of space and time
is an inseparable feature of materialism. If it is supposed that
the Universe is lin1ited in space, the question inevitably arises:
what then is there beyond the limits of the Universe? The
Church asserts that it is the realm of supernatural powers.
Beyond the limits of the Universe is the dwelling place of the
"blessed", of angels and divinities, in short- the'"other world".
Can there exist some "other world" t11an the material one?
Science has conclusively proved that
The unity of the world
there is not and cannot be any nonmaterial "other world". In point of fact, if nothing exists
except matter there can be only one, material world. Hence,
Marxist philosophy teaches that the world is a unity. This
must not be taken to mean there is no other world than that
in which we live. Long ago, the Italian scientist Giordano
Bruno (1548-1600) proved that there is a multitude of worlds.
But they are all of a material nature. In this sense they constitute a single material world. Moreover, the unity of the
world signifies that all objects, phenomena and processes are
interconnected so that they constitute not a heap of isolated
objects, but a united whole.
Wherein lies the proof of the unity of the world? In the
long and laborious development of philosophy and natural
science, Engels answers. In olden times, when people had no
• The name given to stars which suddenly explode.
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scientific notion of the Sun, planets and stars, they considered
that the "heavenly world" (stars, Sun, Moon) was quite d ifferent from the earthly one. Thus the id ea a rose of two worl<ls.
Gradually, however, as science developed, the cloak of
mystery was removed and it was found that the " heavens"
were just as material in their basis as the ·v,1orld in which we
live.
The first powerful blow to religious and inystical conceptions was delivered by Nicolaus Copenzicus (1473-1 543). He
put forward the view that the Earth was not the cen tre of
the Universe. but one of the pla nets of the solar system. It
was shown that the Ear th could not be contrasted to the
"heavens", and that the latter have no supernatural character.
In the 18th century Newton proved that the same la ws of
mechanics which govern the motion of the Earth a round th e
Sun cause t he M oon to revolve round th e Earth, and the other
planets also to revolve round the Sun. When a Soviet rocket
reached the M oon this was a striking confirmation of the fact
that the same force of "universal gravi ty" that causes a body
to "land" on the Earth caused the rocket to " lan d'' on the
Moon. Is this not the best pr oof of the universal nature of the
laws governing all phenomena in the world, wh ether on
Earth or in the·"heavens"?
The heavenly bodies consist of the same chemical elemen t s
as the Earth. This is evident, for example, from the bodies that
reach us from remotest regions of space, e.g., meteorites. Their
main constituent is iron, a chemical ele1uent of widespread
occurrence on the Earth. This is clear proof tha t there is no thing non-mater ial about these "heavenly m essengers''.
And wh at should one say about the flight of spaceships
a round the Earth? They have visited the place where "h eaven" ,
the r. other world", was supposed to be according to religion.
The cosmonauts did nol find any hea ven, angels or sain ts.
It would be d ifficult to find a helter i·efu tation o f the religious
myth of some k ind of other, " heavenly", world.
It is not enough, however, to recognise the u nity of the
world ; the nature of this u nity must be correctly un derstood.
Rcfc1·ring to the analysis of this ques tion by Engels, Lenin
wrote that the unity of th e world can be deduced eith er from
thought or from objective reality, matter. Anyone wh o de~
duces the unity of the world from thought or consciousness
gets into a muddle and arrives a t belief in God. This can be
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--seen from the example of the German philosopher Diihring,
who d eclared: the world is a unity because \o\'e t11ink of it as a
unity. Engels sharply criticised this view. He said you can
think whatever you like but wha t does not exist d oes not
therefore become material. The unity of the world must be
deduced not from thought but from objectjve reality, from
matter.
This implies that there is no phenomen on in the world
which is not the result of the motion, the development, of
matter. M atter embraces everything, its action extend s everywhere, and there is not and cannot be anything but moving,
developing matter and its products. This means that there is
only one, material world. On this account Engels points out
Lhat tlze unity of t!?e world co11sists in its materiality. In other
words, tlze world is a u11ity because it is of a material nature.
It exists apart from and independent of human consciousness.
But what is consciousness ? We shall now examine this
question.

FOURTH TALK

MATTER AND CONSCIOUSNESS

"
,, From time immemorial people have
Immortality and the sou1
. .

wondered why it is that after death
a person ceases to think, move or speak. "It is because the
soul has left the body," some answered. Death is the separation of the soul from the body.
Body and soul I For countless centuries people have tried
to guess at the relationship between the body and what is
called the soul or, more correctly, human consciousness. But
it proved incredibly difficult to solve this problem. How can
one study something that is invisible, colourless and odourless, that cannot be heard or touched. For such is our consciousness, thought, sensation. No one can feel my pain except
myself. No one knows what I am thinking unless I speak
about it. What then is thought? For centuries idealists and the
Church have speculated about these questions.
The Bible says that God created man out of clay, earthly
dust. This dust would have remained dead if God had not
given it a soul. Only then did it begin to live, move and
think. The source of life and thought, according to religious
teaching, is the soul, the spiritual principle. It is the "divine
spark" in man. Without the soul, the body cannot exist, is
dead.
But the soul, it is alleged, can quite well do without the
body. It enters the body at birth and leaves it at death. To
this day recognition of "life beyond the grave'' is the main
basis on which all religious sects rely. This is because it is
just here that the -churchmen can give the freest rein to their
imagination. "Who can check what we say?" they think.
"There are no witnesses." Nine centuries ago the Persian
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scientist, philosopher and poet Omar Khayyam stressed this
idea:
Strange, is it· not? that of the myriads who
Belore us pass'd the door oi Darkness through,
Not one returns to tell us of the Road,
Which to discover we must travel too.
"Witnesses", however, have been found but we shall speak
of that later.
What is important now is to clarify the nature of the idealist-religious conception of the relation between the material
and the spiritual. It consists in the following : 1) the spiritual
(consciousness} exists prior to the material; 2) the former can
exist without the latter, i.e., it does not depend on it. The
material is "mortal", destructible, whereas the ideal is eternal,
indestructible.
Let us see, however, whether this is true.
Consciousness includes thoughts,
Is there consciousness
sensations,
ideas, wishes. They are
without matter?
primarily characteristic of human
beings. Without someone who senses, there are no sensations;
without someone who wishes, there are no wishes. There is no
will, if there is no one to display it. Apart from man, outside
him, neither will, nor sensations, nor wishes, nor other manifestations of consciousness, mind, thought, ever o ccur.
As you know, nature, matter, existed even when man with
his consciousness, his mind, had not yet come into existence.
Hence, it is clear that nature, matter, is primary and consciousness, thought, is secondary. It may be asked : since there were
other living organisms prior to man, did they not possess
consciousness? It is true that some animals, too, possess rudiments of consciousness. They may have, for example, the
sensation of colour or smell and a certain degree of imagination. But even these rudiments of consciousness arose comparatively recently, when animals first appeared on Earth.
It follows from what has been said that nature existed not
only prior to man but prior to living organisms in general
and therefore independently of consciousness. It is primary.
But consciousness could not exist prior to nature. It is secondary. This is one of the major proofs of the materialist solution
of the fundamental problem of philosophy. But it is not the
only one. Some of them you know from daily experience.
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It was noticed long ago that a serious wound to a limb
could cause fainting : loss of consciousn ess. Science has
established that fainting- loss of consc~ousness-arises as a
result of cerebral anaemia, acute disease of the cardio-vascular
system, serious trauma or loss of blood. Hence, consciousness
depends on processes taking place in the body, brain 01·
nerves. It is well known that a d runkard gradually destroys
his bodily organism : the heart action d eteriorates, lhc liver
"gives up", d igestion is impaired. As a r esult the drunkard
loses his human characteristics: h is consciousness is clo uded ,
he speaks thick ly, a t times things go as far as complete loss
of consciousness . Impairment of the body leads to impairment, or loss, of consciousness.
Here is another example. Everyone knows that if you a re
tired or do not feel well, it is difficult to think. On the oth er
hand, it suffices to take a rest or physical exercise in order to
feel better and be able to think clearly again.
Thus, we again reach the conclusion th a t there is not and
cannot be consciousness without matter. But is all m atler
capable of thought '? It is enough to look at the world aroun d
you to be able to answer no. A stone, for instance, does not
think, nor does any inanimate object. M any organisms show
no signs of consciousness. When then did consciousn ess arise'?
.
.
M odern science has proved that
Con~caousness •s. a product living nature arose lronz non-livin g
o( highly organised matter
.
.
.
nature. This is a very important
conclusion. Idealists maintained that living nature has nothing
in common with non-living n ature. Animate a nd inanimate
objects, they argued, arc q uite differen t from one anolhe r.
Only the former are able to move, multiply and grow. Tlie
difference is indeed vast. No explanation of what was commo n
to both of them could be found. So the opinion was formed
that the living organism is actua ted by a special "vital
force" implanted by God, a nd that this mak es it quite d ifferent from non-living nature. Is this view correct'?
A living organism differs, of coul'se, from non-living natul'c.
At the same time the two are inscpa1·ably link ed. The living
organism, for example, consists of chemical clements such as
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, iron, sulphur, phosphorus, etc.,
which a re the same as those often met with in non-living
n ature. The living organism does not possess a single elem ent
that is not found in non-living nature. The conn ection between
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the hvo is obvious. By anal ysing such facts, science proved
lh at livin g malter is derived from non-living mutter.
The Soviet scientist, Academician Oparin, has advanced a
materialist hypothesis of the origin of life on Earth from
non-living m atter. But the origin of life on Earth, of the first
cell, docs nol mean the apperu.·an ce of consciousness. Only the
first r udiments of consciousness came into existence at the
same time as life.
Consciousness is bound up ,...,ith the ner vous activity of a
definite part of the big cerebral hemispheres. As was shown
by the Russia n scientists Ivan Seclze11ov (1829-1905) and Ivan
Pavlov (1849-1936), it is based on physiological processes
taking place in the h igher sections of the brain. These sections
of the brain are themselves the product of a long evolutionary
history, in Lhc course of V{hich the nervous system d eveloped
a nd its a ctivity becam e more complex. Animal behaviour also
developed an d became more complex, until at last the human
brain appeared and with it human consciousness.
The h igher manifestations of nervous activity are bound
up with the cortex of the big hem ispheres. This is clearly seen
by con1pari ng the development of the nervous system and
the concsponding incr easingly complex behaviour of animals.
In fishes, for example, owing to the absence of a cerebral
cortex we encounter only the simplest r eflexes.* The refl exes
of bir d s are m uch m ore complicated, since they possess
the elements of a cortex. The reflexes Clf dogs are still more
complex, theh cortex being much mo1·c highly developed.
And in the anthropoid apes every voluntary movement
depends on the cortex of the big hemispheres. Nevertheless
in the case of animals one cannot speak of thought in the ti:ue
sense of the word. Though t is human thought, bound UJ? with
the emergence, dur ing the process of evolution, of the ~1ghest
form of the motion of matter that of the lnunan bram.
Thus, consciousness is a pr~duct only of lzighly organised
m atte1·, a product of the activity of tlze brain. Consciouszz~ss
is a lu11ction. o f tlze b rain It ca12zzot exist without tlze bra11z,
which is its 122ate1·ial substratum. Sechenov wrote : "M an's
whole boundless '".rorld of consciousness, feeling, thought and
• A reflex is the r eaction of the organism to a stimulus from the
environmen t, which takes place with Ute pa rticipation of Ll1e n ervous
system.
5- 377·1
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will is governed by the activity of the big hemispheres.!!
Pavlov, who continued Sechenov's work, showed that mental
activity is based on material processes taking place
in the human brain. These are physiological processes
located in the big cerebral hemispheres. Mental activity,"
Pavlov wrote, "is the result of the physiological activity of
a de.finite mass of the brain."
Let us begin the story of this interAnother proof
esting
case with the actual words of
of the non-existence
its
hero.
"Shortly after my death I
of the soul
returned home and entered technical
school," related V. D. Cherepanov, recalling a very important
episode in his autobiography. This is how it happened.
Cherepanov, a Soviet soldier, was severely wounded during
the last war. "Acute loss of blood, third degree shock," said
the doctors. In hospital his condition went from bad to worse.
He lost consciousness. After some time, the case history records: "Death from severe loss of blood and shock, 19 hours
41 minutes, March 3, 1944." The patient was dead. But then
surgeon Professor Negovsky came to the hospital. He was
making a tour of front-line hospitals with a team of doctors.
By special, complex means they brought Cherepanov back to
life. His heart began to beat again, breathing was restored.
When they asked the ex-corpse if he knew what had hap- ·
pened to him, he replied: "Yes, I was brought back from the
other world, for I was dead." "What did you see in the other
world?" ''I lost consciousness before I died and I did not
regain it until after the operation.... I was asleep during my
death."
And so, a witness had returned from the "other world"
and he had not discovered anything there! If death is the
migration of the soul to the "other world", then Cherepanov's
resurrection should mean the "return" of his soul from that
world. Bu~ nothing of the sort happened.
Consider this example carefully. What actually happened'?
The organism was living and working, consciousness, too,
was active. Then, as the result of severe loss of blood the
human organism lost a number of its vitally important functions, following which consciousness disappeared. The man
died. But his consciousness was not transferred to the "other
world". It simply disappeared with the disappearance of
these vitally important functions. Subsequently, the doctors
11
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operated on his body by purely material means and consciousness was restored!
It cannot but be agreed that this is proof that consciousness
depends on the body, in fact on the brain. This is confirmed
by the fact that life can be restored if death has occurred
not more than 5 -7 minutes previously. After a longer time processes take place in the brain which lead to its definitive
destruction. In such a case, the heart's action can be restored,
but not that of the brain, in which so-called irreversible processes have taken place. Consciousness is irretrievably lost
because the work of the brain has ceased for ever. Thus
science has furnished yet another argument confirming the
dependence of consciousness on matter.
The Russian revolutionary democrat, Herzen, wrote that
the assertion that the soul could exist without the body was
like saying that a black cat could go out of a room leaving
the black colour behind. Just as a swallow cannot fly without
wings, so the soul cannot exist without the body. The body
decays, and with it the "soul", i.e., consciousness.
What is the nature of thought which is produced by the
brain?
Take any thought, any utterance, such as: "I see a birch
tree" or "The plan was fulfilled 107 per cent." It is shown
that what we have in mind is not
Thought is th«: reflection the birch tree but the thought of it,
of reality
not the plan but the thought of it.
In other words, we have in our minds concepts of the objects
and phenomena that we have encountered in the world. All
thought consists of such concepts. In the statement snow is
white", for example, the thought is expressed by the concepts
involved in the words "snow" and "white". Where do these
concepts come from? They come from life, from reality. ·Snow
really is white. Objects exist objectively and they are the basis
of the concepts that we form of them. The birch tree exists
.first, and then comes my concept of it. Concepts, therefore, are
secondary. Reality comes first and then the reflection of it
in thought. That is why Lenin called thought a copy, reflection or photograph of reality. Reality is reproduced, copied
or photographed in thought.
We have explained that nature, matter, existed at a time
when there was no consciousness, for it had not yet arisen.
Man's consciousness depends on the state of his organism,
11
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his nervous system. Thinking is performed by the brain, which
is the organ of thought; consciousness is the function of th e
brain. Consciousn ess reflects being; h ence being is priinary
and consciousness secondary, deriva tive.
It must be pointed out that the mere
Criticism
recognition of the secondary nature
of vulgar ma terialLmt
of con sciousness is not enough. It
is essential to know its true nature as well, for there ar e
materialists who admit the secondary n ature of consciousness
but who cannot correctly explain its true nature. They say
that the brain secretes thought just as the liver secretes bile.
In their view, though t is a secretion of the b rain, which m akes
it and secretes it just as the in ternal secretory glands mak e
and secrete other substances necessary fol' the physiological
activity of the organism. The philosophers who held this
view of thought arc called vulgar materialists, b ecause th ey
conceive thought in a crude, vulgar, ovel'-simplified way. This
view was advocated in the 19th century by th e German
philosophers Ka rl Vogt and Ludwig Buchner and the D u tch
philosopher J acob M olcschott. Engels called them cheap
peddlers of m aterialism.
Some modern b ourgeois philosophers follow in their footsteps, nor are they alone to do so. Some British doctors, for
instance, assert that they have succeeded in "weighing th e
soul". They say it weighs 30 grams. This is a vulg ar conception because the whole complicaled process of thought is
crudely reduced to a matter of 30 grams in weight. Consciousness is identified here with ma tter. But if that were th e case,
why can't it be seen? Starting from such a notion it is
impossible to understand what our desires, will and though ts
are. For they are of an ideal rather than a material na ture.
An d fantusy is n ot only not material, but may even be abou t
things tha t do not even exist in nature. Vulg ar m a terialism
cannot answer these questions.
Idealists try to exploit the importance of the v ulga11
materialists in order to discredit materialism as a wh ole. Thus,
the contemporary bourgeois philosophers W heelwright and
Hospers maintain that materialism recognises only what is
material and denies the existence of the sp iritual, con sciousness and h uman volition. I n other words, they identify th e
vulgar materialist standpoint of Vogt, Biichner a nd Moleschott w ith Marxist-Leninist theory. They could not b e more
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mistaken. Dialectical m a terialism has nothing in common
·with vulgar mate1·ialism . Its con ception of the essence and
significance of mind, of consciousness, is aimed not only
a gainst the id ealists, but the vulgar m aterialists as well.
Len in sharply criticised the vulgar m aterialists for their
identification of consciousness with inatter. H e showed that
con scio usness is not of a m aterial n alure. It is a copy, an
image, of reality. But the brain does not r eflect or photograph
r eality like an or dinary camera. Reality is transforn1ed in
the human brain in the sense that it is not the objects themselves that are to be found there, but their ideal image. M arx
wrote of our thou ght: "The ideal is nothing else than the
material world r eflected by the hu man m ind, . and translated
into forms of thought."*
We have seen tha t h uman con sciousness is the proper ty of
highly or ganised ma tter, the brain, to r eflect r eality. Thought
must not be confused w ith the processes that go on in
the bra in. These processes arc the material basis of thought.
But thought itself is a m ore complex phenomenon than the
p hysiological processes tak ing place in the brain. Consciousness, thought, is the h ighest for m of the m otion of matter.
Human t hough t is fundam entally different from what is
sometimes r ather inaccurately called "thought" in animals.
Exp eriments with monkeys have
Though t an cl spccc.Ii
· terestlng
·
fi n d"ings. An
p r ov1.ded m
apple is p r esented to them but they cannot r each it because
a fire stan ds in the way. H owever, the monkey is " taught"
that he can take \Valer from a near by ban el, extinguish the
fi re a nd obtain the a pp le. And he does obtain it in this wa~.
The m onkey is then faced with new conditions. The apple is
on a board on a p ond a nd a barrel of water is put some
dis tance away. The task is the sam e: to extinguish the fire
and r each the apple. The monkey can take water close ~t
hand, the boar d is surr ounded by it. But the m onkey laborio usly fetches " the" water that is in the bar rel.
What does this experiment show? It shm·vs that m?nkcys
do not form the concept "water"; its general properties are
unknO\vn to them . The m onkey's thought is directly connected
\~ith surrounding objects. M oreover, it is impossible ,,'"'i~ho~~
direct connection with them. H ence, the monkey thm ks
• Marx, Capital, Vol. r, p. 19.
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only when objects are in front of it. Then it discovers the
elementary connection between them. But if the objects are
not in front of it, it cannot "think".
Man's thought, on the other hand, is qualitatively different.
He becomes acquainted with objects in the course of labour
and scientific activities and studies their properties. He
notices that water in a barrel, a pond, a well, a river, etc., has
the same properties, its ability to e.x tinguish fire, for example.
He forms the concept "water". This is not water in any
particular place, but "water' in general. It is an abstract
concept. In this case, man abstracts from the actual forms,
from concrete objects, and singles out their common properties. These characterise the object ycontained in the concept
in question.
When we speak of the concept "tree", we are concerned
with the general properties that characterise any tree, and
not those belonging to a particular tree visible from a
window. We are abstracting from actual trees. That is why
the concept is called abstract. It is this characteristic feature
of human thought, its abstract character, that is unattainable
by animals. Why is this?
The point is that the development of the human brain from
early childhood proceeds under the decisive influence of
speech. When at about nine months a baby begins repeatedly
to say mama" this is a sure sign that it is beginning to make
out what is ·h appening in the world. How does this occur?
On the basis of two sources: the child's poor experience of
life and the words of people around him.
A child plays with a ball. He discovers that it is round
and soft. He plays with various kinds of balls, yellow, green,
etc., and each time perceives this ball". In time the word
"ball" evokes in him the idea of a "ball in general" . He now
knows the concept "ball". And it is expressed in a word. Our
thoughts, too, are expressed in speech. But we have already
pointed out that our thought is abstract, it takes place on the
basis of general concepts.
What makes it possible for us to abstract, to single out,
the principal features of an object from the object itself. The
possibility is given us by words, speech. The word "ball"
indicates that it is a question of ball in general, and not merely
a particular ball. Abstract thought cannot be expressed except
11
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;n words.
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From childhood man's consciousness is formed on the basis
of words, of language, for our thoughts · are expressed by
means of them. In the process there gradually arises something that is characteristic of man alone: thought becomes
closely bound up with speech. Human consciousness, thought,
cannot be separated from speech. An in.dissoluble, organic
unity of language and thought becomes established.
Engels stressed that it was the appearance of articulate
speech that enabled the ape's brain to develop gradually into
the human brain. How did this happen?
The following example may help us to find the right
answer. History records several examples of children being
reared by wolves. One such case was
Social nature
discovered in India in 1956. A sheof consciousness
wolf
carried off a little girl less than
and speech
three years old. When found some
years later the child ran about on all fours, imitated animal
noises and, of course, could not speak. It is not surprising
that the child copied the animals in everything. but there is
one curious detail. All efforts to teach the child to speak
ended in f allure. The human characteristic, consciousness, of
the little girl was not restored. She could not become accustomed to the new conditions of life, and died (not a single
child in the known cases of this sort has ever survived beyond
childhood).
The following question arises here. The child was born
with a normal human brain. As she grew, her brain obviously
grew as well. Why then did she prove to be so hopelessly
backward in the ability to think? On the basis of what we
have said, you can easily answer this question for yourself.
It is evidently not enough to have a biologically normal brain
in order to display human consciousness. One must also live
in society, in a collective. Outside of the collective there is
no human thought. It arises as a result of man's life in society.
Thought can make its appearance only when, ·on the one
hand, it reflects nature and, on the other hand, when man
enters into definite relations with other people in the course
of labour, productive activities. Labour created man, human
society. It is through labour, productive activities, that man's
brain, his consciousness, developed. That is why Marx points
out that from the very outset consciousness is a social product
and will remain so as long as people exist. Consciousness is a
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product of man's life in society. It is a social phenomenon.
This implies that outside of society there can be no consciousness, just as there can be no speech or language.
Thought arises and d evelops only in the process of labour,
productive activity, for only under such conditions can man
actively influence nature. By acting on nature, man develops
also his consciousness. It is only in the process of labour that
man more and more profoundly 1·eflccts objects in his consciousness, compares them, notices what is common to them
and forms d efinite concepts. In the course of practical
activity. too, man studies the connections and relations existing between objects. Thus gradually, as material production
developed, human consciousness also developed and became
perfected.
Engels revealed the process of the shaping of thought and
language in his essay entitled "The Part Played by Labour in
the Transition from Ape to M an". He showed that the first
step in the transition from the ancestral anth ropoid ape to
man was the achievement of an erect gait. And this came
about because man began to use natural implements of labour. Thus man's fore-limbs became free and began to be
perfected in the course of labour activities, gradually leading
to the d evelopment of the human hand. It is not only the
organ of labour but the result of labour.
The employment of natural implem ents, h owever, is still
not labour in the true sense of the word. Labour itself has
also undergone development in the course of history. True
labour began only when m an artificially created the first implements of l abour. The ape can use natural implements, but
cannot make them. The making of the first implements,
however, did not yet mean Lhc emergence of human society.
It was only the beginning of the long process that led to the
transformation of the ape into man and , thercfore. to the
shaJ!)ing of consciousness. This was the period of the shaping
of man and human society.
S?cech, too, arose during this period. The point is that
during the process of joint labour, p1·oduction, people felt th e
need to speak to one another. This need, said Engels, led to
the development of an appropriate organ; the undeveloped
lary~1x of the ape underwent a gradual but steady transformation, and the organs of the mouth gradually learnt to pronounce one articulate sound afte1· another. Thus a rose
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articulate speech, language, as the means of exchanging

tlzoughls, the mediwn of intercou rse between p eople, tlze
m aterial envelope of tl10uglzt.
The unity of la nguage and thought follows fr01n the very
nature of the latter. It is only in words that thought, as it
were, becom es real. While inside a man's head, thought is,
as it were, d ea d and inaccesible to other p eople. H ence M arx
pointed out tha t language is the immediate reality of thought.
This means tha t thought does not exist outside of the niatcr ial
en velope of language. Even when \\TC do not express our
thoughts aloud, but only think to o urselves, we still clothe
them in the dress of words, of lang uage. Thanks to language,
thoughts not only take shape but arc transmitted to other
people. And by means of writing they ar e even handed down
from generation to generation.
Yet it w ould be a m istake to conclude from the above that
la nguage and thought are ident ical. They arc parts of a unity
but they are not one and the same phenomenon. Thought
reflects reality. Language, however, is a means by which
thoughts a re tr ansmitted to other people. Thought is directly
connected with r eality. Language is connected with reality not
directly but through thought. This signifies tha t the brain
directly "photographs" phenomena and their connections in
the world, giving r ise to our concepts and thoughts. By means
of langua ge we only transmit them to other people.
I n this connection, the following question often a ri <>es.
If thoughts r eflect o r photograph reality, how are
to
explain the existence of fantasies, fancies, to which no
object in nature corresponds?
. .
For example. when ther e w~s as yet
Matcn ahsm,
no al'tificial Earth satellite, the
dream and fan t asv
·
Ts10
· I' ' ·
Russian scien tist Konstantin
kovsky. a father of rocketry, "endsaged" it alread~: in. the
early years of the present century. Does this n~t 1nd1cate
that. thought is primary and not secondary ? D oes it not contradict mater ialism ?
Lenin noted that the existence of fantasy inevitably confronts p eople with such questions. The opinion m ay. be
forn:icd that thought a rises indcpendc11t1y of. s~1Toun?mg
reallly . H er c we have the r oots of idealism: a basis is pr ovided
for drawing the idealis t conclusion . that though t can arise
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apart from reality or even in defiance of it. Let us see whether
there is any basis for such a conclusion.
Let us recall the following fact. At the beginning of the
present century Lenin set about the creation of a party of a
new type. It was just at this time that in his work What Is To
Be Done? the leader of the proletariat issued his famous call:
"We must dream!" What did Lenin dream of? He dreamt of
a mighty Communist Party. It is well known how accurately
his dream became a reality. It was not long before such a
party was formed. Life itself, reality, gave rise to Lenin's
dream, his audacious thought.
Tsiolkovsky's fancies were likewise rooted in reality, in
mathematically exact calculations of the actual world, and on
that basis he made his brilliant guess about what was necessarily going to come into existence. The space flights of the
cosmonauts showed how real were Tsiolkovsky's dreams and
fancies.
Thus you see that dreams and fantasies are also a reflection of reality and arise only on the basis of it. Reality lends
wings to dreams.
It is clear then that materialism not only does not reject
dreams and fantasies but, on the contrary, scientifically
explains them.
Let us examine another question that often arises when
thinking about the problem of the relation between matter
and consciousness.
If materialism denies the existence of the soul, does it not
also deny such important human qualities as feelings,
enthusiasm, passion, i.e., what may
Mater!a!!:i an~than75 be called man's spiritual wealth? We
spm
we
are accustomed to saying, for example: "How soulfully he plays", or "He put all his soul into
the work". What else is there to put if there is no soul? Is
sometimes asked. The contemporary French theologian Pierre
Bigo writes that materialism "refuses to recognise spiritual
values", for it recognises only material values. Is this true?
Of course notl It is a slander on materialism. Materialists
reject the idea of the soul as a special non-material entity.
But they do not deny man's inner, spiritual world. Nor do
they deny man's spiritual wealth. It is an inferior writer who
does not try to get at the soul of the reader, to influence his
feelings.
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The Soviet Communist Party has always been concerned
not merely to multiply material wealth but also to develop
the spiritual wealth of Soviet people. People's consciousness
cannot be divorced from the conditions in which this consciousness takes shape; we have seen that consciousness
reflects life, reality. The Communist Party establishes conditions for bringing out people's finer feelings, for inculcating
a high level of consciousness in the builders of communism.
The grandeur and beauty of their ideals are dear to the Soviet
people. How pitiful, therefore, are the attempts of bourgeois
"critics" of Marxism to ascribe to communism neglect of the
spiritual, emotional aspects of ~e human personality. A telling refutation of these lying assertions of present-day antiCommunists is to be found in the new Programme of the
C.P.S.U., every page of which testifies to special care for the
education of Soviet people, the builders of communism.
Materialism, therefore, recognises the secondary nature of
consciousness but does not deny its important role in man's
life. Let us now examine this question in greater detail.
The existence of dreams and healthy
The active role
flights of fancy is itself a proof that
of consciousness
consciousness does not passively
perceive the world. In this instance consciousness, as it were,
outstrips reality, actively affects it and indicates ways and
means of changing it.
Consider, for example, the 1·ealisation of the plans outlined
by the C.P.S.U. and the Soviet people. Here thought, consciousness, outstrips reality, shows it the way and gives the
nation a gigantic creative impulse. Consciousness plays the
part of an active mobilising force. Millions of workers take
up great causes for the sake of the triumph of communism.
It is in this sense that Marx said that when an idea captures
the people it becomes a material force. It means that the
people, inspired by a great idea, are capable of great deeds.
That is how one should understand Lenin's statement that consciousness creates the world.
. While reflecting reality, consciousness at the same time
is a guide to changing it. Take M arxist-Leninist theory which
has become today a powerful material force in the struggle
for peace, democracy and socialism.
Idealists considerably over-exaggerate this aspect of human
consciousness. They say : since consciousness is active, it is
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thel'eforc primary, basic; it is consciousness that guides people's actions. They claim that the active nature of human
consciousness means the triumph of idealism. But is this so?
The fact that consciousness guides people's actions does not
mean that it is primary. On the contrary, all aims, task s and
plans for activity are tak en by consciousness from reality,
from this activity itself. This has been seen above.
What has been said abou t the activity of human consciousness helps us to analyse and correctly explain one of the m ost
surprising phenomena of modern indusb·y.
You have heard about computers.
Thought and machine
They can carry out very complex
tasks: translate from one language into another, guide an
aeroplane, drive a train and even play chess. They can pcrfo1·m
some logical operations that are characteristic of the human
brain. They d ecide when a trai n has to be slowed down, they
"remember" certain operations, etc. It is as if metal were
endowed with human thought.
But could a machine be constructed that would wholly
replace the human brain'? No. It is true that the machine can
faultlessly perform the functions for which man has adapted it. It can even discover new facts that its creato1· did
not know. But it will always be merely an auxiliary to the
human mind. Without man it is mere "dead metal".
Why is the human brain immeasurably superior to any
machine? Because it is the product of social relations. Thought,
too, as we have seen, has a social charactc1·. The work of the
brain is as complicated as these social rela tions. But 110
"electronic brain" could "reproduce" man's inner spiritual
world, his active nature, his flights of fancy, dreains, th e
ability to exert his will, the complex world of art.
We have examined some of the basic problems of dialectical
materialism. To obtain a deeper understanding of them \Ve
must have a clear conception of Lhe essence of M arxist
materialist dialectics, which is revealed in its laws and
categories. These we shall now proceed to study.

-FIF TH

T AL K

THE BASIC LAWS OF DIALECTICS.
THE LAW OF THE PASSAGE OF QUANTITATIVE
INTO QUALITATIVE CHANGES

To understand what we usually call
a law, let us take the simplest
possible exa1nple. If a stone is thrown inlo the air, it will fall
to Lhc ground. The sam e thing applies to an an:ow shot from
a bo\v.
What is the nature of these phenomena ? How is it that
they occur? Let us notice fi rst of all that we are dealing here
not with phenomena that may or may not occur, but with
phenomena that necessarily occur and cannot fail to occur.
An object thrown in the air n ecessarily returns to the ground
undei' the p ull of gravity. This means that a strict order,
sequen ce, regularity prevails here. When ·v,rc encounter
phenomena of this kind in our practical a ctivities, we say that
there is a law-governed, essential connection between them.
There arc often connections between
i~· a 11 csscnLt_a'
\'
t.
phenomena that we a re unaware of.
1a1 conuec ion
·
1
b f
between phenomena
Wha t connection could t 1ere e, or
example, between a coal mine and
the electric light we use in our l1omes? The light is due to an
~I ect17c current which i s produced by a dynamo. The latter
JS. d riven by a stc'1m tur bine working on coal from a coal
mmc, o r o ther fuel. Thus, the connection is obvious.
Let us consider another example. Agriculture provides
raw ma terial for industry, while the lalte1· in turn produces
n_1achincs, ferlilisers a nd electricity for agricultural prod uc~ion. Nor is this a] J. The development of a gl'icultu rc and
~nd ustry sets definite practical problems for science. In solving them, science is enriched by new da ta taken from
What is a law ?
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practice. Science· in turn influences the development of industry and agriculture. Thus the chief branches of the economy
develop in close connection with one another.
From these examplesl and from what was said previously,
it can be seen that the phenomena of nature and society do
not exist in isolation from one another but are interconnected.
One thing depends on another, and the latter on a third, and
there is no end to these connections, dependencies or, as they
are calledl relations. That is why Engels said that when we
study nature or human history, we see an infinite interweaving of connections and interactions between objects and
phenomena of the real world. Not all connections, however,
and of equal significance. There exist accidental, changing
connections, and also constant, profoundl essential or as they
are called, law-governed connections.
A law expresses just these constant, profound relations.
Lenin pointed out that a law embraces what is essential in
phenomena. "Law is essential relation"* he wrote. In other
words a law is a relation between things and phenomena due
not to accidentat external., transient circumstances, but to
the inner nature of the interconnected phenomena. A law reflects not all connections but only the principat decisive ones.
.
.
The above, however, does not
15
A Ia'! • a UD.lve~I
exhaust the characteristics of a law
and obJccttve connection It 1s
. common1 y sa1.d th a t a l aw h as·
no exceptions. This expresses the nature of a law, viz., that
it affects not some but all phenomena of a given type. Archimedes' principle, for example, holds good for all bodies
immersed in any liquid. In other words, the connection
expressed by Archimedes' principle (between the loss of
weight of the immersed body and the weight of liquid displaced) is of a universal character. So it is with every law; it
expresses something general in phenomena. Engels says:
The form of universality in nature is law."** Thus a law
acquaints us with what is most profound and universal..
A law reflects not only a universal but also an essential.
connection. As evident from the examples given above. what
it expresses must necessarily and inevitably occur.
In common usage the term "law" implies a rule that has a
legal. force. However. when we speak of a law in the philo1

1

0

• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 153.
•• Engels, Dialectics of Nature, p . 310.
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--- sophical sense, we mean an objective law inherent in nature
and governing nature's development.
Since objects and phenomena exist objectively, so also do
the connections between them, i.e., the laws governing their
development. Thus a very important feature of a law is its
objective character. This signifies that the regularities in the
development of nature and society do not depend on man's
will and consciousness. All human practical experience is
proof of this. Thus, the laws of nature operated long before
human society arose. Human beings appeared on the Earth
rather late, but the laws governing the motion of our planet
are as old as the planet itself. The same thing holds true also
for other laws of nature.
Social laws, too, are of an objective character. People cannot
create or abolish them, nor can they arbitrarily "transform"
them.
Idealist philosophers hold a different opinion. They deny
the objective character of laws. In his day the German philosopher Kant asserted that nature itself has no laws. Everything
is in a state of chaos and only the human mind introduces
order and regularities into nature. If man did not exist there
would be no laws. Modern bourgeois philosophers repeat
this idea.
On what do they base their arguments? Kant said that as
soon as we start to investigate any phenomena, we already
look for laws. Hence the concept of law is already in our
minds before we encounter it in reality. It is inherent in our
reason but in actual reality there are no laws. For this reason
Kant asserts that the category of law is of an a priori nature,
since it exists in our reason prior to experience. But these
arguments will not stand up to scientific criticism. As a
matter of fact, because people nowadays look for laws of the
development of the world, can it be concluded that they always
did so? We nowadays look for bacteria in order to destroy
them, but when people did not know of their existence they
did not look for them.
The primitive savage had no notion of the existence of
laws in the world, and so he did not look for them. Consequently, they were not "innate" in him. It was only later,
when from practical life people learnt of the existence of lawgoverned connections between phenomena that they began to
search for and find them in reality. It follows that assertions
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about the a pdori nature of the category of law are unscientific
and contradict practice, which proves the objective character
of the laws of nature and society.
Thus, a law expresses a zmivei·sal, 11ecessa1·y, objective aizd

relatively constant connection between
objects of the existil1g world.

plzenome11a and

What kinds of laws arc there?
If laws establish essential connections char acter ising
phenomena in some par t of nature or of a particular society,
they ar e called defmite laws. Such, for example, are the laws
studied by biology, physics and other sciences. If la ws
establish essential connections
characterising all the
phenomena of nature or all social phenomena, or all the
phenomena of thought, they are called general laws. Such ,
for example, is the law of universal gravitation, which governs
all the phenomena of n ature. The law of the d etermining
role of production operates throughout the history of society.
This, too, is a general law. If, however, lmvs establish
essential connections characterising all phenom ena, wh ether
of nature, society or thought, they are called universal law s.
It is these that are studied by M arxist philosophy. They
comprise: a) the law of th e passage of q uantitative into
qualitative changes ;
b) the law of lhe unity and struggle of opposites;
c) the law of the negation of the negation.
To cons truct an aeroplane capab le of
Some marvdlous
flying at a speed greater than that
trausformatious
of sound, or to construct a space~
ship, m aterials which do not exist in nature arc required.
How can they be obtained ? How, for example, can w e obtain
an alloy stronger than steel but m ore tr ansparent th an glass?
Chemistry gives u s a key to the solution of th is problem.
Scientists came to the conclusion that if one wan ts
materials with new properties it is necessary to produ ce new
combinations of big molecules. Thus, it wa s d iscovered how
to create new polymers, molecules consistin g of a h uge
number of atoms. I t was found that by merely altering th e
number of atoms and the sh ·ucturc of the molecules, all the
properties of a subst'1ncc were shar ply change<l. Rigid became
elastic~ hard became soft, opaq ue b ecame transp a1·ent. By

changing tb.e qua1ltitative composition of m olecules, chemists
begazz to create 11ew qualities, new properties of substances.
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It immediately becomes apparent tha t there is some kind
of connection, dependence, between q uantity and quality. Is
there not some k ind of law here? The present talk is devoted
lo clarify ing this question. First of all, however, let us examine
what is meant by quantity an d quality.
Everything h as, as i t were, its
Quality and p roperty
physiognomy by which we recognise
it. Look around and you will see tha t a ny object- an inkstand,
a tree, a man, etc.-p osscsses an i1me1· definiteness, i.e.,
f eatu.res, aspects, signs, which define it, express what is most
imp ortant about it and characterises its essential natur e.
Why do I say that this is a pencil ? Because I h ave before
m e a thin rod of graphite enclosed in wood, which I can use
for writing or drawing. Thereby I have defined the main
p roperties of the thing, its inner definiteness, revealing that
which m ak es it what it is- its quality.
Thus, quality is a deli11ite12ess that is intrinsic, i.e., bound
up with tlze object itself, a sum-total of all its essential
features, tlzanl~s to wlzich cm object acquires a relative per12wnence and is distinguislzed from otlzer objects.
On wh at basis do we judge a quality ? Recall the remarkable world of new materials of which we spoke above. H erc
is a fine thread to which a ha lf-cwt: weight is attached. The
other end of th e thread runs over a pulley wheel attached to
the ceiling and is pulled. "The thread will break, of course,"
we think. But it docs not, it raises the w eight. H ere is another
example. A little girl has bought a bottle of milk and accidentally drops it on the pavement. But the bottle docs n ot brea k,
it bounces like a ball.
If you saw these things you would note: in ea ch case there
is a new property, in the first- an unbreakable th1·ead, in the
second- an unbreakable g lass. And you would rightly conclude : these are materials of a new quality. You discovered
the new quality owing to the new properties tha t were
revealed. We always a ct in this way. If we study, for example,
the nature of a metal, it means tha t we elucidate its prope rties: its colour, atomic weight, whether it is soft or hard,
whether it oxidises or not, a nd so on. By this study we lea rn
its inner definiteness, i.e., its quality.
Thus a p1·operty is a feature of a tbizzg, a capacity
cbai·acteristic of it, its peculiarities. These intrinsic peculiarities
6-3774
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of things are their quality. It follows that quality is manifested through properties.
An object usually possesses not one but many properties.
Hence, quality must not be identified with property. Quality
is an inner unity, a sum-total of properties. That implies that
the quality of a thing is not expressed by a single isolated
property, but all of them taken together.
Q tit
Objects and phenomena are charuan Y
acterised not only by quality but
also by quantity. This is easy to understand, for besides
questions about the quality of objects (what they are in themselves) we are always faced with questions about their
quantity (numberl size, volume, etc.). This is not surprising,
smce aH natural phenomena possess quantitative as well as
qualitative definiteness.
The quantitative characteristics of objects and phenomena
are ot many <iilierent kinds. Hence, they are expressed in
many ditterent ways. If, for example, we are interested in
the quantity of machines acquired by a factory we express
it by the number of them: 3,· 4, 10, etc. If we need to determine the productivity of labour, we express it by a percentage,
which may be great or small, and so on.
Thus, quantity is the definiteness oi objects and phenomena
characterised by number, size, rate, degree, volume, etc.
When the quality ot an object is altered, the object itself
is altered~ Hut does a quantitative change involve a change of
the object itself? Let us examine this.
You probably know how a dam is constructed to close the
channel of a river on which a hydropower station is being
built. Huge concrete blocks are dropped into the river from
lonies..For some time no dam is formed. But presently the
number of blocks is such that the flow of water is substantially affected. After a few more blocks the river is cut. Out
of the isolated blocks a dam has been formed.
What was it that happened? As long as the quantitative
changes remained within definite bounds they did not cause
the tormation of a new quality (in this case the dam). But
as soon as the required limit, a definite nzeasure, was reached,
the changes were no longer without effect on the whole
process, as they had seemed to be at the beginning.
What is measure?
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The word "measure" is used to
denote a limit of something, a boundary. This itself indica tes that it is always connected with
quan tity. But n~easurc is also connected with quality. How is
this to be understood? The follO\·vjng example m ay help.
Look at a stone. It may be large or small, but stones have
a definite size. It would not be a stone if it h ad a height of
several hundred yards. That would rather be a rock. Measure
is also a characteristic of man. People may be tall or of
various heights. Their ,.veight may also vary. Nevertheless
there are d efinite limits to their heights, weight, etc. No one
has seen a man 15 feet high or weighing, say, a ton. Such
a quanti ty (a ton) is incompatible with tbe given quality
(man). The same thing applies to all objects. fhey all have a
definite quality lo which there corresponds a more or less
definite quantity. There is proportion in all things.
It is clea1· from the above Lhat measure is a co11lor111ity1 a
urzity of tlze quantitative azzd qualitative aspects of object s.
It is precisely because every object is a measure tha t it is
always a quality to which there co1Tesponds a definite
quantity. This correspondence, this measure, cannot be
destroyed, since in that case the object ceases to be what it is.
Th e quality of nn object cannot exist in a unity with any
quantity tak en nt random a nd, conversely, its quantity cannot
exist in a unity with a ny quality tak en at random. Quantity
and quality always exist in a definite correspondence with
each other, only wi thin the limits of their measure.
A very important conclusion follows from the ab ove, viz.,
if quantitative changes take place in an object, they do not
a ffect its quality as long as tlzey occur zvitlzin tlze limits ol the
measure. Within these limits the object is, as it we1·e, indifferent to quantitative changes. But as soon as th e measure is
u pset, quan titative changes begin to be reflected in the qualitative sta te of the object. Q uantit y passes i12to quality.
P
.
Qua ntitative changes accumulate
a ss.age of q~anhty
imperceptibly and gradually; at the
mto qualaty
.
.
ff
begmnmg they seem not to a ect
the qua litative characteristics of an object. But this is only,
as Hegel aptly expressed it, a " ruse". A time comes when
this ruse is exposed and qu3ntitative changes, by their
accumulation, result in a change in the quality of an object.
Examples of this were given above. \Vhen chemists learnt
.\Icasure
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to form new polymers and obtained new prop erlies, new
qualities, . they we re basing themselves on the law or the
passage of quantity into quality.
It should be borne in mind that not only do quantitative
changes lead to qualitative changes but, conversely, qualitative
changes lead to quantitative clzanges. The appearance of a
new quality is a fundamental change of the object 01· process.
Hence, new laws of development are manifested i n it. These
qualitatively new objects with their nc'v laws have, of course,
new quantitative definiteness as well. A new measure is now
established .
Plan t breedc1·s, for example, create a new variety of p lan t.
This is a new qua lity. But the new variety gives a bigg er
harvest, that is to say, it has new q uantitative ch aracter istics.
Here 12e10 qualitative c11a11gcs lead to qzumtitalive clwnges.
Quantity passes into quality and, conversely, quality passes
irzto quantity.
Thus, llze essence of tlze law of t he passage of quantitative
into qualitative cbanges consists in small, at ffrst imperceptible, quaiititative clzanges gradually accumulating and at
some stage leading to radical qualitative c11m2ges, as a result
of wl1ic11 tlze old quality disappears and a neiv q uality ar ises
wlticl1, in its turn, leads lo new quantitative clzanges.
But how is the passage of quantitative into qualitative
changes accomplished?
L
You will surely h ave seen how
caps
·
water or m1·11~ b 01·1 s, or a n egg 1s
fried. At first the water merely becomes h otter. The temperature rises to 60°, 70°C or more. But the water remain s wat er,
it has not lost its quality. But when the tem perature is raised
to 100°C the water suddenly boils and is converted into
steam. It has undergon e a qualitative change. The same ~ort
of change occurs when an egg is fried. The '" hite a nd yolk
suddenly set.
These examples m ake it clear how the p assage of q uantity
into quali ty takes place. At first the proc<?ss is slow a nd
gradual, q uantitative, preparatory c11anges take place. But
when these changes have sufficiently accumulated, a process
of sudden, rapid qualitative change occurs. T his sud den
change is called a leap.
Lenin d efined a leap as an interrup t ion of gradualness. This
implies tha t at some point slow, quantitat ive d evelopment is
1
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interrupted and the time arrives for passa ge to the n ev•.7
qua lity, a passage that is n ot slow and gradual. The passage
to the n e'"' quality is a leap . That is why Lenin defines a leap
as a decisive t urn from azz old to a new quality, as a sharp
breal~ i11 development.
I n na ture an d society the emergence of new qualities is
ahvays accomplished by a leap. TllC passage from non-living
to living nature takes place in just this way. All evolution
of the organic world, i.e., the development of animals from
one species in to a nother, also tak es place by leaps. Similar
changes take place in human society. The passage from the
primitive communal system to slave society and from th e
la tter to feuda lism, as \vell as the pa ssage from capitalism to
socialism is always marked by a leap, an interr up tion of
gradualness.
The actua l process o f development takes place on the ba:>is
of the unity of continuity and discontin uity. At a ccrtrun stage
the continuous, smooth process is interrupted. Then the new
quality a rises as the result of a leap. It should be b orne in
m ind here that the lea p is law-governed . That means that it
is prepared for by the whole preceding course of the accum ula tion of quan titative changes. Naturally, therefore, t here is
no "miracle" involved in its occurrence.
Tlius Lhc a nswer t o the question how quantitative ch anges
pass into qua litative cha nges is tha t it is by a lea p and only by
a lea p. V.le contin ually encounter examples of this in d aily life.
We have shown above that the procEvolutim~ary
ess of development passes th rough
and revolutionar y
I·
1
· two
forms of developmen t
two stages, ta nng P ace In .
for ms: slow, insignificant quanlltative ch anges and rapid, fundamen tal qualitative changes.
The former a lways proceed within the limits of the old
measure, of the old q ua lity. H erc there are as yet no f undamenta l changes o f objects and phenomena . In this sense
they can be calJed evolutionary changes. Evolution is a

smooth. gradual, slow development witlzout sharp leaps or
tz-ansitiozzs to a llew quality.
Developmeut, ozz tlze othe1· band, that is co1m.e cted with
a lundan1e11tal breah-up of the old, witlz a qualitative chazzge
o f social relations, scie11tili.c cozzceptions, of teclmique, etc.,
is called i·cvolutioncu·y .
8.'i

Thus d ialectics does not deny the idea of evolution as such,
the more so since the concept of "evolution" is often used as
development in general, as the change of phenomena from
one state to another. It is in this sense that the evolution of
animal and plant species is spoken of. Lenin often used the
concept "evolution" in this sense, speaking, for example, of
"economic evolution" .
It should be borne in mind, however, that the concep t
"evolution" is often distorted by metaphysicians. D ialectics
strongly opposes the d istorted "current idea of evolution", as
Lenin phrases it.
Some metaphysicians m aintain that development tak es
place only in an evolutionary way and that t here are no leaps
or interruptions of grad ualness. O nly quantita ti ve changes
occur in the world, they say. All development is merel y
growth and nothing more. There is nothing qualitatively new
in na ture. This is the view of w hat is called vulgar evolution,
since it conceives evolution in a crude, vulgar, distorted
way.
The vulgar-evolutionary view became particularly widespread in explanations of social life. H ere, it was alleged ,
only smooth, slow, evolutionary changes occurred, without
affecting the foundations of the social order. This metaphysical idea is made use of by reformists-Right-wing S"cialists and Labour Party members-in order to defend the capita list system. They reject the revolutionary struggle of the working class and try to replace it by a struggle for p ar tial
reforms and small concessions which do not affect the basis
of capitalist society.
Lenin called reformism a bourgeois deception of the workers because power r emains in the hands of the bour geois ie
even afler the enactment of reforms. T his has b een fully
confirmed by experience. The Belgian socialis ts, for example,
have been in power for m any years now but they did not
introduce socialism. The reforms they curried out h ave k ept
the bourgeois order intact. The same thing occurs in other
countries where Labour p arties and Right-wing Socialists
obtain power.
M odern revisionists try to revive these reformist illusions
which were exposed long ago. A revisionist in the U .S.A.,
Gates, asserts that the struggle nowadays can o nl y b e for
small reforms, that changes must be of an evolution ary
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nature and that the only way to socialism is the path of
"constitutional strnggle".
Lenin exposed the revisionists because, in his words, they
crawl into the bog of philosophical vulgarisation of science,
replacing revolutionary dialectics by "simple" and "tranquil"
evolution.
·
The reformists, therefore, are metaphysicians who see only
one aspect of social development, the quantitative, evolutionary aspect.
The views of the anarchists, too, are metaphysical, but for
another reason: they deny the evolutionary process of development. Instead they recoqnise only leaps, without any
preparation. without a gradual gathering of forces. Lenin
wrote that both anarcho-syndicalism and reformism must be
reqarded as a direct product of the bourqeois world outlook.• for they one-sidedly settle the question of the relationship of evolution and revolution in the process of deveJopment.
In contrast to these one-sided, metaphysical approaches to
the question, dialectical materialism starts out from the fact
that there is a profound connection between the evolutionary
and rel1olutionary aspects of the process of develovment. This
connection is such that one process is inconceivable without
the other: without quantitative, evolutionary changes there
are no qualitative, revolution.ary changes, and without qualitative, revolutionary changes there is no new measure, no
new stage, and the refore no development. "Real life, real
history. includes these different tendencies, just as life and
development in nature include both slow evolution and rapid
leaps, breaks in continuity,"•* wrote Lenin.
The stage of continuous, gradual changes plays a big part
in the process of development. But· it is not a change of the
old quality. For this leap, revolution, radically altering the
old quality, is absolutely necessary.
You see, therefore, that in practical 1ife slow, laborious
preparatory work must be combined with fundamental qualitative transformations. In this connection it should be borne
in mind that qualitative changes have to be prepared gradually, in the course of day-to-day organisational work.
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 16, p. 349.

•• Ibid.
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--- When, h owever, a revolutionary alteration of the old
quality has been properly prepared, the most energetic revolutionary action is required in order to replace the old b y the
new. Moreover, it is important to choose the correct 1noment
for the leap so that it comes at the most favourable time for
the revolutionary solution of the tasks set. Choice of the
moment for i·evolutionary action is a great a rt. The O ctober
Revolution, the indus trialisation of the Soviet Union, the
collectivisation of its agriculture, the rehabilitation and development of its economy in the post-war period, the fight for
the upswing of agriculture, the time fixed b y the Party for
beginning full-scale construction o f communism 111 th e
U.S.S.R.- these are an incomplete enumeration of the m ajor
historical task s which the C.P.S.U. set at the right moment
and for which it made car eful preparation. Therein lay the
guarantee of the successes achieved by the Soviet people.
As we have said, the passage from one quality to anoth er
takes place as the result of a leap. Let us sec what kinds of
leaps there are a nd what they depend on.
That there are various kinds of l eap s
.
.
Vano~s km~s .0 f lea~s. is evident from the examples already
Leaps m soc1al1st society
.
The t rans1. t•ion f ron1 ape t o
given.
man was certainly a leap in the development of the a nimal
world, b ut it took tens of thousands of years. Another form
o[ leap is that seen in the boiling of water. By taking place
almost instantaneously it differs from the previous example,
where a compara tively long pe1·io d was required for
fundamental changes.
The time factor plays a big part in d etermining the form
of the leap. The Russian Revolution of 1917, for example, put
an end to bourgeois power there in literally a few d ays. I t
was a decisive blow against the bourgeois dictatorship. But
the collectivisation of agriculture, which was a revolutionary
transition of the Russian peasants to socialism, was accomplished gradually, step by step, over several years. Th is
discrepancy lies in the differen ce in the nature of th e t·w o
phenomena, as well as in the difference in the conditions
under which they took place. Hence the forms of the passage
to a new q uality, the forms of the leap were different.
The period of socialist changes in the Soviet Union occupied
about two decades. Lenin called such periods an e poch o f
"big leaps". He ridiculed those who considered that because
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the passage fron1 capitalism to socialism is a leap it must be
a n instantaneous act. Very often the passage to a new quality
takes place not in the twinkling of an eye, but during a
t·elativcly long period of time. Yet this is also a leap. In this
gradual passage to a n ew quality there is also an interruption
of grad ualness, and p eriods of the m ost in tense developmen t
of social life occur here. Thus, in contrast to leaps that tak·e
place intensively, rapidly and alter the qualitative state of
an object in a short time, there are leaps that d o not
immed iately alter an object or a qua lity.
I t \vill be clear now that the different forms of passage
fro111 one q uality to a nother, i.e., the different f onns of leaps,
depend on the 11atu.re o f t11e developing plze1zom ena and on the
conditions in wliiclz tbey develop. This is especially obvious in
examples fron1 social life. \Vhere society is divided into hostile
classes, a leap o ccurs as the result of a show.down. In the
d evelopment of sociali st society, however, \·vhcre there arc
no hostile classes, leaps, sl1arp turzzs, take place by the
g1·adual dying out of elements of the old azzd t lze g1·owth of
elements of tlze new quality. Here radical changes begin as
n ew q ualilies ar e accumulated.
The c11tire h istory of Soviet society is one of qualitative
changes h1 the sp heres of economy, culture and scien ce.
Former tsarist Russia \\'as converted from an economically
backwa rd countr y into a mighty industrial power-an
invincible bulwark of socialism. And this leap \-\7as accom plished gradually, without social upheavals. This dearly
shows the unity of slow, quantitative clwnges and fundamental, quali tativc cha nges.
O ne o f the grea t achievements of socialism, too, has been •
the cultural revolution in the U.S.S.R., ,.vhich has ghrcn it a
leading place in the world for its science and technology. This
is also a leap, but it was also accomplished gradually. First of
all, illiteracy ,.vas abolished, then work began for developing
the number of the Soviet intellectuals and conditions were
crea ted for the development of science, nnd so on. This leap
is still g oing on at the present time. Simila1· leaps are taking
place in the People's D emocracies.
The pe1·iod of the accomplishment of complete communism
is also a leap in the social development of the Soviet Union.
~t involves raising society to a qualitatively new level both
in the economic spher e and in the sphe1·e of culture, p olitical
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life and science. This leap is by no means an instantaneous
act. The d evelopment of socialism into communism is a
process that takes place continuously, gradually. The first
shoots of the new, communist attitude to labour, of the new
relations b etween people, grow and develop in day-to-day life.
The fulfilment of the task s set by the new Programme of
the C.P.S.U. will result in society reaching a stage in which
the feat ures of communism, already visible in it, will b ecome
absolutely predominant: This will be a new qualitative sta le,
where communist society will h ave been raised from the
first phase to the ~econd. This is a leap in Lhe true sense of
the word, although it takes the whole of twenty years. Thu s
the dialectics of development of socialist society orga nically
combines gradualness, continuity, with development by leap s,
discon tin ui ty.
Thus, development under socialism and t11e gradual growth
of the latter into communism combine both quantitative and
qualitative cbanges into a dialectical unity. That is why
i·eforms d u ring this p er iod acquire a t otally d ifferent
significance.
The reforms accomplished by the Communist P arty and
Soviet Government acquire a revolutionary significance. They
are no longer merely quan titative, preparatory measures but
directly introduce qualita tively new elements of vast in1p ortance into the developn1ent of social life.
For example, the law adop ted by the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R. on strengthening the links between the school and
production and on U1e further development of education in th e
U.S.S.R. is not an ordinary "scholastic" refor m. Under socialism, the improvement of secondary and higher education is
essentially a question of cadres, of leaders of p roduction, a
question of developing the migh t of the socialist state. It is a
revolutionary measure, the solution of an imp or tant political
task. Tlzus, reforms tlwmselves Ii.ave a new revolutionary
content.
The con clusion to be drawn is that the law of the p assage
of quantitative into qualitative changes reveals the inner
mechanism of the forma tion of new qualities, i.e., th e basis of
the p rocess of development. But wha t is its d riving force, its
source ? This question is answ ered by the second law of
dialectics-the law of the struggle and unity of opposites.

SIXTH TALK

THE LAW OF THE UNITY AND STRUGGLE
OF OPPOSITES

You have all probably had some
occasion to refute an assertion that
seems to you untrue. '-'You are contradicting yourself," you say, if you
succeed in discovering a contradiction in your companion's
argument. That is to say, you catch him out at being
inconsistent.
Our thought can only be correct if it is free from contradictions. If I say of a group studying philosophy: "They have
all done very well" and then say of the same group "some
of them have done badly", you have every right to object:
"H ow can you say quite different things of the ~ame people
at the same time? Only one can be true." And you would be
quite right.
Such contradictions are called formally-logical contradictions. They are revealed by the science of correct thought£ormal logic. Thoughts or statements that contain a contradiction are inconsistent, incorrect.
But on the grounds that there should be no logical contradictions, can we conclude that there cannot be any kind of
contradictions in nature and society? To make the point of
this question clearer let us see what happened at a philosophy
class when the lecturer spoke of the impermissibility of
formally-logical contradictions.
"Are there contradictory aspects or tendencies in objects
and phenomena?" asked the tutor.
"Of course not," answered one of the students. "You have
just said that there cannot be any contradictions:~
Permissible
;md impermissible
contradiction
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" Recall then, for example, how the atom is constructed. It
has b oth positively and negatively charged particles. Thus I
am asserting something contradictory about the atom: that
it is both positive and negative. And this is a proved scientific
fact."
You may say: just now you rejected the very possibility of
fo1mally-logical contradictions, but n ow you speak of contradiction as a scientifically proved fact. How can this b e?
This is a very complicated question and cannot be dealt with
in a couple of words. Let us examine it in more detail.
The question of contradiction s h as occupied the minds of
thinkers for a long time. M etaph ysicians, for example, starting out from the fact that there ought not to b e any formallylogical contradictions, maintained that there ought not to
exist in nature any contradictions, opposite qualities, aspects
or definitions. Long age the Greek philosoph er Zeno, who
lived in the fifth cen tury, B.C., tried to show that contradiction,
no matter where discovered, is something untrue, impossible
and inconceivable.
Some modern bourgeois philosophers adopt the same sta ndpoint. The reactiona1-y American philosopher Sidney Hook,
for example, says that "p ropositions or judgments or statements arc contradictory, not things or events".*
But the example of the atom shows that there are contradictions, opposite aspects, in things themselves, in nattu-e.
Look at the h uman or animal organism and you will find th at
two contradictory processes are simultaneously taking place
in it : its cells are at once gl'owing and dying. If either of these
processes ceases, the organism perish es. Such eKamples ar e
to be met with a t every step. We shall have many occasion s
to say more about this. There arc conb:adictions in n ature
itself and you can not get away from them.
Why do they exist, and why arc they bound to exist ? To
under~tnnd this we must first of all analyse what w e term
opposites and sec when contradictions arise between them.
Let u s turn to our ordinar y, daily
Opposites
usage. Everyone understands th e
and contradictions
sense in which we use the word
''?pposite". The south and north poles of the Ea1·th are opposites, and so are the right and left sides of the road, a nd so
• Sidney Hook, Dialectical M ater ialism and Scientific M ethod, p. 7.
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on. When we compare and contrast any sort of things and
see that their properties are dissimilar in such a ·w ay lhat we
can coun ter posc one to the other, we also say in such cases
that these objects or phenomena are opposed: for instance, a
good man a nd a bad man. \Vhy d o we counterpose such
phenomena or events to one another? Because one of them
excludes the other. The good is, as j t were, removed, excluded
from the bad, the north from the south, the left from the right.
A s we see, opposit es are phenomena, or aspects of pl1en om e12a , that exclude 011e a11otl1er.
If, however, the bad was always foun d so far away from
the good that they had nothing in common, then there would
never be any friction, hostile encounters, disputes, disagreem ents between these opposites. In other words, there '\vould
be no contradictions between them. In point of fact, when
do contradictions arise between people of different character
a nd views? It is when they m eet or clash in some way,
otherwise they could not d ispute with one a nother. It is the
same with opposites.
We n eed to p ay a ttenl'ion here to a circumstance which
mus t be understood or it will be difficult to follow the s ubsequent a rgument. The impression may be created that if
opposites exclude one another there is nothing in common
between them. People often argue a long these lines: white is
not black, south is not n orth, cold is not hot. That is a natural
view. It concerns the s uperficial aspect that immedia tely
strikes the eye. If we examine the ma tter more deeply, however, it is not diffic ult to realise that the opposites existing
in life, in the world, are not separated by an impassable
bar r ier . They can only be understood in connection with each
otl1er.
We h ave already seen that plus and minus, positively c:nd
negatively charged par ticles, exist in a single a tom. Action
and reaction in mechanics also exist together ; the force of a
push you give to a boat is the same a s that it gives to you.
There is no action without reaction. In chemistry such
opposites as combination and dissociation of atoms are also
insepara blc.
Sonic kind of relations always arise between opposites that
are connected v>'ith one another. That i:> why "friction" ,
"conflicts", "d isagreements" occur between them. Wlzez·ever
opposites co111e into conflict, wherever relations between tlzen1
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lzaue been formed, cont radictions always arise, since opposed
tendencies, trends, forces come into conflict. Hence, co11tradictio12 can be defined as tlze relation between opposit~s.
Opposites appear as aspects of a contradiction.
If things and phenomena did not change, if they remained
the same for all time, then there would be no opposites,
mutually exclusive aspects or tendencies, within them. But
we have already seen that they are always in eternal inotion,
change, development. H ence things always reveal variou s
aspects, something in them ou tlives its time and becomes old,
while something new in them arises and develops. In short,
a developing process always exlzibits opposed aspects,
tendencies a11d forces, and, therelore, contradictions.
In '"that relation do they stand to one another?
We h ave seen that opposites are
The unity of opposites
found to be connected with each
other. This connection is so close and indissoluble tha t they
cannot exist apart from it. \Ve call this connection the unity
of opposites. Metaphysicians deny the existence of this unity.
They consider that each opposite exists by itself. But this is
not so. Consider, for instance, the work of a factory.
In every facto:y there is wha t is called expenditure, the
outlays of money or goods. But there is also what is called
income, i.e., the receipt of money or goods. Could the factory
only spend money without acquiring any? O f course, not. Nor
could it work without spending money on equipment, raw
material, and so on. You cannot separate or isolate these
two opposites-income and expenditure-from each other . The
work of a factory is inconceivable without unity between
them.
H ere is another example. As already m entioned, the life of
an animal or of man consists of two opposite processes: som e
cells come into being, others arc destroyed or die. Bu t imagine
someone sa ying that to prolong life it is necessary to halt the
dying or destruction of cells (dissimilalion) and lo leave only
renewal, the creation of new cel1s (assimilation). Then th e
cells will only be renewed. Such a n argument would be a
serious error; the point is that life consists of two opposed
processes and it is simply impossible to separate them from
each other. By trying to destroy one opposi tc, you destroy
also the other, and, therefore, life itself. The process of life
is a unity and a t the same time a contra dictory process.
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Present-day Right-wing Socialists and revisionists adopt
a metaphysical standpoint. They say that capitalism has its
"good" and its "bad sides. To cure it of. everything " bad",
they propose to develop the good" side and get rid of the
" bad", whereby, it is alleged, a "welfare society" will resul t
This is like the argument of someone who wants to leave only
the birth of new cells in the human organism and to stop the
dying of old ones. But just as this cannot be done in the
organism, so, too, it is impossible to effect in bourgeois ·
society.
The opposites here are not side by side but in unity. They
penetrate each other, together comprising what is called bourgeois society. Hence, it is impossible to remove one side and
leave the other. To abolish the "bad side", the evils, of
capitalism, it is necessary to abolish capitalism itself. There
is no other way.
Thus, the unity of opposites consists in their being inseparably connected with one another and together constituting a
single contradictory process. Opposites mutually condition
each other's existence, that is to say, one exists onl.y because
the other exists.
The unity of opposites is to be understood also in the
sense of their identity. This implies that under appropriate
conditions opposites pass into each other. The moist, for
example, becomes dry; the dry becomes moist. Here the
opposites have changed places, for the corresponding changes
have occurred. A hot body, by giving up its heat to its
surroundings, becomes cold, and so on.
Lenin attached great importance to the thesis of the mutual
transformation of opposites. "Dialectics," he said, "is the
teaching which shows how opposites can be and how they
happen to be (how they become) identical,-under what
conditions they are identical, becoming transformed into each
other."•
Analysing opposites, Lenin said that their unity is relative,
temporary, transient. This means that one cannot speak of the
unity of opposites without reference to the conditions in which
it is manifested. When the conditions alter, the unity comes
to an end.
11

11

• Lenin, Collecled Works. Vol. 38. p. 109.
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--- The re~ ..,i:ivity of unity is seen also in the fact that opposites
never completely coincide. Indeed, how can assimilati?n and
dissimilation completely coincide? For they a re different
processes. They l'eplace each other, becoming identicGl,
but not completely so, that is lo say, not absolulely, but
relatively.
.
We briefly mentioned above tha t opp osites come into
conflict, enter into a struggle against each other. Let us
examine this question in more detail.
.
The conflict of opposite tendencies
T he struggle of opposites is called the struggle between them.
Since every thLTlg, every process, con sists of such opposed
sides, i t is easy to see that a conflict, a struggle, always takes
place between them. \Vhat causes it?
The str uggle between opposites arises fro m the fact th a t
they are simultaneously both connected with each other,
existing in a unity, and reject, exclu de, each other . I n this case,
friction, conflict, struggle, is inevitable. Consequently, wherever there are opp osites existing in unity there is also a
struggle between them. T l ze struggle of o pposites is to be
understood as the "effort" of each ol them to acqufre predomizumt sig11ifi.ca1zce in a p r ocess or pJ1e11ome11ou.
You see, therefore, that the un ity and struggle of op posites
exists in reality. What is it, however, that plays the decisive
par t in development? Hegel, for example, asserted that the
chief thing in development is the unity, the identity, of
opposites. Right-wing Socialists and revisionists h ave unsuccessfully tried to use this thesis of H egel's to prov e the
possibility of social h armony / the smoothing over of the
contradictions between the hostile classes in bourgeois society.
In actual fact the chief part is played not by the unity, bu t
by the struggle of opposites. This str uggle, which does n ot
cease for a single moment is the central feature of the mutual
rel.ati~n of opposites. Since opposites exclud e each other, they
ext.st ii: a st~·uggle against each other . Consequently, while the
umty, 1dcnt1ty, of opposites is relative, temporary and tran sitory, the struggle b~twccn them, as Lenin wrote, is " absolute,
just as d evelopment and motion, are Llbsolute" ."' This means
that the struggle of opposites is the source of development,
of motion.
"' Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 360.
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The problem of the source, the
driving force, of development has
always been of interest to philosophers. It also confronts everyone
who reflects on the question of what it is that sets in motion
the world as a whole and each phenomenon and process in
particular. Metaphysicians assert that the source of development in nature must be sought outside it- in God, spirit. Being
incapable of indicating the real sources of development in
nature, they have recourse to religion. .
But in order to explain why nature develops there is no
need to have recourse to supernatural forces. The source is to
be found in nature itself, in the struggle of opposites.
Development is the 'struggle' of opposites,"• wrote Lenin.
To understand this, let us look at a few examples.
A new quality, as we have seen, appears as a result of the
gradual accumulation of quantitative changes. But what sets
this process in motion? When, for example, water is heated,
the velocity of motion of its molecules is increased. The force
of attraction of the molecules, owing to which the water is
maintained in a liquid state, is gradually weakened. At the
boiling temperature it becomes so much weakened that it
cannot hold the molecules together and the water boils. All
this occurs as a result of the struggle of two opposed tenden·
cies: on the one hand, the force of attraction of the molecules;
on the other hand, the forces repelling them, owing to which
they begin to be driven apart. The struggle between these two
tendencies continues until the time comes when the contradiction between them is resolved: a leap puts an end to the unity
of opposites. A new qualitative state arises with new
contradictions: the water is turned into steam. It follows that
the resolving o~ contradictions leads to a new quality, to
development, motion, change.
Every contradiction has, so to speak, its own history,
comprising its emergence, growth (aggravation) and resolution. The last stage takes place when, owing to the gradual
growth of the contradiction, the opposites are no longer able
to exist in unity and the conflict is resolved.
When the contradictions that corrode bourgeois society
have led to the socialist revolution, it means that the time for
The struggle
of opposites is the source
of development

11

• Ibid.
7-3774
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their resolution h as arrived. As a result of the struggle of
opposites, and the resolution of the con~·adic~ion s~ society is
raised to a higher level : the old bourgeois society is replaced
by a new, socialist society. You sec, therctore, that llze
struggle of opposites azzd tl1e resolution of tlieir contradictions
m·e cne source of society s development.
Thus, tlze essc11ce oi tlze law of tlze unity and struggle ol
opposites is that all things and processes are clzaractensed by
inherently contradictory aspects whicli exist in inseparable
unity and at the same time in incessant struggle. it is this
struggle oi opposites tllat is tbe inner source,, tlze d riving l o1:ce,
oi aevelopment. Lenin called this law the essence,, the k ernel
of dialectics.
A mu1n tude of d ifferent contradictions are to be found
in the surrounding world. Among them there are h1Lcr nal
and external contradictions.
For over forty years n ow bourgeois
Internal and cxtemal
p ropagandists have been ta1kin g
contradictions
abou t " Kremlin in tri gues" when
workers go on strik e in cap ita list
countries or when the colonial peopl~s rise in just struggle
against their oppressors-the colonialists, as well as when the
working p eo ple launch a mighty movement for peace.
Such an "explana tion" of the working people"s struggle for
their rights is, of course, ridiculous. It looks for the cause ot
social events not within the countries in which Lhcy take place,
but somewhere outside them. Revolution cannot be exp orted.
It ca nnot take place unless there are internal forc~s and
sources ·which produce it. As the Programme o f the C.P.S.U.
states, a revolution cannot b e made to order. I t arises as the
result of the d eep interna l and international contradictions
of capitalism. The victorious p roletariat cannot impose any
"felicity" on other people without thereby undermining its
~wn vict<?ry. Communists ha•1e always been opposed to the
export of revolution" . At the same time the Communist Pcuties
vigorously combat the imperialist expor t of coun ter-revolution.
The causes leading to the abolition of capitalism arc to be
found within each capitalist country, where the in terests of a
handful of monopolies arc in irreconcilable contradiction to
the interests of the nation as a whole. ·
The contradictions about which we have b een speak ing
above are internal, since they arise within a phenomenon or
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pr ocess. A s distinct from them, there arc also external
contradictions, those b etween phenomena and processes. The
decisive part is played by internal co11tradictio11s.
Lenin pointed out that nature contains witlzin itself tlze
source of its development and that it is no use looking £01· it
in the idea, spirit or God. The movcn1ent of nature is its selfmoveme11t. Its development is self-development, and it takes
place through overcoming i11te1·nal coutradictio12s.
This does not mean, however, that dialectics denies the
significance of external contradictions in development. Every
object, phenomenon and process is connected with others by
a multitude of threads. Hence, a certain influence is exer ted
on them not only by what takes place within them, but also
by what occurs outsid e their bounds. H ere is a characteristic
examp le. The existence of contradictions between the Japanese
militarists and the Ame1·ic.:m imperialists, and the war that
broke out between thein as a result facilitated the struggle of
the Chinese peop le against their enslavers and the victory of
the people's revolution. But the decisive role here was played
by th e inten1al contradictions, those between the ·w ide mass
of the Chinese people and Lhe big bourgeoisie linked with
An1erican imperialism.
We see then that i11ternal contrad.ictiolls are tlzose within
t he uez·y esse11ce of a n object, wllez·eas external contradictions
are those between val"ious ob jecls or processes.
We have seen that at every step we
Contradic:tions in life
encounter conlradictions in ob1· ective
a nd their r eflection
in thought
reality. \Ve h ~rve a lso said that our
thoughts inust be consistent. uncontradiclory. The question therefore arises: how ought we to
reflect objective contradictions in our thoughts.
Let u s examine the follm·ving example. Scientists long ago
n oticed that some properties of light obey the laws of p ropagation of ·waves. O thers. hm.v ever, obey the laws of motion
of particles {corpuscles). On this basis there arose two
diametrica lly opposed Lheories of light-the wave and
corpuscular theories.
Scientists d isputed for a long time about 'vhich of these
theories corresponds to the true nature of light, what its
essential nature is. They argued that light must be either a
stream of corpuscles or a movement of waves. It was not until
the b eginning of the 20th century that the dialectical nature
7*
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of light was proved: it is simultaneously both a movement of
waves and a movement of corpuscles.
Thus, if a phenomenon is contradictory then its reflection
in our thoughts, our judgment of it, must a lso be contradictory.
Metaphysicians often try to regard opposites in isolation,
div9rcing one from the other. Thus, for example, revisionists
maintain that freedom and discipline are incompatible
opposites. There must either be freedom, and then discipline
is weakened in the Party. or there must be discipline, and
-then there is no freedom, no democracy in the Party. By
proceeding from Marxist dialectics, Lenin at the very dawn of
the organisation of the Communist Party convincingly proved
that discipline is not alien to democracy, that it exists in unity,
in organic connection, with democracy.
.
Lenin elaborated the unshakable organisational principles
of the Party of a new type- the principle of democratic centralism. Broad democracy is realised here through the electivity
of Party bodies from top to bottom. By secret ballot the Party
members express their will in conditions of complete freedom.
Thus the expression of the Communists' will is democratically
manifested. It is also manifested in the fact that the higher
Party bodies are accountable to the Communists, who criticise
and correct their activity. That is one aspect of the matter.
But a strong, powerful party is impossible without discipline, without the will of the minority being subordinated to
the will of the majority, without centralised leadership. This
is ensured by the second aspect of Lenin's formula of democratic centralism. The centre, i.e., the Central Committee of
the C.P.S.U., the higher Party and state bodies, guide the
entire work and life of the Party and state; their decisions are
obligatory, for without that there is no discipline, no unity of
will or unity of action.
.
·
As stated in the Programme of the C.P.S.U., the broadest
democracy must go hand in hand with strict observance of
comradely discipline by the working people, and should
promote such discipline and control from above and from
below".•
If life very often consists of contradictions, if their combination is needed for a better understanding of reality, that
0

• The Road to Communism, p. 552.
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means that dialectics does not allow a one-sided approach to
phenomena and processes. Flexibility is essential in our
judgments and actions.
"All-sided, universal flexibility of
Lenin on the flexibility concepts, a flexibility reaching to
· of concepts
the identity of opposites- that is the
essence of the matter,"* wrote Lenin.
How is this to be understood? Take, for example, such
concepts as peremptoriness and tactfulness. If someone
argues: "one must be peremptory, there is no room for tact
here" , he is being stubborn and adopting an incorrect,
inflexible approach. In fact, a real leader must combine
peremptoriness and tactfulness.
However, dialectics does not allow every kind of flexibility
of concepts. One who applies it subjectively, that is to say,
not in accordance with what actually exists in life, but according to his own desires, commits a serioµs error. "Flexibility
applied subjectively=eclecticism and sophistry," writes Lenin.
''Flexibility apolied objer:tively, i.e., reflecting the all-sidedness
of a material process and its unity, is dialectics, is the correct
· reflection of the eternal development of the world."**
What is meant by eclecticism~ which Lenin speaks of here?

Eclecticism is the arbitrary combination of contradictory,
heterogeneous tlzeories, views and standpoints. If, for example,
a philosopher starts by saying "matter gives rise to spirit" and
afterwards says "thus, spirit is independent", that would be
an eclectic combination of heterogeneous views-idealist and
materialist.
As you observe, the eclectic, too, combines contradictions,
b ut he does so not in accordance with what exists in reality,
but in contradiction to it. The result is, as Lenin puts it, an
"eclectic broth". An example of eclecticism is the ideology of
contemporary Right-wing Social-Democrats, who are the
most important ideological and political bulwark of the bourgeoisie within the working-class movement. "They eclectically
combine old opportunist ideas with the 'latest' bourgeois
theories,"••• states the Programme of the C.P.S.U.
Equally unscientific is sophistry. This term is applied to a
superficially correct but essentially fallacious argument, based
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 110.
•• Ibid.

••• The Road to Communism, p. 501.
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on a sh·ained interpretation or deliberately incorrect choice
of initial propositions in a chain of r ea soning.
Under the pretence that this is required by an "all-round"
profound approach to the analysis of phenom ena, the soph ists
arbitr arily look for the positive w here it does not exist. W here
one m ust frankly and directly say ''yes" or " no", they try to
find arguments both "pro" and "contra", accord ing to the
principle "on the one hand il must be admitted that ... b ut
on the other hand it has to be recognised that. . ." . Their
ar tful str atagems are completely d ivorced from life, fron1
reality. Lenin says that the sophists' flexibility of concepts is
of a subjective nature and is divorced from reality; the
sophists are interested not in actual life but m erely in the o ulward appearance of proof.
Lenin always trencha ntly exposed the so phistry and
eclecticism of bourgeois ideolo g ists, especially the r evisionists.
The latter, for example, almost profess to b e M arxists. But
they make a m ultitude of reservations: " M arxism is all right
but it is only valid for the East, i t is no good in the West."
Or "we are for socialism, but w ithin the framework of capitalism", although i t woul d be as difficult to combine such opposites as to combine fire and water.

Thus, dialectics is tlie opposite of eclecticisn1 and sophistry
primarily because these result ·in unprincipledness, whereas
dialectics requires consistency and prol ound adlterente to
principle.
The Communist Party bases its policy o n the Marxist
principles without the slightest
deviation fro m them .
''But wha t a bout the fl exibility of
concepts," you may ask. "If opposites exist in a unity, why
cannot there be a unity of opposite v iew s, for example,
?ourgeois and proletarian views'?" T o put s uch a q u estion
ts. to ! orget that opposites exist not only in unity bu t-and
this ts the chief thing-in struggle. And the s truggle
presumes that one of them will be victorio us. Eitlzer
the .bourg~ois or the p roletarian world outlook will conquer,
Lenm w rites. H ence an active s truggle for the victory
of the proletarian ideology is essential. But th is victory
can only be achieved by pursuing a policy based on principle
and not on conciliation. " Such is my fate," w1·ote Lenin
in 1916 about his struggle against opportunism and
Victory,
not reconciliat ion
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rev~s!onism . " One militant campaign after a nother- against
poh1Ica1 ~tupid ities, banalities, opportunism, etc. That has

gone on smce 1893. And the1·e was ha t1·ed on the part of the
vulqarists because of this. Well, all the same I would not
exchange this fate for 'peace' with t11e vulgarists."*
These words of Lenin's should be borne in m ind by those
who arc sometimes inclined to argue: " \.Vell, there's no harm
in re treating from one's principles just a little. We can try
to ma k e p eace with our ideological opponents. What's t11e
good of quarrelling?" But exp e1·ience shows that even what
appears at firs t glance to be a sm all concession very often
turns out to be the first step towar ds a policy of retreat, of
trying to r econcile the irreconcilable. It is im possible to stop

lzalf-way in a sll'uogle over principles.
D ifferences based on pr inciple have to b e settled on a
consistent M ar xist basis. Lenin exposed conciliation in all its
forms. Only a firm, consisten t struggle ensures victory for
M arxism-Len inism, the cause of communism . One must be as
irrecon cilable as Lenin in the figh t for the purity of Marxist
theory, remembering that the struggle for tlze uictor.v of

M arxist principles arises fro112 the revolutionary spirit of
J\11arxist dialectics a11d, in particular, from tlze doctrine of the
unity and struggle of opposites. Between principles tlzere is
victory, not reconciliation.
Yo u may be inclined to ask: does not such adher ence to
p rinci ple exclude flexibility, compromises ? It does not. They
arc vitally necessa ry in every m atter. On!y <me who has failed
to master dialectics can sa y: "Sh·uggle and no compromises."
Tha t is a m eta physical appr oach.
M arxists-Len inists do not oppose all com prom ises, but only
those that involve r etreats over fundamental questions of
world outlook . If t he Right-wing Socialists d eclare to the
Communists: " \Ve will enter into an alliance with you if you
reno unce the M arxist theory of the pr oletarian r-:!volution,"
s uch a "comprom ise" would, of course, be rejected . Communists, however, arc trying to ensure a joint strug9le of all
work ers-Socialists a~d Communists-against fascism and
reaction. This a lliance d oes n ot affect fundamen ta l pr olet arian p 1·inciplcs.
The p olicy of the C.P.S. U. and the Soviet Government
• Lenin, Collected Wol'l~s. Vol. 35, Russ. ed., p. 209.
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aimmg at the peaceful coexistence of states with different
social systems . does not imply, of course, that this would
abolish the contradictions between socialism and capitalism,
or make it possible to reconcile communist and bourgeois
ideology.
Divergencies between these ideologies are irreconcilable and
will continue to exist. But they do not preclude peaceful
competition between the socialist and capitalist countries.
Mutual concessions in the interests of the peaceful coexistence
of states must not be confused with concessions in matters of
principle that involve the very nature of the socialist state and
communist ideology. 1Here there can be no question of any
concessions. Adherence to principle means remaining loyal
under all circumstances to the immortal ideas of MarxismLeninism, being able to defend them from any enemy
encroachment. Hence flexibility and adherence to principle
are dialectically combined.
We must now make clear the special
features of social contradictions
Antagonistic
and non-antagonistic
under capitalism and under socialcontradictions
ism. We shall begin with the
following example.
1917. Russia was a knot of contradictions. There was the
struggle between labour and capital, among the imperialist
plunderers, and contradictions between the "centre" and the
"outlying regions", i.e., among the nationalities. How was
this knot to be unravelled, these contradictions to be resolved?
The Communist Party gave the sole correct answer: by the
forcible overthrow of the bourgeois-landowner regime, by a

socialist revolution.
·The end of the twenties. The advanced political system had
long been victorious in the country, but the effects of the
dismal heritage from old Russia were still being felt. A
contradiction had arisen between the advanced political
system and the technological and economic backwardness of
the country. How was this contradiction to be resolved? The
Party answered: by industrialisation.
And here is an example from the recent experience of the
country. Progressively-minded people are working selflessly
for the good of their country. Responding energetically to tlie
call of the 22nd Congress of the C.P.S.U. they are doing their
utmost in the strug9le for the triumph of communism. But
104
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alongside them, perhaps in the same enterprise, are backward
elements, idlers and drunkards. This is a real contradiction.
How is it to be overcome? The Party answers: by raising
the level of consciousness of the backward to that. of the
foremost people through education and criticism of their
mistakes.
Thus, there are various ways by which contradjctions are
resolved. This is because different contradictions have different d istinguishing features. Hence, the methods of resolving
them must be equally specific. The contradiction between
capitalists and the proletariat is one thing, that between
advanced and backward workers is another. In the first case
there are irreconcilable class contradictions, in the second the
contradictions are between comrades who are working
together. Hence the difference in the aoproach to resolving
them: in the first case through the forcible overthrow of the
old regime by a proletarian revolution, in the second through
comradely criticism and self-criticism. Contradictions of the
first kind are called antagonistic, those of the second kindnon-antagonistic. Antagonistic contradictions occur where
there is a struggle of irreconcilable interests.
It cannot be said that in the animal world there are no
such irreconcilable interests and rivalry. Between predatory
and non-predatory animals there is often an antagonism leading to fierce struggle. Nevertheless, antagonistic and nonantagonistic contradictions primarilv occur in the sohere of
social relations. It is in this sphere that it is possible to speak
of ways and means of resolving contradictions depending on
the nature of the conditions in which they are manifested.
Antagonistic, irreconcilable contradictions in society arise as
contradictions between hostile social forces or classes. They
lead to conflicts and clashes between landowners and peasants, between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, between
the colonial peoples and the imperialists.
~et us demonstrate this from the example of capitalist
society. First of all, it should be noted that under capitalism
production is the. result of collective, joint labour and not
individual labour. In manufacturing a tractor, for example,
labour is contributed by mineworkers, by steelmakers of a
neighbouring factory, and even by workers of a power station
which may be hundreds of miles away but which supplies
electiic power to the factory. In the engineering industry
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every item tul'ned out is the product of social lab our. This
means that tlze process of production under capitalism Izas
acquired a social clrnracter.
If capilalist production involves the participation of the
whole of society, does this mean that products of labour
belong to society as a whole'? The point is precisely that they
do not! The results of labour are a t the disposal of those
who O\".'n factories, land and mines, viz., the capitalists, the
private prop erty owners. It follows that under capitalism there
is a contradiction between tlze social character of production
and the private capitalist form ol appropriation. T his is tlze
basic contradiction of capitalism. It becomes especially manifest in the highest stage of capitalism-imperialism.
Bourgeois society has outlived its time. It has b ecome a
brake on socia l progress. Production has g rown to such
gigantic dimensions that it can be successfully run only on
planned lines. But this cannot be done under capitalism,
which is dominated by private ownership, competitive struggle, economic competition between one capitalist and another,
between one firm and another . Such management leads to
anarchy of production, i.e., the absence of a plan, and
economic d isorder. As a result, crises of over production
periodically occur in ca pitalist society. Unemployment grows,
most people arc not in a position to b uy commodities. This
leads to the curtailment of production, resulting in still gre::iter
unemployment. Capitalist pro duction goes from one crisis to
another. You see, therefore, that the basic co11traclictio11 ol
capitalism is manifest ed tlzrouglz anarclzy of production,
ecozwmic crises and social catastrophes. Un der such conditions
social production cannot develop nor mally.
The basic contradiction is the material foundation for all
the other contradictions which corrode capitalist sodcty and
lead to its inevitable downfall. Such contradictions are, for
example, that between the classes-betwc~n the bourgeoisie
a~d the ~1·oletariat-and those between the im perialist co•1n·
tries. Until recently it seemed that, after their defeat in the
Second \.V~rld \Var, Germany and J a pan would never ag ain
be competitors of such European countries as Britain and
Fr~ce. Now it has turned out that they are once again
oustmg these countries from Lhc world market. This incv i~
tably aggravates the contradictions between all of them. V/est
Germany and J a pan have proved to be dangerous competitors
!Ofi
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--- for the U.S.A. as well. All this leads to the revival of old and
the emergence of new k no ts of imperialist contradictions and
con flicts.
D eep-rooted a ntagonism divides the imperialist countries
from the countries that have won na tional independence and
those that arc fighting for libera tion. The p eoples of Africa,
Asia, the Middle Eas t a nd La tin America refuse to reconcile
themselves to imperialist plundering and are waging a struggle for their libera tion. As the Programme of the C.P.S.U.
p oints out, the antagonism of labour and capital, the contrad ictions bct\vccn the p eoples and the monopolies, growing
m ilitarism, the break-up of the colonial system, the contradictions between the young national states and the old colonial
p owers, and-most important of al1-the ra pid growth of
world socialism are sapping a nd destroying imperialism,
lea ding to its weakening and collapse. Such in truth is the
stark reality of capitalism ren t by internal antagonisms,
ca using the downfall of capitalism as a socio-economic sys'tein.
H ow are antagonistic contradictions resolved ? Their growth
and aggravation a rc a genera l feature of their development
and this leads to conflicts between the opp osed asp ects and
tendencies.
Thus, antagonistic contradictions are irreconcilable contradictions of hostile social forces, interests, aims azzd views,
which b ring about to con flicts aud clashes; tlzeir resolution .
is accom plished tlzrough bitter struggle, social revolution. An
antagonism cannot be resolved within the framewor k of social
r ela tions. To resolve it, these rela tions h ave to be abolished
in a revolutionary wa y.
This d oes not m ean, h owever, that the forms and methods
of resolving antagonistic contradictions a re a lways the same.
They depend on the conditions in which the resolution tak es
place. H ence, under va rious historica l conditions various
forms of the resolution of antagonistic contradictions can be
observed.
N on-a11tagonistic contradictions are distinguished lro1n
antagonistic ones by being contradictions of social fo1·ces
and tendencies zvbiclz at tlze same time have common vital
inte1·ests. Such, for example, a re the contradiclions between
the a dvanced and back wa rd elements of socialist society.
In socialist socie ty with its non-antagonistic contradictions
there is no tendency for them to b ecome sharper and deeper,
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and to develop into hostile opposites. On the contrary# since
the va1ious classes are united by common fundamental
interests there is a tendency for the contradictions to be
mitigated and smoothed over. That is why the methods 0£
resolving them differ from the methods of resolving antagonistic contradictions, just as the two kinds of contradictions
themselves differ. The non-antagonistic contradictions are
resolved not by social revolutions and political upheavals. but
by education. criticism and self-criticism. and by other
methods arising from the concrete circumstances of communist
construction. The contradictions in socialist society are
revealed in good time by the Communist Party which finds
concrete ways of resolving them. Hence they can never develop into irreconcilable conflicts of hostile forces and interests.
for there is unity of interests in socialist society.
You see then that the absence of antagonistic contradictions
in socialist society does not imply that it has no contradictions.
Lenin wrote that complete. absolute concord without any
contradictions will never occur. "that there will always be
such a 'discrepancy', that it always exists in the development
of nature as well as in the development of society
But the
contradictions which operate under socialism are nonantagonistic and can be successfully resolved within the
framework of the existing social system.
Thus. the law of the unity and struggle of opposites reveals
the internal source of development. But how does this development proceed? Is it in a straight line or is it a more complex
process of the abolition of the old and the emergence of the
new? We shall answer these questions in the next talk.
11
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SEVENTH TALK

THE LAW OF THE NEGATION
OF THE NEGATION

What do we mean by the negation of something? If you
have not studied philosophy your answer would almost
certainly be something like the following:
" To 'negate' means to deny the existence of something,
to abolish or reject it. When we say 'I deny that I am to
blame,' it means that I reject, deny an accusation.''
In this connection you will probably remember that in
grammar the negative is denoted by "not", that the form of
negation most frequently met with involves the word "no".
This meaning of the word "to negate" does actually exist.
But the word has yet another · meaning, one that is more
profound and much richer in content. This will become clear
from the following account.
• ncgatt"on ?
0 Id age, destruction, death,. is a
What lS
.
natural phenomenon that is constantly met with in and around us. Take whatever phenomenon of nature you like, it has its beginning, i.e., it came into ·
existence at some time, it develops, grows and gains strength,
and afterwards it grows old and becomes out-of-date. In his
work, Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of German Classical
Philosophy, Engels wrote that for dialectics there is nothing
that is given once and for all, unconditional, holy. Everything
bears the imprint of inevitable negation, of disappearance,
and nothing can withstand it save the continuous process of
coming into being and annihilation, the process of the endless ascent from the lowest to the highest.
Thus you may see that in this sense the essence of negation
consists in the fact that in the material world there is a
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constant process ol renewal, of the passing away of old
phenomena and tlze emergence of new ones. T lte replacement
of tlte old b y the 11ew is its negation.
Perhaps you will say: since every phenomenon proceeds
towards old age and des tr uction, it follows that g radually,
sooner or later, the world will perish.
To get clear about this, it must be borne in m ind that the
process of negation, of the perishing of outlived phenomena,
assumes various forms. For example, every machine wears
out and has to be scrapped. This is an example of negation
in its ordinary, daily sense, spoken of above. But anyone who
has to do with modern, rapidly changing technology is
familiar with another, more complicated dependence.
During its use, equipment becomes obsolescent not only
in the di rect, physical sense, but chiefly in a "moral" sense.
This means that a machine grows old and loses its valu e
owing to the appearance of improved and more productive
types of machines, as machines of tl1e same sort begin to be
produced cheaper or better machines enter into competition
with it.*
If a machine is simply destroyed, such an act of n egation
does not create any cond itions for fresh development. Such
negation is also met with in life and under certain conditions
even becomes essential. In the first years of the nazi invasion
of the U .S.S.R. Soviet peopb were obliged to burn grain
stocks and destroy buildings and machinery to prevent them
falling into the hands of the enemy.
The ~ain line of historical development, h owever, is that
of creation, con secutive development. You have already met
examples of this when we were d ealing with the <levelopr:ient of technical equipment, its improvement by the negation of o ut-of-da te, obsolete machines. It is this kind of
negation that we shall speak of in our further examination
of the process of renewal.
Negation of the negation New phenomena a rising in nature
and society also go through a
natural course of development : in the course of time they
become out-of-date and give way to still newer phenomena.
Whereas at an earlier period they negated the old, they are
•
• Sec Ma rx, Capital, VoJ. I, p . 404.
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n ow negated by what is younger, n ewer and stronger. This
is already the negation of the nega tion. And since the number
of phenomena in the world is infinite, the process of their
negation proceeds con tinuously, endlessly, that is to say, the
p rocess oi the negation of the nega tion takes p lace continuously.
\Vhat is the result of all this? The following example will
sh ow you. The growth of crops comprises a number of
stages: the germination of the seed, the growth of the plant
an d its rip ening (harvest). Ger mination puls an end to the
existence of the seed in the soil. It is negated . But its p lace is
ta ken by the plan t, whose shoots have grown out of the seed.
But later on the pla nt flowers blossom, its flowers a re
fertilised and finally the harvest ri pens. Then the shoots die.
This is a second nega tion and the whole process of growth to
p roduce the harvest is the negation of the negation.
Note tha t the process of negation here has led not only
to lhe destruction of the seeds in the soil, but also to the
appeaumce of new seeds, 11101eover in m uch greater quantityten or l\·Ven ty times as many. In this r esult can be seen the
essence of the law of the negation of th!? negation. \\That was
· the slarting point of the process? The grain-seed. An d wha t
V·laS the final result? Again, the grain-seed. The process, as
it were, repeated itsclt, the "circle" closed. But the law
of the negation of the negation sho\\'S that development
has taken place. A t the outset w e had a d efini te quantity
of seeds, a t the end -a harvest. Natura lly, this is not a simple
repetilion.
·
It is true tha t we h ave come back to what we star ted with,
but this is a rep etition at a new, higher level. If the result of
harvesting the crop wer e quanlitatively a nd qualitatively the
sam e as a t the b eginning, it would not be wor th while cultivating the soil. The beginning (the sowing of the seed) and the
end (the h arvest) of the process in our example are two
q ualitatively different stages of development: a lower stage
and a higher one. As the result of Lhis development the process
docs noL m ark time but moves from lowc1· to higher, from
simple to c~mplex.
Thus, the essen ce of tlze law of tbe 11egation of tlle negation
is tlwt in tbe process o f development eaclz liiglzer stage
negates, mmihilates, tbe pz:ecedi11g one, at tlze san1e time i·aisIll
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ing it to a new stage and preserving all the positive content
in its development.
Dialectical negation presumes both negation and
preservation, both destruction and fur.thcr development. It is
this that is· expressed by the term "negation".
It is clear from the above that not
Dialectical negation.
every negation is a source of develCriticism of nihilism
opment.
Engels gives a very simple
and scepticism
example, which we have partly
dealt with above. Instead of sowing a seed in suitable conditions for its development and so dialectically negating it, it
is possible simply to destroy it. This is a lso negation, but not
dialectical negation. It is not a source of development. The
phenomenon is destroyed and that is all. Lenin called such
negation "futile".
Does such negation occur in real life? Yes, very often.
There are people, for example, who deny everything, who do
not believe anything. They are called nihilists. There are also
people who doubt everything, distrust everything. They are
called sceptics. These people also negate but theirs is a
"futile" , sceptical negation. Lenin always attacked such empty
negation.
·
Dialectical negation appears as a factor of connection with
the preceding stage of development, as a summing up. It
expresses the sequence in development. Negation is dialectical.
only when it is the source of development, when it preserves
and maintains all that is positive, healthy and valuable.
Negation must not be an end in itself. Negation for the sake
of negation is nihilism. Dialectical negation signifies the
overcoming of the previous stage of development without
ignoring or rejecting this stage. Negation, if it is dialectical,
does not interrupt development but, on the contrary, preserves
and maintain s all the positive side that was expressed in it.
"Not empty negation," wrote Lenia, " not futile negation, not
sceptical negation, vacillation and doubt is characteristic and
essential in dialectics,-which undoubtedly contains the
element of negation and indeed as its most important
element-no, but negation as a moment of connection, as a
moment of development, retaining the positive, i.e., without
any yacillations, without any eclecticism.''•
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 226.
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How do the nihilists and sceptics behave? This is easily
seen from the example of the attitude of bourgeois leaders
to the achievements of the socialist system. Some of them
openly opposed the October Revolution. For many years
afterwards they refused to admit the existence of the Soviet
republic. The sceptics perpetually threw doubt on the ability
of the working people to create a new society.
Reports in the West on the first Five-Year Plans always
spoke of them as ''utopia", invariably decrying them as
" impossible". But the years passed and the nihilists and
sceptics were put to shame.
It became especially difficult to throw doubt on or deny
the successes acrJevcd by the socialist country after the
l aunching of its sputniks and lunniks. The outspoken
sceptics, who even "doubted" the space trips by Soviet cosmonauts had to beat a shameful retreat. The nihilists and
sceptics have only changed their form or method. They no
longer openly deny the economic plans laid down in the
Programme of the C.P.S.U. They are "merely" sceptical about
these plans. They "do not believe" that it is possible to
achieve abundance for the people, they "doubt" whether universal human h appiness is a feasible goal.
The nihilistic attitude is manifested not only in relation to
Soviet reality. The Communist Party always combats pettybourgeois, anarchistic attempts to deny the positive features
in the development of science, technology, philosophy and the
history of human thought as a whole.
The Communist Patty has always waged and continues to
wage a struggle against a contemptuous attitude towards
world culture, against conceit and attempts to teach others
while refusing to learn from the ordinary people.
In the first years after the October Revolution, for example,
there existed an association of proletarian cultural and educational organisations called Proletkult. Its adherents asserted
that the new socialist culture completely negated all the old
culture. The monstrous forms assumed by the nihilistic activities of Proletkult can be judged from the fact that it was
proposed to close down the Bolshoi Theatre and the Moscow
Art Theatre on the grounds that these arose in feudalbourgeois Russia, whereas the proletariat, it was alleged,
needed a new literature and a new art.
8-3774
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Lenin sharply a ttack ed t hese anti-M arxist ideas of the
Proletkul t id eologists. He showed that proletarian culture
does not a rise out of nothing, but is the na tural rcsu' t of all
preceding cultural development. Socialist culLure negates,
abolishes bourgeois culture, but it do~s so in such a \·vay
as to preserve everything of value this culture has c1·eated .
Tha t is how Lenin understood the dialectical negalion of
bourgeois ar t.
The Programme of the C.P.S.U. points out tha t in socialist
realism, based on the principles of par tisanship and kinship
wilh the people, b old innovation in the artistic portrayal of
life is combined with the utilisation a nd development of a ll
progressive traditions of world culture.
1 he enemies of Marxisn1 have depicted Con1munisls as
destroyers who are incapable of building and crcnting. But
the Communists destroyed the exploiting system hated by
the people in order to create a new, most jusl social system
-communism.
Communists alwa ys use negation for the purpose of crea tion. Communists have taken the ir p lac.:e in the history of
mankind as the great creative for ce, transfonning and renovating the world. All that is reactionary and obsolete is negated
by them; all that is valuable is preserved.
The socialist countries do not scorn what is u seful in the
experience of other countries but critically evaluate and udop t
all that is of value i11 the technology and organisation o f production in the West. Socialist so~icty possesses immeasurably
greater forces and possibilities for successfully developing all
branches of the economy and culture. It would, h owever, b e
a grave error on this nccoun t to deny Lhc achievements of
science and technology in other coun tries and to adopt a
nihilistic attitude towards them .
Students of M arxist philosophy may ask: w hy should
scepticism be condemned, when it is known that M<.irx replied
to the question, " What is your favourite saying?" with the
words " De omnibus dubitandum" . Lenin, loo, repeatedly .said
that dialectics conlains an clement of scepticism. To clear up
this matter it must be bol'nc in mind that thcs~ concepts are
sometimes understood in different senses.
In the statements of M arx and Lenin 1ncntioncd above it
is a question of dialectical n egation and rational scepticism
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These are actually an insep arable feat ure of the M arxist
appronch to the phenom ena of reality. By i ts very nature
dialectics is directed against blind faith and unthink ing
dogmatism.
The Communist Party opposes a dog ma tic attitude lo r eality, one that takes cverythir.g on trust. An element of rati onal
sccpticis111 is essential here : to upproach the phenomena
o f reality with rationnl dr ubt is of assistance in a chieving
a healthy view of the w orld. This is the essence of M arx's
saying q uoted above.
It is a differ ent matter if empty scepticism is substituted
for rationnl scepticism. In that case it is akin to nihilism.
In practical activities it is important to be able to find the
boundary that separates heal thy scepticism from nihilism .
One should ah"'ays ask one~elf : "What is the purpose oi n1y
doubt-des lruction or creation?"
Lenin taught that dialectics contains an element of scepticism bu.L ca1112ot be U!duced to it. Futile doubt yields nothing
positive in return. IL is of little use. Belinsky had som~ very
g ood r emarks about sceptics of this k ind. H e said : " O nly
petty minds, worthless people, flaunt their scepticism as a
fashionable attire and boast of it as a merit. Only
m o untebanks and entertainers of the id le crowd, only they
d ou bl cvcrytl1ing lightly a nd gllily, arc amused and do not
suffer.... And what merit is there in i·idiculing and inveighing against everything -science:, reason and a.rt?''
A corr ect understanding of the dinlcctical nature of ncg:iti on is a reliable guar~ntce both against unthinking
dogmatism and again st scepticism a nd ni hilism.
W hat has been said above enables us to penetrate more
deeply into the essence of the law of the negation of the
negation which is bound up \vith an unders tanding of the progressive nature of d evelopment. Let us cxami,1e this question .
.,
.
As you know, primitive man began
!he progr rssr\'c ch :iractc1 his labour activity by cr coting
of clc\'clopm cut
.
·
instruments
of lab0ur. A t a certam
stage of historical development, stone tools were replaced by
metal tools. The Jatter \Vere a kind of negation of the former,
bul they preserved all that wac; of value in the stone
tools, e.g., their sharpness, their f orm (as in stone and iron
axes), etc.
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The invention of machines was a new step forward in the
development of the instruments of production. Marx points
out in Capital that in the original form of the mechanical
weaving-loom it is easy to recognise the old hand weavingloom. The former is a negation of the latter, but it is a
dialectical negation, for it preserves to some extent the
principle of the old hand weaving-loom. This is always the
case with machinery. New machines negate the old but invariably preserve the valuable features acquired during previous experience of production.
Note how the process of development has gone on. At the
outset people had only primitive tools (of stone). Now we
have atomic power stations, jet engines and many other
things. Hence, the process of consecutive negations has led
step by step to results immeasurably superior to what existed
at the beginning. Thus mankind has advanced along a long
path of development.
What was the course of this process? Draw an imaginary
line of the advance from primitive to modern technique and
you will obtain a clear idea of the result. The line, of course,
is an ascending one. Technique has all the time become more
perfect, metaphorically speaking, it has risen h igher and
higher. It is not meaningless to speak of "higher technique".
Such is the nature of every process of development if it
occurs as the result of the negation of the negation. The higher
stage is higher because it raises and enriches the process as
a whole. This is the chief feature of dialectical negation. An
important conclusion follows: development taking place as the
result of the negation of tlze negation has an advancing,
progressive character.
This conclusion applies to the development of both nature
and human society. In nature there is a transition from the
inorganic to the higher, organic stage, and the evolutio n of
the animal world from the first living organisms to the
appea rance of man. In society there is the path traversed
from primitive communism to socialism, the first stage of
communism. We see the same thing in the development of
science. Primitive man' s knowledge of the world cannot be
compared with the knowledge given to man by modern
science.
Thus, we see everywhere the same tendency, the same
regularity-developmen.t is progressive, i.e., from lower to
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higher, from simple to complex. This is the essence of the
law of the negation of the negation.
This tendency, this law, determines an important feature
of the Marxist-Leninist world outlook- its optimistic character.
This follows directly from the dialectical conception of negation. Anyone who refuses to recognise futile negation, anyone
who realises that negation is the "midwife" of development,
will inevitably take an optimistic view of things. Such indeed
is the nature of our world outlook.
Those who are guided by an idealist, bourgeois world
outlook take a diametrically opposite view, marked by pessimism, i.e., a gloomy, cheerless view of life. Seeing that the
world of capitalism is crumbling, some bourgeois philosophers
and sociologists assume that the decline of this social system
is a crisis of civilisation, thought and humanism in general.
They talk of an "atomic catastrophe", of the "end of civilisation", of the " end of the world", and so on. You can see from
this what is involved in the West's fashionable denicµ of progress, of the progressive development of human society. Even
the term "progress" is often pushed into the background. At
the Third International Sociological Congress, the bourgeois
sociologist Leopold von. Wiese proposed that it should be
replaced by the term "change". For mankind, which has lived
through the tragedy of two world wars, he explained, such
a cautious and sceptical expression is much more suitable. But
science, practical life, refutes these assertions of the bourgeois
philosophers. The advancing, progressive development of
nature and human society is an objective, inviolable
law. How does it operate?
DeveJopmcnt in 8
Everyone knows the expression:
• 1
spira
"History repeats itself.'' It denotes
one of the features of history's process. Thus, mankind began
its development with social, collective ownership of the instruments of labour. Thousands of years passed and under
socialism, communism, the same thing is repeated : the
members of society collectively own the products of their
labour.
There is indeed a certain repetition here. Many such
examples could be cited. Bourgeois philosophers and
churchmen use these examples to prove that d evelopment in
the world takes place in a circle. There is nothing new under
the sun- merely eternal repetition, rotation.
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An exponent of the rota tion theory was the Italian philosopher of the end of the 17th and begin ning of the 18th
centur y, Giovanni Vico. According to his view. a ll peonles
pass through three p eriods, an alogous to the th r ee p eriods o f
nia n's life: ch ildhood, youth and mattu·ity . The p eriod o f
florescence p asses and after it society declines. It r eturns on ce
m ore to its or iginal s tate. The circle is closed and socicly
begins a new cycle of development. But it is similar to the
old on e.
Wherea s Vice's views still have sorne progressive c lements-in pa rticular he recognised lha t the course of h istory
is determined by objective laws a nd he did have some historical optim ism- modern bour geois historia ns and philosophers concentr ate on the reuctionary ac;pects of the theory of
rotation. The British h istorian Ar nold Toynbee, for exam ple,
descri bes the histor y of human society as falling in to a
number of independent civilis'1tions, each o f which passes
through the same stages of birth, gro·wth a nd destru ction .
There is no real basis for such a theory, for a t the prcscnl
time the progressive development of society is obvim.ts to all.
" H ow can that be'?" you may ask. ''Did you not say ab ove
tha t a certain repetition. a retur n to lhe old. is oftc11 seen in
historical development? \Vhy should we deny it n ow?"
I t is tr ue that a relurn lo the old is actually seen in the case
of the negation of the n ega tion . Reca11, for exam ple, social
ov.tnership under the primitive communal system and under
communism. This process only superficially looks like a re tur n
to the old. Actually Lhis is only a n o u:ward appearan ce which
obscures a much more com plex i·ela tion. I n actual fact th ere
is no retreat here.
Social ownership under commun ism w ith its h ighly d eveloped technology and mighty p otentia lities differs as essentia lly from wh at existed in the primitive system of society as the
life of the builders of comm unist sodcly d iffers from that of
primitive men. T his is by no means a return to the old . Conseq uently the actual progressive development m ust be d istinguished behind the outward appearance of a "retr cgrcc;c:ivc
movement". Chernyshevsky w rote in this connection: "The
higher stage of developmenl is in for m a return to the original
b eg inning of development. O f course, despite the resemblance
of th e forms, the content at Lhe end is imn1casurably richer
a nd h igher than a t the begin ning."
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Lc~~in ~mphasised that the result of the n egation of the
negai1011 is an appaH.ml return to the old. It is only so in form .

but not in essence, for the process has been enriched, and r ose
to a higher level.
You sec, th erefore, that the a phorism "history repea ts
itself' correctly seized on a definite a spect of the actual
process of development, but tha t it '\·Vould be a serious error
to take it lileraJly. I n progressive historical development
there cannot be two absolu tely identical stages. As a result
of the negation of the negation, only ·certain features a nd
peculiarities of the criginal histo d cal fo rms nre repeate d a nd
revived at the higher stage. This shows tha t d evelopment
docs not take place in a circle.
In this connection it may be asked : if development is prog ressive, from lower to higher, docs this ta ke place a long a
straight line o:· is it a more com plex process ?
W hile u pholding the thesis of the progressive character of
development, Marxism by no means regards histor ical d cvelopmcn t as pro~eed i ng along a straight line. History does I?ot
develop in a s traight line, it has g igan tic interruptions. z igzags and abrupt turns. Retrogressive movement a lso occurs
in his tory. At such a time, in a parti cula r country or even a
num ber of countries, it is the reactionary and no t the progressive forces that arc victorio us. a s happened for exJmplc
iri nazi Ge rm any. But thi s rctrogres5ivc movement ca n ~ot
cha nge the general trend of historical <leve!ooment which
on the whole proceeds a long an ascending line, in a prog ressive '"·ay.
.
T he d earest id!::!a of the development of nature and society
is obtained by comparing it to a spiral. It has a large number
of circles but they do not coincide or repeat one another. If
s om eone climbs a spiral staircase he looks as if he. were
m oving in a circle but he is actu.:tlly rising h igher and Jug hcr.
This comparison expresses very well the essence of the law
of the negation of the negation.
Thus, develop11zenl tal.:.es the f orm of a spiral and at e~clz

tunz there appear.c; something qualitatively new wlzicli raises
lbe process lo a lziglzez- lez1cl.
.
.
In this connection you may .:tsk: if every p rocess lS rmsed
to a higher level as n result of the negation of tl1e nega tion,
what will happen after communism, will this society nlso b~
negated ? This is a question that often arises. l\llarxists answer
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it as follow s: the establishment of communist relations is not
simply a transition from one socio-economic formation to
another, but a transition from the pn~-history of society
embracing several forma tions, to its i·eal histoi·y.
Communic;m is no longer a simple phase or transitory stage
of history. The establishment of communist relations mark s
the beginning of n new, genuinely conscious history of ma nkind, of which all the succeeding historical changes will be
stages. To say that historical development will sooner
or later raise the question o f the negation of communism
is as meaningless as, say, to suppose that technological
progress may lead to the negation of large-scale m achine
industry.
"Then there is a contradiction behveen dialectics and the
theory of scientific communism," the ideological opp onents
of M arxism assert. " Unde1· communism the law of the negation of the negation ceases to operate.'' Is the1·e really such
a "contradiction" here? Let us examine this.
Why did all forms of economic relations u nder slavery,
feudalism and capitalism sooner or later become a brake on
the d evelopmen t of society and have to b e smashed, transfonn ed? It was because all these relations were b ased on
private ownership. With communist social ownership, however, for the first time the form of unhindered development of
the productive forces is found. I t ha5 therefol'e been cst.:tblished in p erpetuity. Does it follow then that social development actually ceases under communism? To ask such a question implies that you have identified the· concept "social
development" with that of a "change of existing social
r elations".
Under slavery, feudalism and capitalism, social d~vcl op
men t really was impossible wi thin the limits of obsolete
social relations. For that reason they had lo b e changed. But,
in deed, what is the use of nega ting, abolishing communist
relations if they create unlimi ted opportunities for social
progress? It must b e agreed that there is no reason for their
rep lacement.
T lze improvement o f social relations under co12112zu11ism
presupposes nega tion of the old by the new, a whole series
of profound ch.:tngcs in the sphere of production, in the
standards of human behaviour and culture. None of these
negations, hm·\1ever, affects the social nature of com 120

munist relations, which is a necessary prerequisite for further
historical progress. It follows that under communism ·the main
content of the law of the negation of the ·negation- the
progressive character of social development- is by no me;ins
abolished. The victory of the new over the old and obsolete
is a law of the entire history of mankind and therefore of
communist society as well.
.
Whatever sphere of human activity
Development is. a struggle you take-whether science, art or
of the new against the old
. . l 11.f e-a s truggl e of the new
po11tica
against the old and obsolete is always proceeding in them.
But what is to be understood by the new?
In everyday life we understand by the new something which
has been done for the first time, which has recently arisen.
Philosophically, the meaning of this concept is somewhat
different and more profound. If, for instance, there arises
in the West some "new" philosophical school, which under
a mark of novelty simply revives long obsolete, moth-eaten
notions, that cannot in any way be called a new phenomenon.
On the contrary, it is an old, obsolete phenomenon which has
no future.
In a-;tual life the old often masquerades as the new. This
is a very widespread and at the same time veiled form
of the struggle of the old against the new. Consider the
following example. All opportunists and revisionists criticise
what they allege to be "out-of-date" Marxist theses and maintain that they are putting forward something entirely new.
But under the guise of producing something new. they
undermine the foundations of Marxist theory. In inventing
"new" paths to socialism, the revisionists reject the road
travelled by the Soviet people as allegedly out-of-date. But
what they offer is only an old dish with a new sauce.
Special attention needs to be paid to the attempt of the big
bosses of the capitalist w9rld to depict present-day capitalism
as "new" and "modem". But here too the talk of novelty has
little sense. Capitalism is obsolete; it is approaching its end
and no embellishment will save it.
So you see that the philosophical concept "the new" has
a very definite meaning.
By the new, Marxism-Leninism understands a process or
phenomenon which expresses the progressive tendencies of
development. The new is what is advanced, progressive,
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which is necessarily connected w ith re11ewal, 1vitlt development from lower to higher, from sim ple to complex.
In \·vhat relationship do old and new phenomena sta!ld to
each other? It is prima rily one of oppos ition. But, as you
know, opposites are in a unity and al the same time in
str uggle. H ence one can neither separate these opposites from
each other nor avoid the struggle between them. As a matter
of fact, the new docs not arise away from or a longsi-:b t11 e
old, but within the depths o ( the la tter; it is here that the
germs, the r udiments, o f the n ew us ua lly make their
appearance, or the conditions for its orig in arise. As d evelopment proceeds the old decays and \·Veakens, wh ile the new
grows and strengthens. H ence the new is always the dia lectical negation o( the old. The process of dialectical n~gation
takes place in th e form of a struggle of opposites. In this
struggle the new, advanced and progressive, defeats (negates)
the old and obsolete. T he irresistibility of tlze new is a law ot
historical development.
If yo u recall the history o ( the Soviet Union , it w ill b e clear
to you that from the day of its inception every step in its
construction of socialism ' vas ach ie\Ted in il struggle a gain5t
those who sought to halt the vict01·ious advance of th e n ew,
socialist society, a nd against in ternational imperialism. In
t his struggle the Soviet Union invariub'y tri umphed b~causc
it embodied new relations, a progressive social system . Bu t
this docs not mean, of course, that the new always a nd easily
d efeats the old and obsolete. This i5 not the case, if only
because in the early p eriod the new is weak er tha n the old;
it has not ye t gathered strength and may therefore b e
d efeated if not given timely support a nd cnrcful1v nurtured .
In social life the struggle of progressive classes usu ally
lead s to the victory o f the new over the o ld. On the idcologicul front, too, the new tri Ltmphs only through struggle
again c;t the old and outlived .
\Vhat conclusion follows from all this?
If the growth and victory of the new results fron1 th e w hole
course of historical development, then the task of the M a1·xistLeninist party is to sec \vhat is nrising in re31ily and to
p1·omote i ts victory. Hence, the M a rxist-Leninist theory of the
irresistibility o f the new enables Lhe Communist Party to
struggle fo r \vhat is prog ressive, for wh a t is arising and
developing, and enables it to foresee the future. T he Party,
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like a careful ga r dener, nur tures the shoots of the new a nd
progrcssi\•e. The entire history of the Soviet Union is the
practical realisation of Lenin's di rective : " We must carefully
study the new shoots; \VC must devote the greatest attent ion to them, do everything to promote their growth a nd
'nurse' these feeble shoots."*
We ha ve examined the m ain laws of m aterialist dialectics.
This docs not suffice, however, to elucidate their essence. It
is necessary to be acquainted also \·vith the categories of
n1aterialist d ia lectics.

• Lenin, Sel ected \Voci~, Vol. II, part 2, p. 229
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E I CHTU TA L K

CATEGORIES OF MATERIALIST DIALECTICS

We have seen that it is imp ossible
to do without general concepts .
Physicists, fo r example, s i:udy the property pos:;essed by
various bod ies o f preservi ng their originnl slate of rest or
uniform motion. But they cannot stop there. They arc inevitably faced with the question : why is this property manifec;ted
by aIJ bod ies, what is it that they have in common? Th us,
on the basis of studying the properties of individuaJ objects,
physicists arrive at the general concept " inertia". The sam e
thing applies to mass, the measure of the inertia o f bod ies.
Here, too, one cannot limit o neself lo studying the mass of
ind ividual bodies; it is necessar y to formulate a general prop osition as to \·vhal mass is in g eneral. In exactly the sam e
w ay physicists have arrived at the g eneral concept "energy".
It is a general concept because it expresses in a concenh·a ted
form the cssenlial characteristics not merel y of a particular
body, but of a ll bod ies and processes that have cne1·gy.
The same thing can be seen in biology. It studies not o nly
the various species of fis h, mammals or other organisms, but
establishes the concept of species in general.
h.
t
.
.
Ph 11osop 1ca1 ca egoncs

Concepts wlzich denote the most genez·al features, connections or aspects of phen omena and objects are called categories. E very science forms scien tific concepts, categories, such
as "species", ''heredity", etc., in biology; "value", " labour",
etc.. in political economy; "chemical element", " chemical r eaction", etc., in chemistry.
A rc, however, these categories of the d efinite sciences
sufficien t? Each of these sciences sludies general concepts
within its own sphere. But, as we have al ready seen, there
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exist the most general properties of things and phenomena.
Which science formulates these general concepts? It cannot
be done by physics, which is restricted to its own special
sphere of knowledge. The same applies to chemistry, biology
and other sciences.
The most general properties of things are reflected in
philosophical categories, such as "matter", "motion", "space",
" time", " quality", " quantity", contradiction", etc. Philosophical categories are the most general of all concepts. It is
clear then that one cannot limit oneself to the categories
elaborated by physics, chemistry and other sciences. Philosophical categories are formed in the precess of cognition .
to reflect the most general properties of phenomena.
Categories, like all other concepts, are secondary,
derivative. Gradual study of the things of the real world led
to the formation of concepts, including the most general
concepts, i.e., philosophical categories. This means that the
source of categories are objects and phenomena in the objective world that exists apart from man. Hence categories are
of an objective nature.
· Once f orrned, philosophical categories serve the individual
sciences a s a guide. A physician, for example, before looking
for the cause of a disease has to know what a cause is and
whether it exists objectively or not, and so on. In short, he
must be acquainted with the category "causality". For if, as
the idealists a ssert, causality does not exis t objectively, what
is the use of looking for it and attaching such great importance to it?
The materialist theory of the secondary and objective
nat1;1-r~ . of categories provides a correct guide in practical
actzvztzes.
Idealists distort the true significance of categories. The
objective idealists, such as Hegel, regard categories as the
product of some spiritual force existing outside the material
world. The categories created by the spirit serve as a "yardstick" for reality. This view puts everything upside down.
According to it, categories do not reflect the properties of
objects; on the contrary, things have to conform to the
appropriate categories.
The subjective idealists' point of departure is that categories
have no objective content, that they are subjective. Kant, for
example, held that the categories exist in the consciousness
11
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of the subject, of man, befor e he begins to obtain knowledge
of the world. M odern idealists r epeat this argument. But, as
we have already seen, this is not a scientific view : the
categories reflect general properties of things, and they exist
before man begins to study them.
In this talk we shall d eal with som e categories of dialectics.
Others will be dealt with in the la ter ta1ks on d ialectical
ma terialism. And since in practice we are concerned primarily
with single o bjects 'Ne shall begin with the categories of th e
singular and the general.

Singular, Par ticular and Universal
When we say "this machine" , " this
m a n" , ''this tree", we arc r eferring
a ncl genera l?
to single objects. \Vhen, however,
we speak of "machine", " man'·, "tree" in gt:neral, we have
in mind a whole group or class of such objects.
There actually exists a parlicular fir tree which children
decorated at the New Year, an oak in w hose shade we rested,
a birch h·ee whose beauty we adm ired. nut we sometimes
speak of "fir", "oak", "birch" in general. Where do these
general concepts come from ?
T he point is that every obj ect p ossesses a n um ber of
specific properties. Con sequently, con cepts of single th ings
reflecting the above-m entioned properties of objects a re
formed in our minds. 1his is the category of the "singular".
Peter, for example, d1ffe.i:..:; from John in height, colour o r hair,
manner of speech, etc., so that they arc not alike. Similarly
o ne birch tree differs from another in a number of fealuTes,
and one fi r tree fro m another growing alongside it, and so o n.
Nevertheless, all fir trees, a ltho ugh they differ, have much
in common, some biological proper ties, such as s ha p e, etc.,
are common to all of them . The sam e thing holds good of
people. Each person has a number of individ ual feat ures
which ar c charactcnstic of that per son alone. In addition,
howcve1:, he h as fcalures that are common to a ll people: th e
abili ty to work, to think, to s peak, etc. It is clear Lhcn thnt
what is individual is connected with what is general. This is
revealed even in a simple sentence. When we say " this fir is
a tree", "Bobby is a dog" , "Peter is a man", the concepts

\

What is meant
by singula1·
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" this fir", "Bobby", "Peter " are sing ul ar, the concepts "tree",
"dog", "m.an" are general. They all characterise t11e same
object.
. T hus, tlze singular is a give12 concrete ob ject or plze1zomeno11
ot tbe 111aterial world. 1'lze genez·al is that whiclz cbaracterises
a co1mected gi·oup of objects oz· pl1e1zomena. Hence the
singular is always linked with the general to which it belongs,
as, for example, the fir with the group of trees, Peter wi th
the class of people.
T h is generali ty may be of various k inds. A birch is n ot only
a tree but also a plant, "Bobby" is not only a d og but also u11
animal. This means that th e g eneral w hich links the give11
birch tree wilh other birch trees unites them in the species
" birch". Such a degree of generality is termed the "paz-licular".
An d the general nature which g roups all birch trees with
trees generally i n the group " tree" is the "univer sal" . Corresp ond ingly "Bobby" is the singular, dog is the par ticular
and a nimal is the universal; hydr ogen is the singular, gas
is the particular, and ch emical clement is the universal. Thus
we esta blish the following connection : sing ular-particularunivcrsal.
The q uestion ·w ill p robabl y be a sked her e: in na ture itself
only the singular exists. It is reflected in the catego1·y of the
singular. But does the category of the general have i ts analogy
in reality? If not, is the general no t simply a cr eation of ou1·
m inds? This question c.orrcctly po ints to a d ifficul ty
involved in the very posing of the problem of the singular
and the general. Metaphysically-thinking philosophers were
unable to solve i t, they d1vorccd the singular from the g~ncral.
But the crux of the ma tter is that there is an inseparable,
d ialectical connection between the singular and the g~ncral .
Hence the answer to this q ues tion can only be unders tood by
elucidating this connection. I n w hat d oes it consist?
,
.
_
The si.nglc, the ind ividua l, d oes not
1 he cli~kctacs
exist in isolation fro m the general.
of (he ssn~ular
. . .
. h
f . ,
1
and the t:c~icral
An md1v1dual birc tree, 01. exam p c,
has n number of essential properties which arc characteristic o f trees in general. Thull nn
ind issolu ble connection is established between the singuthr
a nd Lhc general ; every singu]ctr is in o ne way or unoth:r
general, and every general is present in the singular. In his
work "On the Q uestion of Dialectics", Lenin wr ote: "The
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opposites (the singular opposed to the general) are identical;
the singular exists only in the connection that leads to the
general. The general exists only in the singular, through the
singular."•
That is how dialectical materialism resolves the problem
of the connection between the singular and the general.
Idealists give a different answer. They distort the dialectics
of the individual and the general. Plato, for example, h eld
that the "general" , i.e., the "idea", existed before the particular, before real things. The same view was expressed by
Hegel and other objective idealists. But we have seen that
this is not true. It is only because all violets have something
in .common making them flowers that we unite them in the
general concept "flower" . If this did not occur in the
i11-dividual case, in reality itself, the general concept would
not exist The general exists in individual things. O ur mind
reflects it but does not create it. There is no species of animal
or plant apart from really existing animals and plants. Consequently, the general cannot be primary. Nor, as you see.
can it be a construction of our minds. The general exists in
reality itself, but not by itself, not separately from things, but
in general properties exhibited by things and phenomena. The
general, therefore, is reflected in our consciousness but not

created by it.
Thus the singular and the general cannot be d ivorced
from each other. The singular contains the general within it,
and the general exists only in the singular (the individual)
and through it. This proposition is o f very great importance
for practical activity, in particular for the struggle against
revisionism and dogmatism.
The solution of practical problems
Practical importance
is very often bound up with an
of these categories
analysis of the categories of the
singular and the general. This is above all the case when it
is a matter of applying concretely general concepts such as
scientific laws.
The laws of nature and social life are always manifested
in single, concrete things and phenomena. There a re no
"W,ws in general" in nature. At the same time, individual
objects and processes of the surrounding world, including
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 361.
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socinl phenomena, have a multitude of individual peculiarities,
u nique specific features, due to the conditions in which they
appeared. In p ractical activities, therefore, it is very imp ortant
to study co11cretely the individual ph enomena and the conditions unde1· \·vhich they occur.
In ord er to understand, for example, the alig nmen t of
class forces in the O ctober Socialist Revolution and the tactics
o( lhc Communist Party headed by Lenin, it is necessary to
analyse thoroughly the concrete condi tions w hich developed
in Russia at the beginning of the 20th cen tury and especially
in the summer and autum n o f 1917.
Mere k n ov,rled ge of g eneral propositions as to what a
revolutio n is and what k inds of r evolution there are, is
insufficient for o r ganising the victory of a particular socialist
revolution. H ence it is necessary to tak e correctly into
ac.count the in terconnection of the singular and the general.
You m ay ask: in that case why should we study general
la\.vs? W ou ld it not be better to s tudy only the concrete cond i tions and processes in w hich we a re interested? To argue
in this w ay \Vould be q uite incorrect.
In poin t of fact, as you will r ecall, the singular is connected
with the general and the general r evea ls t he essence of t he
singular . Consequently, it is important to study general la ws
p recisel y because they give us knowledge of the pr ocesses
a nd p roper ties characteristi c of a whole group of phen omena.
I n each case, by taking ad vantage of the kn ow led ge of
general laws, people use the expe1iencc of ma ny generations
and there is n o need for them to "d iscover" them afresh.
If, for exam ple, the general laws of revolution have been
studied, there is no need to "discover " them afresh on each
occa sion, they have only to be ap plied while taking into
accoun t the concrete conditions.
You can see from the above that in practical activities one
cannot be guided by genera l p ropositions a lone, applying
them withou t Laking into account the conditions in which the
individua l phenomena d evelop. Only knowledge of the dialectics of the singula r and the general serves as a correct g nid e
in practical activities. Hence, both an u nfounded exaggeration
of the ·r ole of i nd ividual, s pecific conditions in a given country
twhich is hO\v the revisionists behave) and m aking gcnc.ral
law s into an absolute (which is characteristic of dogmatists)
nr e dis torti ons o f Marxism.
9-377.f
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The question of the dialectical connection between the
general and the singular and its practical significance in th e
struggle for building socialism and communism occupies a
prominent place in the documents of the Mee tings of Communist and Workers' Parties h eld in M oscow in 1957 and
1960 and in the policy documents of the 22nd Congress of
the C.P.S.U. These documents stress that the victory of socialism is achieved through the operation of laws common to all
countries. These laws are:
leadership of the working people by the working class,
the core of which is the Marxist-Leninist party, in carrying
out the proletarian revolution in one fo1m or another and
in establishing the dictatorship of the proletariat in one form
or another;
alliance of the working class with the bulk of the p ea sants
and other sections of the working people;
abolition of capitalist ownership and establishment of
public ownei:ship of the basic means of production;
gradual socialist tra nsformation of a griculture;
planned development of the economy aimed at building
socialism and communism and raising the living standard of
the working people;
achievement of a socialist revolution in the sphere of
ideology and culture and the development of a numerically
large intelligentsia devoted to the working class, the working people and the cause of socialism ;
elimination of national oppression and establishment of
equality and fraternal friendship between nations;
defence of the conquests of socialism from attacks by
external and internal enemies;
solidarity of the working class of a given country with
the working class of other countries- proletarian internationalism.
These general laws operate in all countries during the
period of the replacement of capitalist by socialist society.
In each country, h owever, they opera te in a specific way,
depending on the concrete historical conditions. During the
building of socialism, the specific forms and me thods of the
implementation of the general principles of socialist construction in the actual conditions of a given country become
apparent, and ·therefore the interconnection of the general
and the individua l is revealed.
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The Statement of the Meeting of the Communist and Workers' Parties (1960) points out that the practical construction
of socialism in the various countries is the basis of the
collective experience of the whole socialist community. The
comprehensive study of this experience by the fraternal
parties, a nd its creative application and enrichment in
accordance with actual conditions and national peculiarities,
are an immutable law of development for each socialist
country.
Knowledge of general laws (of the general) can be successfully achieved through the study of causal connections.

Cause and Effect
You know from experience that no phenomenon arises
''of itself", without a cause. It results either from the preceding development of the phenomenon in question, or from
other phenomena. Nothing arises out of nothing. Every
phenomenon h as its source, which gives rise to it. This is
called the "cause". A cause is something which creates, produces or evol~es another phenomenon. That which arises
through the action of a cause is called the consequence or
effect.
Thus, the pl1ilosophical categories of "cause" and "effect"
reflect a connection between phenomena by which one phenomenon called the cause inevitably evokes another phenomenon
- the effect, and the connection is called a causal connection.
When steam makes the blades of a
Main f eaturcs
steam turbine revolve, the connecof causality
tion arising here between the force
of the steam and the turbine exists independently of our consciousness, it exists in reality, in nature. It is evident from
such examples that every causal connection is produced by
really existing things. Hence, the most important feature of
a causal connection is its objective nature.
In their fight against idealism, the materialist philosophers
prior to Marx, such as Democritus in ancient Greece, Wang
Chung in ancient China and Spinoza, Hobbes and Chemyshevsky in later times, upheld the major materialist theses
of the objective nature of causality and the universal causal
interdependence of the phenomena of nature.
1.'U

Think er s who a dhere to the view that in na ture and society
there exists a universal causal interdependence of phenomena,
an objective, law-governed necessity that is independent of
inan, arc called determinists. They consider that the existence
of all natural phen omena is determined by the effect of some
cause or other, by the op eration of na tural la·ws. Everything
that takes place in the world is necessary because, as these
philosophers say, it is de termined.
Throughout the history of philosophy, determinists have
waged a struggle against the idealist denial of ca usality,
against indeterminism. Idealists of variou s persuasion s and
trends tak e as their sta rting p oint that man creates the
category of causality for "convenience" , "economy of
thought", fo r introducing order into the " chaos of natural
phenomena". Thus, the subjective idealist Berk eley ti·ied to
refute Lhe very notion of causality. In effect, Hume and K ant
tried to d o the same. Both of them denied Lh e objective
existence of causality.
TI1cy tried to justify their thesis of the subjective n atu re of
causalily by arguments such as the following. " A lighted
candle," said H ume, " bum s u s every time we louch its flame.
But it does n ot follow from this that in the fu ture it will
inevitably produce a bui·n. It has h ap pened a million times
but the million and first time may be quite different. Becau se
a lighted candle h as so far always produced a burn does not
mean tha t it is the cause of the latter."
These two phenomena-the lighted candle a nd the burnare alleged simply to exist along side each other, but it cannot
be concluded from this that there is a causal connection
between them. H ume, of course, is \·\'rong . \Ve d o not judge a
cause merely on the basis 0£ obscr valions. W e study it on
the basis of experiment, of practice, wh ich convincingly
reveals wlzy it is that, for example, a lighted fir e inevitab ly
~roduces a burn . Praclicc, experiment, reveals the causal
interdependence of phenomena.
The Kantian-Humist treatment of causality was revived
by the reactionary philosophers of Lh e imperialist era- the
Machists and their modern successors. The pragma tists of
th~ present day, continuing the Machist line in philosophy,
reJect the objectivity of the external \vorld a nd with it the
objectivity of causal conncclions.
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Ca usality is denied also by modern "physical idealists",
including such physicists as \Verner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr,
Pascual Jordan. The W est German physicist Gerhard Hennemann, for example, '"'' rites: "The Jaw of causality in its
classical formula is not applicable everywhere."
Why, you may ask, do bourgeois philosophers inveigh
a ga inst the ma terialist principle of causality? Because
scientific, a theist conclusions follow from it. If everything in
the world results from natural causes, then God has absolutely
n othing to do in it: everything that happens ta kes place not
by God's will but due to the appropriate causes. The idealists,
Lenin pointed .out, d eny the Jaws of science to make it easier
for the1n to drag in the laws of religion.
Tlze next feature of causality is its u11iuersal nature, the
fact that tlze law of causality is a universal law of tlze material
world. This means that there is no phenomenon which is not
subject to this law, w hich could arise in spite of it, which
could be devoid of the a ppropriate ma terial source. You will
certainly be aware from your personal experience that the
law of causali ty has no exceptions. If something has happened,
look for the cause: nothing al'iscs in the worJ d wi thout it.
This exp erience is embodied in common sayings " there is no
smoke without a fi re", "every pimple has a cause".
In practical life we always look for the causes of events.
If the re arc serious shortcomings in, say, the quality of output, we look for their cause. By getting rid of th e cause, we
get rid of the shortcomings.
The following feature of causal relations results from their
very nature : a cause lias an active clza:.:Rctei:. This is easy to
u nderstand from what has been said above : since Cl cause
produces an effect, it behaves as an active entity. This docs
not imply, ho\·vever, that the effect is passive an d takes no
part in the given process or development. If the.sun's energy,
heat, acts on a wet piece of canvas, the latter becomes dry.
If this energy acts on a piece of wax, the result is d ifferen t;
the wax melts. If the sun's energy acts on a plant, the result
is different aga in; processes vitally important for the plant
take place under its influence. So a cause produces a definite
effect only in relation to other things and pJ1cnomena. That is
why we speak of a causal connection, a causal relation.
An infinite nwnber of causal connections arise in the
world, but they are not a ll of equal importance. There arc
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main, chief ones among them and these must be singled out
first of all.
Let us analyse an exam pie of low qua lity output. \V c have
to look for its causes. Since many connections and relations are involved in production,
Chief
there arc usually many causes. Analaud non-ch ief
ysis
ahvays shows, however, Lhat
causes
there are main, clziel causes, i.e.,
those determining all tbe otl1ez- causes. In o ur example this
could be low technological and labour discipline, an ins ufficiently high level of organisation of production, lack of
rhythm in \Vork. In actual fac t it is these that d etermine all
the others; spoilage, for example, occurs where labour
discipline is low. Non-rhythmic work, too, is the cause of
many evils.
It is impo1·tant to fi11d tbe main cause because tlzis mal~es
it possible to exert a decisive influence on the given eHect.
But this m ust not be taken to mean that causes other than
the main ones can be ignored.
Since cause gives rise to effect there
Interaction of cause
is
n definite connection between
and effect
them. Metaphysicians, however, take
a one-sided view of this connection, as b eing only the action
of the cause on the effect. But docs the effect influence the
cause? The metaphysicians cannot give a cor rect answer to
this question because they divorce the opposites-cause and
effect-from each other.
A particular phenomenon, they argue, can be either a cause
or an effect. If it is one it cannot be the other. As Engels puts
it, the mctaphysician sees cause here and effect there, but
apart from their reciprocal connection, their dialectical unity.
The mctaphysicians arc wrong. There is intcraclion h~Lwcen
cause and effect. Let us show this by an example. M a tter,
being, gives rise to consciousness, and consciousness in tu rn
influences being, actively affccts it, as we already saw in the
fourth talk . Hence, tlw inte1·actio1z consists in the 1·eciprocal
dependence ol cause and eHecli in tlzeir i11fluence on eaclz

otber.
"But," you may ask, "does this not mean that
effect condition each other to an equal extent?"
not, for cause always plays the decisive part in
connection. It determines the causal connection,
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effect plays a secondary, although important, part. It is not
a matter of indifference which of them is considered the cause
and which the effect in a given causal connection, just as. for
example, it is not a matter of indifference for science whether
matter determines consciousness or vice versa. Here. too,
however. this does not mean that the influence of the effect on
the cause can be neglected .
Besides what has been said above, the concept of interaction has a second meaning. as can be seen from the fallowing
example. The cause of the electric current produced by a
dynamo is the mechanical energy of rotation that is transformed into electrical energy. But this mechanical energy, too,
has its cause. It lies. say, in the force of falling water. Hence,
the mechanical energy of rotation is in one case a cause, and
in the other the effect of another cause-the force of falling
water. But the force of the falling water, which appears here
as a cause, is itself an effect. It results from the cycle water
goes through in nature, owing to which a definite level of
water is maintained in the river on which the power station
has been erected, and so on.
If you examine this chain of causal relations you will see
that it consists of phenomena which are not isolated but
connected with one another. Ec"lch cause or effect needs to
be seen not in isolation but in its connection with the
phenomena which have produced it or been produced by it.
One and the same object or process is simultaneously both
cause and effect. Seen in this wav, cause and effect are no
longer disparate, opposite poles. They are links in a complex
chain of interacting objects and phenomena. Thus, as Engels
says, tlwre exists in tlze world universal interaction, consisting in the fact that causes and effects continually change
places; that wlzich here or now appears as cause, there or
then becomes eflectl and vice versa.
The Marxist-Leninist theory of causality is of great
importance in refuting various kinds of superstitions.
•
Because one phenomenon precedes
C ausality. ~cfutcs
another in time it must not
supcrst1t.Jon
b e t hought that 1t
. 1s
. .its cause.
Yet this is a _common mistake.
All superstition is based on such a mistake. Superstitious
people link two phenomena in a causal connection, proceeding from external signs, merely on the ground that they are
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somehow connected in time. If someone secs a black cal
cross their path and a fterwards suffers some misfortune, th e
conclusion is d rawn that the ca t is th e cause of the misfoi·tune. Because the latter occurred after the appearance of
the cat, the conclusion is d rawn that it is the effect of the
cat's appearance, although there is no inner, deep-sea ted
connection between these two events, but on!y a sim ple
sequence in time. Th us, super stitious p eople talk of a causal
connection between phenomena where no such thing
exists.
Cher nyshevsky cites th e follm·ving example from history :
"Wha t was the essence of the ancient Romans' ineth od of
a ugu1·y from the flight of birds? O n one occasion b efore n
battle they heard a raven cawing from the ri gh t-han d side,
and they lost the battle; on another occasion they heard
a r aven cawing from the left-hand side, and they won the
battle. The matter is clear . . . the re is a caus:il connection.
Thus the cawing of a raven on the right brings disaster,
cawing on the lef t 1neans victory.
"All super stition is based on this form of reasoning."
O nly when m an understands the r eal as opposed to the
apparent causes of phenomena docs he lose fear and with it
superstition. H erc is an example. At one time travellers in
Africa used to assert tha t they had seen "in the sk y" huge
gar dens of paradise. Sometimes they i·elntcd that a n ae1·ial
~hip with sailors was to be seen in the sk y. Later i t all
disappeared. H ow could this be? So long as the cause wa'>
unknown, all kinds of false interpretations we1·e given.
Subsequently, however, the causes of these unusual phenom ena were discovered. It was found that in tropical co untries
dur ing ver y calm weather the air becomes <lenser a nd
forms as it \'\1ere a gigantic mirror. Jn this " mirror" arc
reflected objects on the land or on the sea: gardens, ships,
etc. H ence, people saw n,:,t gard ens of paradise but the
re~ection of gardens actually exis ting on the earth ; not aerial
ships, b ut the 1·eflccti on of ships floa ting on the w a ter. It
was enough to find the cau se of these phen omena and th e
superstitious fear of them vanished .
. Thus, knowledge of cau ses gives freedom from s uper stition.
The stud y of causes enables us to understand one of the
m ost intctesting phenomena of nature-its p urposiveness.
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A cursory gla nce at the world
around us is enough to reveal in it
a remarkable harmony and adaptaLion. It is not surprising that the ·world has been compared
to a '"'ell-regulated organism . Particularly striking is the
purposiveness seen in the organic wotld . H ere are a few
examples. M any flowers open in the m orning. This is a
purposive phenomenon, fo r insects collect pollen or nectar
d uring the day. The fJO\vers begin to open shortly before
dav~'n, as if " knowing" that it w ill not be long before the sun
rises. Plants have, as it ,.vere, a time "memory". Even if they
arc kept for some tim e in darkness their flowers contin ue to
shut u p in the evening and to open in the morning. It is as if
the flower knows wh en the sun rises.
The p urposiveness, the "rational" character of nature is
seen also in the adaptation of plants and animals to their
conditions of life, their environment. Birds spend much of
their lives in the air and their bodily structure is ad apted for
this purpose. It is as if nature set itself tl1c task of covering
their bodies in such a way as to keep their weight down to a
m inimum w hile p1·oviding them with reliable p rotection from
cold. The entire structure of birds is a dapted so as to facilitate
their fl ight.
We have nlcntion ed only a few insle:mces of the purposiveness of nature. It is so obviou s that people cannot fail to
notice it. H en ce from time immemorial they have been face3
with the q uestion of how these remarkable phenomena are
to be explained. W hat arc they due to?
T he idealists. and churchmen, being unable to e" plain the
factc; of purposiveness and orderliness to be met with everywhere in na tu re, nssert that the origin and development of
natural phenomena is determi ned not by material causes,
not by the lm.vs of nalure, but by the aim they serve and for
w~ich they a re destined, by the purpose for whiclz they
exist.
Such a view is called teleological (from the G reek " tclos" aim).
From this the churchmen draw the followi ng conclusion.
All orderliness, all achievement of aims throug h using definite
means, presupposes reason, mind. Natw·e actually exhibits
order and the achievem en t of d efinite aims. H ence, a supreme
Causality
a nd p urposivcu::ss
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mind- God, the "magical creator"-is at work in nature. The
purposiveness, the wisdom of nature, is due to the existence
of a wise God. He is the "master craftsman" who has created
the great mechanism. Engels, ridiculing such argumen ts,
remarks that according to the teleological view of the world
"cats were created in order to eat mice, mice to be ea ten by
cats, and the. entire world-to prove the wisdom of the
creator".
The theologians judge the "force of reason" which "created"
the world from how rationally it is constructed. To this day
such "proofs" are used by idealists or theologians. Here, for
example, is what The Encyclopaedia Americana says: "A
review of all the purposes that exist among living things
makes it quite impossible to believe that they were developed
without a Designer."*
But is that the case? Has teleology any scientific basis? Let
us look into this.
First of all, it must be borne in mind that however much
we rack our brains over the aim for which a particular
phenomenon has arisen, we shall not get a step nearer to
discovering its nature. To understand a phenomenon we must
know the causes owing to which it arose, what gave rise to
it and what it is connected with. Only by putting the question as to why, by virtue ol what causes is there a remarkable purposiveness in nature, can we understand the nature
of the phenomena o ccurring in the world. The teleological
standpoint, however, is directed against such a scientific,
causal explanation of natural phenomena.
When the genuine, objective causes of the phenomena
occurring in the world are discovered, they afford convincing
proof that in nature there is no mysterious inner aim.. divine
intentions, or power of a supreme mind.
Here is a striking example. At the seaside in summer you
have probably seen insects jumping about among the moist
pebbles. Suddenly, however, they go farther away from the
water. This does not happen by chance; after some time there
is a storm. The insects, as it were, "knew" about it in advance.
Before a storm occurs, fish try to swim away from the coastal
area so as not to be cast ashore. Jellyfish also disappear.
• Vol. 18, p. 184.
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In thinking about this behaviour of living organisms it is
d ifficult not to be influenced by the idea of the "miraculous
nature" of such phenomena. But when science reveals their
natural causes, everything becomes clear. It has been established that when a storm breaks out at a distance from the
coast, sound waves that are imperceptible to human hearing
reach the shore. They travel some thousands of miles. The
distant stoi·m makes itself felt long before it reaches the coast.
Unlike man, marine animals can perceive these sounds. They
have a premonition" of the storm and seek safety in good
time. "Rational" behaviour here is based on real, natural
causes. There is nothing supernatural about it. It is clear,
therefore, that only science, and not religion, can explain the
tacts of purposiveness.
Let us now examine the value of the churchmen's statement
that since there is orderliness in the world, there must
n ecessarily be some higher principle that "guides" it. Can
such orderliness exist without such a principle? Materialist
philosophy answers that it can, and is in full agreement with
science, for the d evelopment of the world takes place on the
basis of natural causes, objective natural laws. The absence
of chaos and confusion in the world is precisely because
the latter is subject to definite laws, to a natural order of
things, because it develops according to the laws of matter
in motion.
How, for ~xample, is the · purposiveness of organic nature
to be explained? Darwin showed that this purposiveness is
brought about in a natural way. The purposiveness, the harmonious adjustment, which so surprises us in organic nature,
has developed on the basis of natural laws and natural causes
during the many centuries of evolution.
Instead of barren arguments about the aim pursued by the
"Creator", Darwin devoted himself to finding out the actual,
objective causes and laws of development of the animal world.
He succeeded in d iscovering the secret of the purposiveness
in the organic world. The key to understanding it is Darwin's
theory of natural selection. The central point is that in nature
millions of organisms perish for each one that survives. What
decides the fate of living organisms? Nature itself decides!
The question as to which of them will live and produce
progeny and which will perish in the struggle for existence is
decided on the basis of the immutable laws of development of
11
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nature itself, without the inter vention of " a supreme power".
The result is what Dar win termed natural selection, for i l
takes place on the basis of natural causes and la\·\TS. Those
plants and animals survive which are b etter adapted to the
conditions of their environment.
Thus, the sti·uggle for the best adaptation to the conditions
of life or, what is the same thing, the struggle for existence,
i·esults inevitably in the p reservation of the most perfect
creatures, those best adapted to the conditions of their
existence. I n the course of hundreds of thousand generations
there arise in this way species of animals and plan ts wh ose
· life displays a high degree of p urposiveness in the existing
conditions. And this purposiveness is not imposed from above
but has developed in the course of centuries of evolution.
Take, for example, the wonderful " premoni tion" of a
coming storm that cer tain marine animals seem to possess.
How is this to be explained? Because in the course of evolution it was just those organisms which develo ped the ability
to perceive the spreading sound vibrations and thus save
themselves from the storm th at survi ved in the struggle for
existence. Th ey had a great advantage over anima ls which
did not possess this ability a nd therefore perished in the
struggle fo r existence. Thus, by means o f natural selection,
without any intervention of supernatural powers, there came
into existence in those anima ls that which strikes us by theii:
"rationality" and "purposiveness".
The same thing applies to the ability of plants and animals
to "measure'' time with great a ccuracy and to "co-ordinate"
Lhejr physiological processes with its passage. This ability
developed during many centuries of evolution as a resul t o f
the a dapta tion o f plants and animals to law-governed changes
of the environmen t in time.
. While retaining the old word " purposiveness", science gave
1t a new meaning. Instead of an assumed purpose we reveal
the real ca use. The perfection of the 01·ganic w orld is the
inevitable necessary result of the laws of nature, of natural
causes.
I t has to be borne in mind that causes arc of different k inds;
son;ie produc.:c necessary phenomena, while others produce
accidental phenomena.
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Necessity and Accident
The scientist Becquerel once borrowed a small quantity of
radium from the famous physicist Piei-re Curie in order to
show it to his students d uring a lecture. The radium was in
a tube which he put in his waistcoat pocket. Some days later
Becquerel noticed exactly opposite his waistcoat p ocket a
reddening of the skin that had taken the shape of the tube.
This accidental circumstance led to a study of the influence
of t he rays from radium on the human organism. It seems
thnt if it had not been for this accident, people would not
have known a nything about rad iation sickness and the
of radium. Is that so? Some people ·would answer
deadliness
,,
,,
yes .
They extend this view to our life as a whole, which they
declare to be a chain of accidents. Those holding such views
can be heard to say "chance helped, chance hindered". Everything, including the world and all that takes place in it, is
ascribed to the caprice and unexpected results of accident.
Other people object to such assertions. They say: in nature
there is not and cannot be anything accidental, since everything occurs on the basis of definite causes and laws. Why
d id Becquerel take radium to his lecture? Because the time
had arrived to talk to the students about ra dium. I Ience ther e
was an appropriate cause. The bnrn on his body was also d~c
to a defini te cause: radium affects the organism and cannot
fail to affect it. Consequently the burn h ad not one cau se,
but a whole chain of causes. It happened by necessity, there
was nothing a ccidental about it.
But why then are some occurrences said to be accidental?
Those who su ppo1t the above-mentioned viewpoint explain
this as f ollmvs. People who do not know the causes of a pa1ticula r event call it accid ental. It suffices, however, to make
a proper search and find the causes that gave rise to the
phenomenon, and the apparent acciden t disappears. The
phenomenon pr oves Lo b e necessa ry, causally determined.
Such was the theo1·y upheld by philosophe1·s like Democritus,
Spinoza and H olbach.
There are, therefore, two opinion s. Some say that everything in the world is necessary and nothing accidental. Others,
on the contrary, maintain tha t eveJ:ything in the world is
accidental. Which is right?
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Since the adherents of the latter view deny causality,
obedience to law, and this is in contradiction to the facts, to
science, they are wrong. Indeterminism must be rejected.
As regards their opponents- the determinists-we should
not be in a hurry to conclude that they have correctly solved
the problem; the matter js rather more complicated. Determinism can be conceived in different ways. It is necessary
to distinguish between metaphysical, or mechanical, determinism and dialectical determinism.
The characteristic feature of metaphysical determinism is
that in recognising everything in the world to be causally
determined, law-governed, it denies the existence of accidents
(dialectical determinism, as we shall see later, admits
accident). Insofar as metaphysical determinists recognise that
all phenomena of nature have their causes, that nothing takes
place in the world without any cause, they are right.
Are they right, however, in denying accident on the grounds
that all phenomena have their causes? Of course not. The
whole point is that both metaphysical determinism and indeterminism recognise only either necessity or accident. The
question is posed in the form : eitl1er everything in the world
is necessary, or everything is a ccidental. .Either-01·; th is is the
usual metaphysical formulation of the question. It follows
that both standpoints are limited, since they divorce accident
and necessity from each other. What is the correct solution?
To answer this question let us begin
What is necessity?
with an example. In November 1918,
owing to the influence of the Great O ctober Socialist Revolution in Russia, a revolution took place in Germany. It was,
however, defeated because of the treachery of the SocialDemocrats. In this connection, the newspaper Rote Fahrze
(Red Flag) on January 15, 1919, published an article by the
leader of the German workers, Karl Liebknecht. Addressing
the participants in the revolution, he wrote: " Keep calm! We
did not flee, we are not routed. And if they put us in fetters,
we shall still be there and shall remain I And victory will be
ours. . . . Whether we remain alive or not, when the goal will
be achieved, our programme will live, it will prevail in the
world of emancipated mankind. Despite everything t" These
fiery words of the German workers' leader splendidly express
the idea of the necessity, the inevitability, of the victory of
socialism and communism: "Despite everythingt"
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Wha t are the grounds for this assurance, which inspires
such terror in the opponents of communism? It is knowledge
of natural laws. We do not doubt that after the night has
lasted some hours the sun will rise and morning come. Nor is
the1e a ny reason to doubt that however hard the winter frosts,
spring will come, na ture's time of renewal. Such cer titude is
based on practice, on centuries of experience, on knowledge
of the laws of nature and society. The alternation of night and ·
day is due to the rotation of the Earth about its axis, the
sequence of the seasons-to the movement of the Ea1·th around
the Sun, and the victory of communism, to the inner contradictions which rend the capitalist system, leading to its inevitable downfall and its replacement by the socialist system.
As the Programme of the C.P.S.U. states: "Socialism will
inevitably succeed capitalism everywhere. Such is the objective law of social d evelopment. Imperialism is powerless to
check the irresistible process of emancipation."* ..
It is this constant interconnection of phenomena that is
denoted by the philosophical category "necessity". Necessity
is not something that exists, but could just as well not exist;
it is that which is absolutely bound to be, since it is produced
by deep-seated causes and connections, and therefore results
from the innermost nature of a phenomenon, from its es·sence.
Since everything in the world is necessary, does the
accidental exist? Here, too, it is useful to begin with examples.
In a fa.ctory several workers fell ill
Docs accident exist?
all at once. As a result, the production plan was not fulfilled. Or a man was involved in a car
crash and the accident cost him his life. Why do we call such
occurrences accidental?
Compare them with those spoken of above which we call
necessary. Whereas a necessary phenomenon is prepared
and evoked by the entire inner course of development and
therefore cannot fail to occur (recall the words "Despite
everythingf" ), accidental phenomena, on the other hand,
are spoken of as something individual, transient, not at all
inevitable.
• The Road to Communism, p. 449.
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An accidental occurrence m ay take place, but may also not
take place. W as it indeed inevitable tha t several workers in a
particular work shop would foll ill simultaneously? \Vas the
ma n's life such that it inevitably had to b e cut short by
a car a ccident? Of course not. Such events cannot b e called
necessary. They arc accidents. The entire innermost course
of developments did not lead up to what hap pened.
When in October 1957 the U.S.S.R. blazed a li:ail in
space by launching the firs t Earlh satellite, some bourgeois
propagandists in the West asserted that this r esult was an
at:cidentaL isolated achievement. I t was, of COl:lrse, nothing
of the sort. Underlying the success achieved was the socialist system itself, and the a ttention which the Commun ist
Pa rty and the Soviet Government have ah~:ays devoted to
the development of science.
The flight of the sputnik Lestified to the maturity of
Soviet technology and the great achievements of Soviet
science in such decisive fields as ma thematics, physics,
chemistry and metallurgy. H ow could this b e called a ccidental? An accidental cvenl is such because it is not d erived from
the nature of a given process. The sputnik, however, \·v as the
Tesult of the entire h istory of d evelopment of the Soviet
Union.
Consequently, in order to answer the question whether a
given phenomenon is accidenta l or necessa ry, one must find
out whether it has resulted from internal or external causes.
If a field of wheat, sown and cared fo r according to all
the rules of agricultural technique, is destroyed by hail, is
that a ccidental or necessary'? The h ail, of course, has it:;
causes. But did these lead inevitably to the destruction of
the wheat in th is field~ They did not, for Lhe following
reason .
Hail docs not occur wi thout its causes. But for this pai·ticular field they were external, transitory causes ·which were
not derived from the essential conditions of development
of the wheat. H ence, Lhe event was accidental. The d estruction of the wheat was not a t all obligatory. The effect of the
hail in this particular field was accidental.
From what has been said it is clear that accident and
necessity are opposites. But does it follow that they have
nothing in common'?
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Metaphysicians maintain that ·what
is necessary cannot be accidental.
and what is accidental cannot be
necessary. Ordinary common sense,
too, seems to support this conclusion. But let us examine
whether this is so.
Recall the example given earlier. The burn suffered by
Becquerel was actually accidental, for if he had not put the
tube with radium in his pocket it would not have happened.
But let us see what lies behind this accident. Previously
radium occurred in minute amounts in uranium ore. Hence,
it would have been difficult to discover radioactivity. It wa;;
a different matter when the Curies had isolated it in the pure
state. After that its action on living tissue was bound to be
discovered sooner or later. And this was seen in the case
of Becquerel. if it had not happened in his case it would
have happened in another. It follows that in life, in reality,
there is a great deal in common between accident and
necessity, they are closely connected. It is impossible to
divorce one from the other.
The connection between necessity and accident is seen
also in the fact that under definite conditions they can be
converted into each other. Some new characteristics of an
animal (for example, a thicker fleece) may arise accidentally.
This accident may prove very useful in the struggle for
existence: it may help an animal living in the north to adapt
itself better to its environment. Subsequently these accidentally acquired characteristics are transmitted by heredity
and after a number of generations a new species of animal
with a thicker fleece makes its appearance. This specific
feature has now been converted from an accidental into a
necessary one. That is why Engels says that accident is the
form of mcmifestation of necessity, it serves to supplement it.
Behind accident, one must always be able to see necessity,
the regularity on the basis of which it takes shape. In nature
and society there are no accidental phenomena which do not
have behind them some necessary, law-governed process.
It follows from what has been said that in nature and
society there are no phenomena which are "only" necessary
or "only" accidental. In reality they exist together and are
intetwoven. Necessity is always manifested in the form of
accident. A tree grows in accordance with definite botanical
What necessity
and accident
have in common?
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laws. But that it has such and such a number of leaves, and
that each of them should be of such a nd such a size a nd
form, d epends on a multitude of accidental influences, including the amount of rain they received during Lhe summer,
the kind of wind to which they were exposed, e tc. It fallows
that the accidental and the necessary are closely interwoven
here.
Does this mean that there is no difference bel\veen accident and necessity? There is a difference, b u t it h as to be
con-ectly explained . The metaphysician considers that the
difference is tha t a necessary process has a cause, while an
accident has no cause. But, as w e have seen, no phe nomenon
can arise withou t a cause. An accidental phenomenon a lso
has its cause. Wherein then lies the difference?
Already H egel pointed out that in a necessary process
the cause appears as som ething that is intrinsically inh eren t
in it. I n a n accidental process, however, the cause is som ething external in relation to it. Take, for instance, the following example. In the thirties the re was an economic crisis
in J apan, as in the ca pitalist world as a wh ole. At the same
time a powerful earthquake occurred in Japan, a nd this
fu1ther worsened the econom ic situation of the coun try.
H erc socio-economic causes necessar ily evok ed a crisis. T he
earthquake, however, was an acciden tal, external, ph enomenon in relation to such a social phenomenon as the crisis.
In relation to the phenomena which produced it, however, it
was necessary.
The necessity of this accidental phenomenon, its causal
determina tion, lay in anoth e1· field of phenomena, that of
geology. H ence, it is said that the accide ntal is necessary in
relation to the phenomena, the causes, which produce it.
Necessity and accide11t are relative terms.
Thus the dialectical conception of accident, \vh ile recognising that everything in the world has a cause, requires
that a distinction be drawn between accidental causes, i.e.,
~hose which m ay or may not occur, a nd necessary causes,
i.e., those arising from the internal development of the
phenomena in question. Hence, not every causally condilioned
phenomenon is necessary as the metaphysical dctcrminists
believed. Dialectical determinism, while recognising that
everything in the world is causally conditioned, recognises
accident as well.
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--- Yet anolher important conclusion can be dr awn from the
above. Ncccssily determines the chief direction, or tendency,
of development. I n each individual process, however, accide nt su pple1nenls neccssi Ly by a series of unique features,
thus giving rise to the / onn in which necessity is manifes ted.
Science pays special a ttention to a scertaining the necessity,
the regularity of developing phenomena precisely b ecause
it is called upon to discover the tendency of their development.
Science cannot r est content with accidental discove1·ies
a lone. A scientis t must carry out r esearch in such a way a~
not to be d ependent on accident but to attain the desired
goal with certainty and to act not by groping, but wit.lJ
knowledge of the matter in hand.
The eminent Soviet biologist, M ichurin, sharply opposed
those scientists who relied on accident instead of knowledge
of the laws of nature's' developm ent. He said that we mus t
not await favours from nature, we must wrest its secrets
from it-that is the task of science. To wait until nature
accid enta1ly produces something that could be of use to man
n1er ely mean s to be dependent on accident, on treasureh un ting.
The following example is of inter est in this connccti~n.
For many years scientists tried in vain to decipher the writing of the M aya India ns, the ancestors of the peopl~s of
Guatemala and M exico. It is well known that a n acodent
w as of great a ssistance in deciphering the hieroglyphic w~·it
ing of th e ancient Egyptians: a s tone was discovered '~1th
the same in scr iption in two languages-Greek and Egyptian.
The scientists who wer e investiga ting th e M aya language
wer e hoping for a similar fort unate acciden t. But it did not
occur and their effor ts were of no avail.
The young Soviet scientist Yuri Knorozov adopted a
totally diffe rent method. He began Lo study the general l~ws
~nderlying the Egyptian, Chinese a nd other. languag~s wh1:h~
hke the Maya la nguage, arc based on h1croglyplucs. Pto
ceeding step by s tep, solving one r iddle after another, the
Soviet scientist made a discovery of w01·ld importance : he
fo und a method of deciphering the M aya language. His success was due to the fact that he did not wait fo r a lucky
accid ent, but penetrated d eeply in to the subject of his
investigation.
to•
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Every geologist k nows that few discoveries could be made
by carrying out prospecting haphazardly. For successful
geological prospecting it is necessary to study the laws governing the structure of the zarth's crust and be guided by
them in practical activities. Then lhere will be no dependence
on lucky accidents and successful r esults are assured.
The dialectical connection between accident and necessi ty
enables us to understand a n important problem of the
struggle against modern indeterminism, one connected with
so-called dynamic and statistical laws.
I11 science it is customary to
Dynamic
distinguish
between two k inds of
and statistical laws
laws-dy11amic and statistical. The
former are met with in physics. Galileo's law, which states
that "All matter would descend wi th equal velocity", is of
this kind, as is a lso Ne\vton's second law: " M omentum ?s
proportional to the force applied and is in the direction of
this force."
The characteristic feature of such laws is that they apply
not only to some or a majority of phenomena, b ut to all
phenomena subject to its a ction. That is why it is possible
co1-rectly to predict the occurrence of a particular phenomenon if the conditions a nd causes p roducing il arc known.
Astronom y provides stri king examp les of this by predicting
the occurrence of eclip ses of Lhe sun or moon many decades
in advance. Classical physics enables us to establish the location of a body at a ny moment if we know its velocity a nd its
place a t a particular moment. If it is knm·vn that a train is
moving with a speed of, say, 60 miles p er hour, it is possible
to know where it will be after two hours, three hours, etc.
In classical physics, therefore, the molion of a body is
presented as strictly determined by Lhe oper ation of the
causes which have given rise to the necessary and i12euitabfo
direction of its motion. This necessary process ca n b~
predicted in advance with complete accurd<.:y.
Study of the laws of mechanical motion gnve r ise in cla::;sical physics to the concept of dynamic laws (from the Greek
''dinamikos"-power[ ul, operative).
Science, however, is also acquninted with facts that arc
subject to statistical a nd not dynnm ic laws. To understand
their nature let us make a little experiment. If you toss a
coin up it is impossible to say in advance whether it will
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come down heads or tails. But toss it up, say, 5,000 times
and it will be found that a regularity operates; there will
be approximately 2,500 heads and 2,500 ·tails. Always, when
a larg e number of trials are made, nearly half the results
are heads and nearly half are tails. Thus, from a number
of cases of accidental phenomena we derive a law which
applies to all of them together. This is called a statistical law_
The point is that we cannot predict whether any individual result will be heads or tails. If we were to learn how
to determine all the conditions leading to a given result it
might be possible to foretell it. But with a small number of
trials there is simply no regularity at all. It only makes its
appearance with a large number of trials, that is to say,
statistically.
We quite often find it necessary to study the laws of a
whole complex of accidental individual phenomena, i.e., their
statistical laws. Depending on the nature of the phenomena,
they are studied by the theory of probability or by social
statistics. Accidental occun·ences also are subject to
definite laws- the laws of chance.
Here are some examples.
It is known from physics that the molecules of a gas move
in a chaotic fashion. It is impossible to tell in advance the
direction of motion and speed of each molecule. By colliding
with the walls of the containing vessel and with each other,
the molecules continually alter both their direction of
motion and speed. How many times per minute a particular
molecule will strike a wall of the vessel is a matter of chance.
But the pressure of the gas on the wall of the vessel is a
measurable quantity. Yet this pressure is dependent on the
number and force of the impacts of the molecules against
the wall of the vessel, that is to say, on these accidental,
chaotic movements of the molecules !
The motion of each 'gas molecule is accidental. For. each
one individually there is no orderliness, no regularity. But
the pressure of the gas as a whole on the wall of the vessel
displays a regularity which is seen in the fact that under
definite conditions this pressure has a constant value. A
statistical law operates here.
Or let us take another example.
Whether a new-born baby is a boy or a girl seems at first
sight not to be subject to any law. Some families have only
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boys, others have only girls. Da ta covering a lar~e numb er
of families, however, show that there exists a cer ta in r egularity: for each 100 gids born the number of boys bor n is 1~5.
What does this indicate? It shows that the law op erating
through accidental phenomena remains imperceptible in the
case of a small number of observations, but that it is manifested when the number of facts is sufficientl y la rge.
These laws were given the name of sta tistical laws, i.e.,
laws applying to a whole class of accidental phenomena. T h e
statistical method makes it possible to discover such laws.
This fact became a subject of acute controversy b en veen
determinism and indeterminism .
The point is that early in the twentieth century scientists
discovered that th e motion of the microparticles of the a tom
is sub ject to statistical and not dynamic laws. I t was found
that it was i n pl'inciple impossible to determine the locatbn
of a m icroparticlc on the b asis of the laws o f classical
physics. This means that its motion is n ot subject to strict
determinance. The future motion of a n electron cann ot be
determined : it may be fo und anywhere, a t a ny one of a large
number of places. The electron d oes not have a strictly
determined path of motion or tra jector y. Compa ring th ett w ith
what was said ab ove about the motion of the planets, \Vh ich
have strictly determined paths in accordance with dynamic
laws, it will b e seen tha t the differe nce is really vast.
What conclusion was -drawn by moder n bourgeois scientists? They began to a rgue as follows. Since we cannot k now
in a dvance the direction of motion of an electron, it follows
th at it is not causally determ ined. O thcn vise we could calculate it beforehand, since a definite cause always h a s a
definite effect. But there is no definite effect in th e case of
the electron, h ence, it docs not h ave a cause. The electron
possesses "free will" , i.e., the ability to move wherever it
likes, it is not restricted by any causes, it is not deter m ined,
and therefore not bound to move only in one d irection .
On the basis of these and similar arguments, scientists
who a dopted the standpoint of philosophical idealism drew
a conclusion about the "collapse of determinism".
But is this conclusion valid?
In the first place it shoul d b e borne in mind tha t although
in the microworld it is not p ossible to find the law of
motion of dn individual particle, the laws of motion o[ a
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whole aggregate of particles a rc known, that is to say, statistical laws. But d oes the existence of these la\·VS d enote the
triumph o f indeterminism, as modern idealists in the West
lry to prove? Does the existence of these laws prove the
"collapse of d eterminism"?
By no means. The new data of the physics not only do
no t confirm anti-scien tific indeterminist conclusions, but
actually refute them, being the best confi rmation of dialectical-materia1ist d etermination.
The idealist philosophers sta rt out from the fact that the
mo tion of a n individual electron is undetermined, accidental.
But tha t is not really the sta te of affairs. The accidental, as
we have seen, also has its cause; it, too, is conditioned. This
is sh own by sta tistical laws. What appears superficially as
th e accid e ntal motion of a mass of elementary atomic
pa rtides has in fact a deep inner connection susceptible o f
mathematical cakula tion in the form of statistical laws.
The statistical aggregate consists of individual microparticles. There is a profou nd d ialectical connection between
this aggregate and the m icropar ticles just as there is
behvcen a whole and ils· par ts ot between the general and
t he singular. It is therefore incorrect to think that the agg regate as a whole is subject to the operation of d efinite laws,
while each micropa rticle separately is not subject to any laws,
i s " free" a nd causally unconditioned. The situation is just
the reverse of this.
A s we h ave seen, tl1e general is always connected with the
singula r. By studying the laws of the whole, of the general
(th e aggregate of microparticles), we discover the laws of
the singular, particular (of the individ ual micropa1t icle).
If we cannot study the beha viour of the electron by the usual
m ethods of classical physics, b ut have lo have recourse to
sta tistical methods, this by no means indicates the absence
of causal connections in this case, but merely that the world
is complex a nd con tradictory, and that it is impossible to
study a11 forms of moving ma tter by a single method and
to reduce all laws to a single, d ynamical law.
The idealists claim tha t the existence of statistical laws is
pr oof of indeterm inism, proof that the principle of causality
d oes n ot apply in microphysics. In actual fact, statistical laws
prove just the re verse. They w:e convincing proof of the
existence of d efini te causes. Here is a homely example.
/ !ii
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Everyone knows that the customers of a baker's shop are not
"permanent" but varying. They are, as it were, accidental
phenomena. If, however, the purchases are counted up over
a period of days or weeks, it will be found that the number
of loaves sold is almost constant. With a large number of
facts, a statistical law begins to operate. Does this indicate
the absence of any cause or, on the contrary, that it is the
result of definite causes? Let us examine this question, for
it is very important for understanding the essence of the
problem.
You will agree that each area has a definite number of
inhabitants with more or less definite tastes and desires. The
constant number of loaves sold testifies to the operation of
constant general causes and conditions. They are not evident
from an examination of each case separately, which shows
no orderliness or consistency but only accidental variations.
But it suffices to take a large number of facts and a regularity is displayed, and along with it the general causes and
conditions th.at produce it.
The existence of statistical laws proves that since accidental phenomena in their totality obey a definite law there
cannot be any chaos in reg~rd to them. They clearly demonstrate the existence of orderliness and regularity in the
microworl<l (a characteristic feature of the law-governed
development of objective phenomena). The statistical method
makes it possible to ascertain these regularities solely
because accidental phenomena are subject to the objective
law underlying them.
Statistical laws, therefore, scientifically confirm the truth
of the dialectical-materialist theory of the universal connection and causal dependence of the phenomena of the objective w orld. This is the triumph, not the " refutation" ol
determinism.
Many accidental occurrences are advantageous to man,
but there are others which cause grief and suffering, such
as drought, floods and other natural disasters. Science tries
to limit their operation by studying necessity and laws.
But is this possible, in view of the
The struggle against
fact that accident is an objective
undesirable accidents
category? You may say: " How can
it be possible to limit the operation of something that docs
not depend on man?" It is indeed by no means always
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possible to do away with accidents, but we can and must do
away with their undesirable effects. It has not yet been
possible, for example, to do away with accidental occurrences
connected with vagaries of the weather which may cause
harvest losses or even the desh-uction of crops. It is possible,
however, to limit the effects of undesirable accidence, since
these effects depend on the conditions in which they are
manifested. Hence, we have to create conditions in which the
deleterious effect of ac;cidents is reduced to a minimum or
completely abolished.
The Soviet state and the Communist Party are carrying out
truly gigantic work in this field. The Programme of the
C.P.S.U. stresses that during the gradual development of
socialism into communism the growth of productive forces in
agriculture will be such that "the dependence of agriculture
upon the elements will decrease considerably, and ultimately
drop to a minimum".*
With this aim in view the Programme of the C.P.S.U.
envisages a series of major economic measures: the adoption
of a scientific system of agriculture and livestock breeding:
the achievement of more stable and profound specialisation in
agliculturc ; consistent introduction of chemicals in all
branches of agriculture; wide application of the achievements of biological science; the carrying out of an extensive programme of irrigation; expansion of field-protective
afforestation, building of water reservoirs and watering of
pastures; systematic combating the water and wind erosion
of soil.
In their practical activities the Communist Party and the
Soviet Government are doing their utmost to make it
impossible for any accidental occurrences to catch the country
unawares. This concerns both the internal life of the country
and its position in international affairs. The Soviet Government has more than once wa111ed that some stupid accident,
such as damage to the technical control of an aeroplane carrying a hydrogen bomb, or the mental illness of its pilot,
could set off a world conflagration. It cannot be permitted
that the question of peace or war should be at the mercy of
blind chance.
• Tlze Road to Communism, p. 523.
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The Soviet Government has proposed general and complete
disarmament under strict international control, for a world
without arms is the best guarantee against all unforeseen
contingencies and accidents of the kind mentioned above.
But precisely because under modern conditions war may
break out by accident, vigilance on the part of the peoples
of the world is particularly important. The Communists of
all counh·ies h ave urgently appealed to all nations to strive
indefatigably for a solution of the most urgent problem o(
our time-the problem of peace.
"All right," you may say, "such accidents can actually be
prevented. But how can '\-Ve prevent the simultaneous illness
of a number of workers, as in the case previously me ntioned ?
Or how can we prevent fatal accidents?" Such accid ental
occurrences, too, can be reduced to a minimum, one has only
to create the conditions in \·v hkh either the accidents the111selves or their disastrous effects arc reduced to a minimum.
The Programme of the C.P.S. U. envisages the adoption of a
series of such measures. It states: "Modern means of labour
safety a nd hygiene designed to prevent occupational injuries
and diseases will be introduced a t all enterprises."*
It is particularly often necessary to reckon with the possibility of accidental occurrences in science and industry. In
the construction of dams or railway bridges over river s, for
example, it is important to k now the maximum h eight of th~
water in the i·iver ; the d am or bridge must be sufficiently
high and strong so as not to be damaged when the flow of
wa ter is large.
To calculate this maximum water level is not an easy task ,
for it depends on many accidental circumsta nces such as the
amount of r ain or sn0w in winter, the rate at which the snow
melts, the presence of forests nearby and their n ature, the
nature of the soils in the area, the direction and force of
t~e wind during the thaw, etc. Only a n unfa vourable coin~1dence _o f these factors could give rise to the p henomenon
in question. It could happen once in fifty or even a hundred
years. It is impossible to tell whether it will occur tom orrow,
next year or after a hundred years, but by m aking the dam
strong enough people set a t naught the destructive effects of
such accidents.
• Tlze Road lo Commmzism, p. 542.
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Tlzus, ma21 is not powecless izz the face of tlze effects of
undesirable accidents. He lzas possibilities ol p 1·ev e1zti n g or
reducing to a minimum tlzefr destructive force.
The problem of freedom is also closely connected with the
category of n ecessity.

Necessity and Freedom
\Ve h ave already spoken of the historical necessity of the
victory of socialism over capitalism. At the present time the
peacefu l coexiste nce of the two systems-socialist and
capitalist- is also historically necessary.
Is it worthwhile then to make an effort to bring about
what should inevitably happen as the i·csult of natural
necessity ?
This q uestion is sometimes put in another form. Is there
any possibility of dynamic, free aci tivity where everything
is necessary, law-determined? For centuries this question
h as been the subject of d ispute between those k nown as
fatalists and voluntarists.
.
.
Vol1mtaz-ists ascribe to the human
Fatalism and voluntarism wz·zz a dec1s1ve
· · roe
I m
· thc dcvelopment of the world. They do not take account of objective
conditions, laws and historical necessity. They conceive
freedom as the absence of "restrictions" on the human wilJ.
But this is an erroneous vie,v. Nothing in the world arises
and acts without cause. Consequently, the human will, too,
cannot be independent of anything and act p urely arbitrarily.
Fatalists adop t the opposite view. They believe in blind
fate, and this belief is based on the idea that everything in
the world is ordained by God and man is powerless to
cha nge a nything.
T he views of the fatal ists doom people to inactivity. If
people consistently adhere to the fatalistic principle they
should sit with folded arms, knowing that God has foreseen
everything and created everything in accordance with his
"ordained h armony". This gives rise to a feeling of helplesc;~ess. ? uch a theory undermines the working people's faith
1n then· streng th, in the possibility of changing the reactionary system of exploita tion.
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The harmfulness of the fatalistic atti tude can be seen from
the following example. Some people in the West arc not
averse to "proving" the "fatal inevitability" of war and the
armaments race. In their view, man is powerless before it.
But the real state of things is different. The Soviet Government has stated that it by no means accepls r ivalry over
armaments as a fatal inevitability that is always bound to
accompany mutual r elations bet,vcen countries.
Thus both points of view- the voluntaristic and the fatalistic-arc erroneous. They approach the problem metaphysically a.nd recognise either freedom or necessity. Either everything is due to free human activity, a nd then there can not
be any necessity, or everything is due Lo la\o\ -determined
necessity, and then there cannot be any freedom. Freedom is
incompati ble with necessity- that is the b asis of such views.
~There is the correct solution to the problem?
I n everyday life the word "freedom"
What is freedom?
is of ten taken to mean the ab sence
I ts connect ion
of
r estrictions or prohib itions. It is
with necessity
sometimes thought th at necessity,
obedience to n atural law, precludes freedom: since there
is necessity, there is "restriction", ''hindrance", and so there
cannot be freedom. Solving the problem of freedom, therefore, means deciding the question whether it is possible to
be free while subject to the laws of natural necessity.
Let us tak e an exa mple. To explore space man has to overcome the law of universal gr avity which, as il w ere, binds
him to the Earth. But can he do so without taking this law
into account, in defiance of it? O f course not.
For a sp aceship to go into orbit it h as to attain a velocity
at which its centrifugal force is greJtcr than the earth's
gravitational pull (this velocity is about 8 km per second).
Scientists were able to send the s hip in to space not by defying the law of universal gravi ty, but as a result of profoun d
study of it.
\\Then Soviet scientists sent a rocket lo the n1oon they, of
course, based themselves on the law of universal gravity.
The 1ocket was given a pr ecisely set velocity, which enabled
it to overcome terr estrial gravity, following which th e
M oon's a ttractive force caused it to land on the lV100:1. This
example clearly shows hm.v incorrect are those w ho a rgue:
" \\Te lose our freedom if v.rc subject ourselves to natural
1
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laws, to necessity," and who look for ways of circumventing
these laws, " the necessity that hampers freedom". Such people conceive freedom as being freedom from laws. But this
is incorrect.
Our example shows that the scientists did not go against
necessity but acted in accordance with it, with na_tural laws.
They acquired their freedom, their power over nature, through
getting to know and utilising the laws of nature, natural
necessity. In this way they achieved outstanding successes.
Long ago Francis Bacon said nature could only be conquered
by obeying its laws.
·W here then is true freedom manifested? Is it where no
laws are recognised, or where these laws are ascertained and
utilised? n is clear that the second alternative is the correct
answer. Lenin expressed this idea by saying : Necessity · is
blind until it is known. But if necessity, law, is known, if we
make its action subject to our interests, we are the masters
of nature. Engels wrote: " Freedom does not consist in the
dream of independence from natural laws; but in the knowledge of these laws, and in the possibility this gives of systematically making them work towards definite ends."*
This applies both to the phenomena of nature and those
of social life. Prior to the appearance of Marxism, the laws
of social development were unknown. People remained slaves
to historical necessity. Marxism revealed these laws. This
was the first step towards a situation in which the working
people, by equipping themselves with these laws, could
become true masters and free creators of their fate. The
socialist revolution converts this possibility into a reality.
Thus, people's free activity does not consist, as the voluntarists suppose, in taking no account of laws or objective
processes, and in acting as they like. Marxism regards
genuine freedo1n as the recognition of necessity. Man's
freedo121 implies knowledge of the laws of the development
of nature and society, skilful application ol these laws in
practical activities. Man's freedom cannot transcend th.e
bounds of necessity.
" What kind of free activity is that, if it is 'restricted' by
necessity?" it is sometimes asked. " In that case necessity
• Engels, Anti-Duhring. p. 151.
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prevails all Lhe same, whereas man is free, it may he said,
when he can choose any decisio11 for his activity, in defiance
of anything.''
T11e whole point is that there is no such freedom . A good
illustration of this is provided by the following p arable.
There was once a dispute bel'\-Veen a \V cather Vnnc a n d a
Compass Needle.
"I am free. I can tur n in all directions, wherever I like,"
boasted the Weather Vane. "Af fo r you, however they turn
you, you have to stick to one direction."
" Wha t sort of freedom is yours l" retorted the Comp ass
Needle. "You don' t swing to and fro of your own free will.
You are at the m.ercy of the wind. Th at is wh y you fidget so.
Your freedom is shor t-from one gust of w ind to another.
Any little breeze sways you, whereas I point steadily to the
far-off distance. I am true to the attraction lo which m y
magnetic nature invariably responds. I am not dependent on
the caprices of the weather and always point in the same
direction. It is by that that people everywhere find the right
path."
Reflect on the meaning of this p arable and you will r ealise
that freedom can never be conceived a s the arbitrary choice
of a decision a s to one's activity, in d efiance of anyth ing.
The Weather Vane also though t that it tur ned of its own free
will, but actually it was at the m ercy of the wind.
A petty-b ourgeois intellectual in a capita list countr y considers that he has chosen his way of think ing absolutely
"freely" , that h is desires and habi ts are the result of " personal freedom". In reality, however, he is a sla ve to the conditions in which he lives, to the p rivate property instincts
which are fos ter ed by his whole w ay of life. T here is not a
tr ace here of ''personal freedom" in the sen se in wh ich bo urgeois scientists talk of it. Everything here is sub ject to neces- ·
sity. Under capitalism this necessity makes its a pp earance
in the form of blind socia l forces. P eople h ere a rc sub ject
to ill w inds lik e those tha t blew in the parab le .
O uite diff erent is t he freedom under socialism, which is
based on hnowledgc of uecessity . The law s here no longer
op erate a s blind social forces. People's activity is ba sed on
a deep knm·\Tlcdge of the laws of social development.
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Enemies of M arxism assert that it
inevita bly leads to fatalism, to denying the free dynamic acth-ity of
people, because it regards the
development of the world as the result of the operation of
objective laws independent of man's will or consciousness.
What they mean by this is that Marxists conceive the
development of the world as an inevitable pre-determine<!
process. An d if M arxists nevertheless sp eak of dynamic, free
h uman activity, they are alleged to contradict their own
doctrine in d oing so.
If communisn1 is bound to come, they say, why should
one wage a struggle for it ? One needs only await it. Why
should one organise Communist Parties to p repare the victory
of communism? No one founds parties, they say, to bring
about spring and summer.
M odern revisionists speak of the "gradual conversion" of
capitalism into socialism, coun ting on an "automatic collap se" of capitalism, i.e., a collapse which will take place
apart from the revolutionary activity of the people.
Such a vulga r, fatalistic conception has nothing in common
with M arxism. The latter recognises the necessity of the
victor y of socialism and comm unism, but no t in the sense
.
that H takes place automatically.
T he poin t is that the necessity of natural phenomena I '>
essentially d ifferent from tha t of social phenomena. In
socia l developm ent necessity operates in a different way
from that seen in the alternation of day and night or the
advent of spr ing. and summei·. These phenomena occur
with ou t ma n's p articipation.
In society, cve1·ything that exists is the work of man, the
result of h is labour a nd ·revolutionary activity.
" D ocs i t not follow then," you may ask, " that social
ncc~ssi ty d epends o n p eople and is created by people ~" No.
Social p henomena a rise apar t from the will and desire of
people, on the basis of the laws of the development of materia l p roduction. Socia l necessity is jus t as objective as the
necessity in nature. But, as we have already seen, there is an
essentia l difference. Necessity in nature docs not presuppose
~he activity -of people. But in social life the activity of people
is one o f the conditions without which ncc<3ssity is nol realised, d oes not manifest itself.
="cn:ssily
and people's clyuamic
a ctivity
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Is it possible, for example, to avoid war without the mass
of the people fighting actively against it? Of course not. If
the peace forces remain idle, the dark forces of war inevitably
become more active. Peaceful coexistence will be threatened.
For this reason, it would depend on the p eoples themselves,
on their resolution and activity, whether there would be
peace on earth or whether mankind would be plunged into
the ca tastrophe of a new world war.
To admit the fatal inevitability of war would reduce the
activity of the people in the peace str uggle and demoralise
the peace forces. On the other hand, recognition that war is
not fatally inevitable helps to swell the ranks of the peace
supporters, and puts h eart into the fighters for peace.
Thus, historic necessity not only does not exclude an active
attitude to events taking place in the world but, on the contrary, presupposes it. Marxism attaches great importance to
the free, dynamic activity of people. This it termed the
subjective factor, meaning the forces and causes depending
on the subject, on people, their knowledge, dyn~mic activity
and ability to streamline affairs.
Perhaps the most characteristic feature of the life of Soviet
people, who are building communist society, is their
conscious, pu~poseful activity.
But if people, consciously following a plan worked out in
advance, create the mate1ial and technical basis of communism, does this not mean that the building of communism is
no longer determined by objective conditions, by necessity,
by laws? No, it does not.
The building of communism in the Soviet Union is strictly in accordance with the laws of social development. This is
a historically necessary process. The extremely important
thesis of the priority of objective conditions in social development fully applies to the period of full-scale communist
construction.
What then is the role of people's free, dynamic activity if
objective conditions are of decisive significance?
In the Programme of the C.P.S.U. the possibility of building communism in the U .S.S.R. is economically substantiated
on the strength of the laws of social development. The
historical period involved in the construction of the material
and technical basis of communism is calculated on the basis
of the material resources of the country. of the possibilities
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inher ent in socialis t indush1' and agriculture. However, the
r ca lisalion of pl ans envisaged by the Programme will not
com e about of themselves, automatically . They r eq uire the
enthusia stic, genuinely creative labour of millions of work ing
people.
The Progranunc of the C.P.S.U. pr oceeds from the Marxist
conception of the r elation between objective conditions and
the subj ective factor, from the highly important thesis of
M arxis t theory tha t communist society, unlike all preceding
societies, docs not develop spontaneously, but a s t}1e result
of the conscious a nd purposeful activity of the common
people, guid e d by the M arxist-Leninist party. The r ole of the
subjective fac tor, of the free, dynamic activity of the na tion,
is considerably enhanced in the period of the full-scale building of communism. It is of decisive signifi~nce for the success of this grea t cause. People's dynamic activity, however,
is based on objective conditions and grows out of them.
The concept of freedom is distor ted
Communism esta blish es
by bourgeois philosophers and
freedom on Earth
sociologists. They reduce the entire
problem to the attainment of an "ideal freedom of the spirit" .
You m ay be a slave and in fetters, they argue, but if you
consider yourself spiritually unhampered by your conditions,
yo u are free.
I n bourg eois society, all m en are supposed to be free. No
one compels the worker to work and the capitalist to offar
h im wor k. The worker can go to the ~apitalist or r efrain from
doing so. H e can do as he will. On these grounds bourgeois
propaga ndists declare that wi th the establishmen t of capitalism the question of freedom was solved. The ideologists of
imper ialism have even invented a special name for the capitalist countr ies-the " free world" . But let us sec whether this
" free world" is actua lly free.
For a man to be free he must be master also over the cond itions of social li fe. Can this be realised in a capitalist or
any other exploiting society?
In a class society, the answer to the question whether a
man is free or not depends primarily on the conditions under
w hich he lives, on the place he occupies in society. H istory
has shown tha t in any sociely consisting of a ntagonic;tic
classes the freedom of one class means the slavery of others.
Len in s tressed that freedom is a class p1·ivilegc. Any attcmp~
11- 377 1
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to look for freedom divorced from economic conditions, from
an analysis of the class nature of the given socio-economic
system, is either deception or an illusion.
Freedom is possessed by those who own the means of production. There is no .freedom for the working people where
there is private ownership of the means of production and
its aftermath- the exploitation of man by man, because under
these conditions there is no real objective basis for freedom
of the people. In such a case freedom has only a formal
meaning. for the people, and they cannot make use of it.
Only the exploiters enjoy freedom. In his book, Tbe Philosophy of Freedom, the contemporary Japanese philosopher
Janagida Kenjuro wrote: " Freedom simply as such, like freedom as an idea devoid of a material basis, is like a flower
without roots. However beautiful, it is certain very soon to
fade and wither." As Lenin taught, in a society based on the
power of money, where the mass of the working people live
in poverty alongside a handful of rich parasites, there cannot
be any real freedom .
Monopoly capital, the Programme of the C.P.S.U. states,
ever more clearly reveals its reactionary, anti-democratic
nature. It cannot reconcile itself even to the previous limited
bourgeois-democratic liberties. The police baton and the bullet play an increasing part in the "arguments" of bourgeois
democracy. Such is their "free world" , a society with no true
freedom and no democracy, a society based on social and
national oppression and inequality, on the exploitation of
man by man, on the flouting of human dignity and honour.
Thus, there is not and cannot be true lreedo1n for the working people in capitalist society. The " free, capitalist world"
is an invention of bourgeois propagandists.
The proletariat, the working peasants and all working
people acquire real freedom only by winning social freedom
and building socialist society, for man feels himself free only
when he possesses the material basis for realising his aims
and aspirations. Socialist society gives the working people
this basis. It was for this reason that Engels declared that
socialism was a leap from the kingdom of necessity into the
kingdom of freedom . Only under socialism can people control
the course of social development and convert blind necessity
into freedom.
The experience of building socialism in the Soviet Union
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and other countries has confirmed Engels's conclusion. Under
socialism m an is free from fear of unemployment, uncertainty as to the morrow, and exploitation. This has already been
won by the socialist nations. But man's advance along the
road of freedom does not end here. The building ol communist society is a higher stage in man's liberation from the
ele111enta1-y forces of nature. All the conditions will be created
for free creative labour, for the development of all human
capacities and talents. Thereby, as the Programme of the
C.P.S.U. points out, the last barrier on mankind's path
to the true kingdom of freedom will be removed. This ·
means that communism establishes true freedom in the
world. It does not follow, of course, that man is freed
from all obligations -in relation to sqciety and the
members of the collective, or from social rules of behaviour.
Freedom as the recognition of necessity is bound up with
discipline and pttesupposes it.
The Communist Party educates its
Freedom and discipline
members in the spirit of strict
observation of Party and labour discipline. Communist organisation of labour, Lenin pointed out, rests on the free and
conscious discipline of the working people themselves, and
this becomes increasingly the case as it -develops. "Communist production," the Programme of the C.P.S.U. states,
"demands high standards of organisation, precision and discipline, which are ensured, not by compulsion, but through an
understanding of public duty, and are determined by the
whole pattern of life in communist society.''•
Lenin insistently demanded the observation of Party discipline. Unity of will and iron discipline are the cement that
binds the Party into a single whole and gives it invincible
strength. As a mattei; of fact, the Communist Party always
expresses the laws and tendencies of historical development.
Its programme reflects the material needs of society, the
aspirations of the nation. The Rules of the C.P.S.U. lay down
how every Communist should act in order that this Pro~
gramme should be successfully implemented.
Hence, guided by these documents, the Party memberc;
consciously bend their efforts on the basis of Party and state
discipline, fully recognising that the Party's policy wholly
• The Road to Communism, p. 511.
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accords with the interests of the people and the laws of
social development. Tha t is why a Communist acts freel y.
For a Communist, discipline is the reflecfr.:m of thal historical
necessity without the recognition of which there is no true
freedom.
Thus, ll'ue freedom is 21ot only compatible with disciplin e
but is based ·012 it. Socialist society is strong owing lo tlze
unity of class interests, mzd tlze unity of action and will,
wlzich gives rise to tlze conscious ·d iscipline o f i ts members.
On llzis basis true freedom of personality grows and increases under socialism.
It was stated above tha t the proble1n
Freedom of personality. of freedom in its socio-p olitical
Genuine
aspect includes the question as to
and pseudo-humanism
what kind of social system actually
creates conditions for a normal and happy life for work ing
people; in other words, what kind of society can really put
into effect the principle "Everything fo r man!" This is on e of
the most impo1t ant questions, for in the final ana lysis the
outcome of the peaceful competition of the two systems will
depend on which of them can most completely satisfy man 's
material and spiritual requirements.
Bourgeois leaders and their ideological chumpion s assert
tha t this society will be the vaunted " free world" of the \Vest.
They nssume the role of " true humanists" and vow thcii:
absolute love of mankind. Some of them, the Right-wing
Socialists, for example, say that they \Vant to create "humanist
socialism". Others paint capitalism in new colours as "economic humanism" . The churchmen link humanism with belief
in God. They declare that man is the crown of divine creation
~n? that all nature has been created by God for nrnn. T his
is mtcndcd to evok e good feelings towards God and th ank fulness to the Church for its "humanism" and ''love of
mankind".
Such views of humanism aim at preventing the workin g
people from understanding the essentially an ti-human natun~
of the capitalist system, in wh ich everything is subordinated
not to lhe interests of the working people b ut to their
enslavement.
The adherents of " economic h uma nism" try to p rove that
t~e aim of p1·o<luction in capitalist countries is not the extr action of p rofit but the satisfaction of people's n eeds. This is,
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h ow ever, a crude deception. The economy in capita list countries does not at all aim at serving mankind. Its sole aim and
d riving force is en richment. The talk about "economic
huma nism " is n eed ed by the exploiters in order to gloss over
the con trad ictions which rend the exploiting society. They
preach all-embracing bve for people of both classcsexploi ters and exploited. And they ma ke out such love to
be a ty pical feat ure of "absolute humanism".
H en ce, the so-called humanist theories of bourgeois ideologists a re v.rholly fallacious. The humanism they preach is
i nten ded to g loss over the underprivileged position of the
w orking p eople in the capitalist countries.
W hat is the essence of true humanism ?
H uma11ism is above all love for tlze working people, tlzc
b road mass of the people, and struggle for tlzefr happiness,
for mahin g tlzefr life as z·iclz and fruitful as possible. This
can n ever b e accomplished in a society based on exploitation and personal enrichment. As we have al ready seen, true
lmmazzism is possible only tlzrouglz the victory o f socialism
a11d communis111. Hence, tlzez·e is a11 oryanic co1111ection
be tzoeen co11mmnism and true lmmanism. How is this connection expressed '?
Mar xism-Leninism proceeds from the necessity to create
the m aterial conditions for the harmonious development of
the individual. The latter can only be free when society is
free from exp loitation and uncertainty us to the morrow.
Society can no t become free withou t freeing every person in
it. Thus th e free .d evelopment of the indi\~idual depends on
real, object ive conditions that arc created under socialism
a n d comm unism. As the Programme of the C.P.S.U. points out:
"Soviet society ensures the real liber ty of the individual. The
highest manifes tation of this liberty is man's emancipation
from exploitation . ..."*
Communism is a system in which the capacities, talents
and finest moral qualities of the free man can develop and
come to full flower. Since communist society has inscribed
on its banner " From each according to his ability, to each
according to his needs", it fully embodies the lva tchword of
the Communist Party : " Everything for the sake of man, everythi ng for th e benefit of man."
• T /zc R O£ld l o Comrmmism, p. 460.
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Love of man is the characteristic feature of communisni.
But this is not Christian, sterile, abstract "love", \vhich is
so often limited to mere sermons and benevolent wishes that
suit bourgeois interests. It is a humanism that calls to action.
to the accomplishment of the p1·actical tasks of communist
construction, tha t make possible also the r ealisation of the
great watchword: "Everything for man!"
Communism is tlze highest peah in tbe development of
ma11ld 11d and the individual.
It follows that commzmist society creates all the conditions
for the deve/opme11l of the individual. M arxism, which h3s
elaborate d the theory and practice of communist construction,
is true humanism-the humanism of our time. It brings w ith
it, too, tn1e freedom for the working people.
We have seen that the achievement of true liberty can only
· become a reality when definite cond itions exist tha t are of
decisive significance for every process and phenomenon.
Connected wi th this arc the categories of possibility an d
actuality.

Possibility and Actuality
At some time yo u have h ad to
decide whether some i dea, aim or
aspiration was possible 01· not. V.le
usually describe as possible something that can be achieved
or can happen.
After lhe theory of rocketry had been created by Tsiolkovsky, and a fter th e invention of jet-propelled engine s,
flights to the Moon became a possibility. \ Vhcn, however, a
Soviet rocket brought a pennant to the M oon, the p ossibility
of a flight to the Moon became converted before our eye<;
from a possibility into an actuality.
Thus, possibility is somctl1ing that b as not yet bee11
accomplished, wbicl1 does 11ot yet exist, but lws every ground
!oz· becomi11g real. actrml. A ctuality, lzowever, is sometbillg
that lzas aheadv been realised , that exists in actual lact, and
lzas come illtO ·being tlzrouglz objective laws, 1wtural 11ecessity.
Possibility and actunlily are opposites. But a rc they
connected?
What are possibility
an cl a ctuality?
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Metaphysicians deny all connection between them, they
divorce one from the other. Some say : possibility does not
exist. If a phenomenon does not yet exist, it means that there
are no grounds or conditions for its appearance. If a phenomenon comes into being it means that the conditions producing
it have only just appeared, and possibilities that existed
previously play no part here.
Other metaphysicians assert that everything is possible.
Nothing is impossible. God is all-powerful, he can dry up
the oceans or set them on fire, or halt the sun in its course
-all miracles are possible for him. Man. too, can do anything if he is a "powerful personality". For such a one the
possible is equivalent to the actual.
Both these standpoints are deeply erroneous. Those who
deny altogether the existence of possibility and those who
take possibility for actuality are both wrong.
What is the root of such errors ? It lies in the questions of
possibility and actuality being interpreted in a way that i~
completely divorced from what happens in life. What can be
and what cannot be are determined. not by people's desires,
but by the laws, conditions and causes which exist in life.
Consider. for instance, the following example. America is a
country where opportunities are equal for all. we are assured
by U.S. bourgeois propagandists. Everyone has an "equal
chance" of becoming rich. But how far this is from the truthl
In the capitalist countries there are causes that result in
the rich growing richer and the poor becoming worse off.
Consequently, there are no real possibilities for the working
people to get on in the world.
Let us take another example. Is there any possibility for
the miracles of which the clergy speak to be accomplished?
A miracle is a phenomenon that contradicts the laws of
nature and is inexplicable by these laws. But we have already
seen that there is not and cannot be any phenomenon or event
in the world that arises in defiance of the laws of nature and
society. Hence to believe in miracles is to believe in the
impossible.
Thus only that is a possibility which is in accord with the
laws of nature and society. Actuality. too, is in accord with
the laws of nature and society. Both categories are objective,
for they reflect properties of things and phenomena that are
apart from and independent of our consciousness.
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You may say: " O n th e basis of this definition, a fli ght lo
the M oon was possible a thousand years ago, becau se even
then it did not contradict the laws of na ture. But we know
that even thirty years ago such a flight was consid ered a n
unrealisable fan tasy. H ow is this to be exp lained?" The p oint
is that there are different kinds of p ossibility.
If a thousand year s ago someone
F ormal (abstract )
had said tha t space flights were
a nd real possibilities
possible, his assertion would h ave
been thought un true. Now everyone k nows that su ch flights
are possible. Why is it that what is essentially the same
possibility should on one occasion .seem to be an unrealisable
fantasy and on a second o ccasion the p rc1iminnr y to its
realisation?
The p oint is that a thousand year s ago the concrete cond itions for space fli ghts d id not exist. O f cou rse, even a t that
time, the possibility of space flights could b e substantiated
on the b asis of the laws of nature. But this w ould have only
a very remote relation to actuality, to the realisation of this
possibility, for the conditions did not y et exist for such realisation. Possibility unconnected witlz concrete conditions
essential for its realisation is called abstract or f onnal
possibility.
The concrete condition s tha t make space flights possible
h ave now been created : the science of rocket flight has b een
elaborated, powerful roc~et equipmen t has been con structed,
c~s.mon.auts capable of u sing it h ave b een t rained. A possibzlzty. ~11?.e tlzis which is inseparably connected with concrete
cond1t1011s ow i n g to wl1iclz it ca11 be z·ealisecl, is called a real
possibility .
. . I n pra ctica l activities one must b e guidc cr by real possib il~hes. Formal po ssibilities arc of value when they as3ist
m revealing real possibilities, as occurs, for exan1plc, in
some science fiction.
W e h ave seen that a particular posT hc role of objective
and subjective
sibility arises only w h en the apprccon ditions
priate con ditions h ave m a tured . Bu~
. . .
is th is sufficient for converting possi~ihty into actuality? It is not. In the life of society everything turns on the people who by their p ersistent labour h ave
yet to coi:vert possibility into actuality.
In soczal development, tlze con version o f possibility into
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actuality requires, firstly, objective conditiozzs and, secondly,
the activity of people who create pel'linent subjective conditions. This activity is the subjective factor, which the Communist Party has ah.\rays regarded as extremely important.
\Vhcn the conditions are ripe for necessary and decisive
action, every cff ort must be exerted to convert possibility into
actuality. Widely known are Lenin's words on the eve of the
O ctober Revolution to the effect that it \\'as necessary to act
swiftly and decisively without waiting even for a minute
because " delay is fatal" . This meant that the objective conditions for the seizure of power by the proletariat were in
existence and so everything depended on the ability to make
use of them, on the organisation and fighting readiness of
the working people.
History records examples where indecision and mistakes
committed during a revolution led to its defea t. Such was
the experience of the Paris Commune, of the revolutionary
workers' government set up by Paris workers afte1· the upnsing in M arch 1871.
Wha t d ocs the concept of the subjective factor include?
It includes all political and organisational worli of Party
zvorl~ei·s; tlze dynamic, creative activity of people. \Vhcn the
pla n h as been d rawn up, and r eserves and possibilities ascerta ined, organising w01·k is of prime importance. The Central
Commitl.,ec of the Communist Party attaches prime importance
to the Party's organising worl?. as tlze decisive li12I~ in tlze
realisation of existing opportwzities. Only on this basis is
lhe practical imp]cmentation of the Communist Party's policy
possible.
Lenin taugh t t11at it is not enough to put forwa rd correct
sloga ns and formulate tasks skilfully, it is necessary that
the common people should be ready for the struggle to
accomplish these tasks and to organise the peop]c for the
practical work of ca rrying them out. This implies creating not
only the objective but the subjective condi tions for realising
plans and utilising oppor tunities. Therefore, the Programme
of the C.P.S.U. emphasises tha t "the victory of communism
depends on people. and communism is built for people. Every
Soviet man brings the triumph of communism nearer by his
labour"."' The possibility of building communist society i.;
• The Road to Communi sm, p. 589.
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converted into actuality by the daily labour of the Soviet
people and its vanguard-the Communist Party.
Only a scientific approach enables the subjective factor to
be fully used for realising possibilities. Profound knowledg·::
based on M arxist-Leninist theory assists in correctly determining possibilities and ways of advance, and in mo3t
effectively carrying them out in practice. If people's activi ties
arc not scientifically based, the objective possibili ties will
remain hidden, which a lways does great ha rm .
The subjective fac tor is impor tant a lso in the following
respect. In social life possibilities can be of a progressive or
of a reactionary nature. For example, the progressi ve possibility of preventing war in our time is confron ted by the
reactionary possibility of \Var being unleashed by the fo rces
of reacti on. \:Vhich of th ese possibilities will prevail depends
on the activity of the people at la rge, of the prog ressive
forces, of a ll figh ters for peace. Their Lask is to create the
condi ti ons for Lhe victory of the p rogressive poc;sibility.
T he activity of the Communist Party and the Soviet people,
resting on a strictly scientific basis, has expanded the boun daries of human possibili ty. This means that possibil !ties
formerly latent a re now being m ade use of with maximu m
efficiency.
R~alised possibilities, w hich have become actuality, r eally
existing processes and phenomena, ha ve a definite conten t
and corresponding fo rm.

Content and Form
'I .
d f
?
'\ 1a t JS content an orm •

Eve ry obj ect phenomenon or proc·
' quazitatzve
· .
ess }1as 1ts
own dc fi mte

features or essezztial traits. Tlzeir sum total form s tlze co11te12t
of the given object.
The ba sic content of our epoch is the transition fro m cap italism to socialism, beg un by th e G rC'at O ctober Revolution.
Consequently, this determ ines the essence or character of the
present s tage in world history.
If '"''Ctake a work of a r t, its content wi ll be th e m ain theme
which reveals the su bstance of the social r elation s expressed
in the work. The conten t of a lecture is the chief ideas
expr essed , what it g ives to the audien ce, ho\.1,1 it i n fl uen ces
them.
f 70

Can content exist by itself? Let us investigate.
Imagine you are standing on a building site with all the
parts needed to build a house before you. You certainly
cannot say you have a house in front of you. There will only
be a house when all parts are put together and given .the
correspond ing form.
As you see, the content must be given a form. It does not
and cannot exist withqut a form. Every object or phenomenon therefore has a form as well as a content. Form is the
inner organisation, the structure of the content, making its
existence possible.
But does a book's contents alter if its form- binding, type,
etc.,- alters? No. The fact is that forms differ in being internal
or external. We have already mentioned the internal form.
A book's binding, an object's colouring- is an external foim
in i·elation to the content.
The external form exerts no essential influence on the content, is not of decisive significance for it. The internal form,
however, for example how the main idea is displayed in a
book, or the relationship between the parts of a hdhse,
and their size, which gives it a definite appearance, directly
affects the content. Here the content itself lzas its form.
Consequently, form and content exist in a unity. In any
object or process they are always closely connected. The
question arises: what is the role of each of these categorie~?
Which is the leading, determining factor in this unity?
Co t
d
•
fi
In the matter of studying, experience
n cnt etermmes orm shows that the main thing is the
content, whereas the form has to be determined correspondingly. Lectures, seminars, independent work- all these are
forms which are decided on in accordance with what is bei'lg
taught, the composition of the students and their degree of
preparation, etc., that is to say, the content. This is alway;;
the case. Content determines form.
Lenin taught that when the Party has to face big new tasks
it must work out such organisational forms. such rules and
standards of its internal life, as would ensure the fulfilment of
these tasks. So the form ol an object depends on its purpose,
its content, wlzich plays the determining role.
The dependence of form on content does not mean that a
given content can give rise to only a single form. This is well
s~en in exa~ples from social life. where the form is evoked
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by the content, which is always bound up with concrete
historical conditions. Hence, there cannot be only a single,
rigid form.
.
A socialist revolution, as the content of a social upheaval,
occurs in various f01ms. It can be peaceful or non-peaceful.
Parliament may be used during its course, but it should be
bor ne in mind that in such a case it is not a matter of using
the bourgeois p·a rliament, but of the parliamentary form of
r ule which is put at the service of the p eople and given a
new content.
You may ask: " If form is subordina te to con ten t, docs not
that mean that it plays no part and can be neglected?"
£ I
No, the form must not be neglected.
.
A chvc
ro1e o orm
· ·is d cpen d cnt on thc
Althoug h it
content, it actively influences the latter. Consider the follmving example: a lecturer d elivers a lecture on the intern~
tional situation. H e has collected ma terial on current, burning
questions; h e has a solid basis of facts. But the £01·m of h is
exposition is unclear and un interesting, and h is language
" wooden" . Docs such a fo rm a ffect th e content? Undoubtedly,
it does; it is difficult for the content to rea ch the audience,
the a im of the lecturer is not achieved. Another lecturer may
give the same facts in a lively, interesting a nd clea r fashion.
The result then is different; the audience grasp s them very
well, the lecturer's a im is achieved.
It follows that not only does tlze co11tent act 0 11 the form,
but the form z-etroacts on the content . M oreover, hvo kinds
of this reaction are possible. If the lorm corresponds to the
content, it assists its developme11t, as in the second case mentioned above. If, however, tlze form does not correspond to the
content, it hinders its developm.e11t, as in our first case a bove.
But its role is always a ctive, it reacts on the content.
From the above examples it is evident that in practical
a ctivities one must not ascribe a decisive role only to the
content, ignoring the active character of lhc form . O ne mu st
tak e into account also the reciprocal action of the forn1.
Lectures, for instance, m ust be not only good in content but
also vivid and interesting in form.
The Communis t Party, which attaches prime importanc~
to the content of its activities, never forgets to ensure the
ap propriate forms for their manifestation . For examp le, effe.::t ive control over the fulfilment of the decision s of the Pa r ty
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and Government is only possible when the forms of control
have been thought out and a definite system of con~rol
devised. That is why commissions for implementing control
over administration were set up in the prima ry Party bodies
of industrial and trading enterprises. Thus, carefully thougltt
out f crms of orga11isation assist the development of the
conlerzt. "The Party will con tinuously improve the fo rms
and methods of its work," th e Programme ·of the C.P.S.U.
slates, "so that its leadership of the masses, of the building
of the material and technical basis of communism, of the
development of society's spiritual life will k eep pace
with the growing requiremen ts of the epoch
communist
construction."*
Tha t the form assists the development of the content is
clear, but the reader may ask: "How can the form hi nder
this development in view of the sta tement tha t the form is
d ependent on the content and exists in a unity with it?"
This is easily understood if it is
C ontradiction
borne in mind that everything is in
be tween form
process
of development. Th us the
and coutcnt
content never remains permanently
a t one level. It develops arid the form develops as well. But
the latter is nlorc stable, less flexible. It lags behind the content. Form and content a re opposites. When this opposition
develops into a conflict beh·veen the form and the content,
it h as to be resolved.
A n ew invention is usu ally born in an old form. Thus th~
first a utomobile closely copied the horse carriage. The first
sewing machine h ad "mechanical hands". But the time comes
'"'hen the old form becomes a brake on the development of
the new p roperties of the machine, on the development of
its new content. The old form of the au tomobile was a hindrance to increasing its speed ; il had to become streamlin~d.
The antagonism between form and content docs not ari.:;e
all at once; it develops grad ually. At fi rst only small differences arise behvcen them. It is dear how this happens: the
developing conlent acquires new features, but the form cannot be changed from day to day, the old form remains fox
a certain time. But the differences gradually accumulate and

of

• Tlza Road to Commzmism, p. 584.
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at a definite stage they develop into an opposition between
form and content. Contradictions, conflict, antagonism, arise
between them. These are resolved d ifferently in different
spheres of social life. The conflict between form and content
in social development under capitalism is resolved by a
proletarian revolution.
In socialist society, these contradictions are resolved by the
gradual transformation of the old forms, carried out through
the initiative of the Communist Party. But whatever the
sphere in which these contradictions make their appearance,
they are everywhere resolved in such a way that, as Lenin
says, there is a struggle of content with form and conversely. The throwing off of the form, the transformation of
the content."*
An important conclusion follows from the above. In practical activities, on no account must one ever cling to obsolete
forms of social life, orze must boldly break with them, displaying an innovatory spirit.
Examples are to be met with at every step. Take, f:>r
example, life "in the Soviet countryside. Under capitalism the
peasants were forced to live in poverty, in broken-down
hovels. With the collectivisation of agriculture, the peasants
were reborn. The content of their lives was radically altered.
This could not but affect the external appearance of the villages. Take, for example, the Bessarabian village Kopanka,
situated by the Dniester. Before 1940, when Bessarabia joined
the family of Soviet peoples, it was a poverty-stricken, downtrodden village. A new life came to it with the organisation
of collective farms. This new content speedily gave rise to a
new form, a new appearance of the countryside. Two-storey
houses of an urban type have been built, there is a boarding
school and the roads have been asphalted.
Many such examples are to be found in the territories and
republics of the U.S.S.R. One cannot say, however, that already the old form has been d iscarded everywhere, tha t it has
everywhere been brought into accord with the new content
of collective-farm life. Here and there· in the countryside
there is still a lag as regards social and cultural services. In the period of full-scale communist construction this
11

• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 222.
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contradiction between the new content of collective-farm life
and the old form will gradually be eliminated. It is not accidental that the Programme of the C.P.S.U. points out that as
the country advances towards communism "peasant houses
of the old type will, in the main, give place to new modern
dwellings, or- wherever possible- they will be rebuilt and
appropriately improved".*
Thus the contradiction between the old form and the new
content is being resolved on the strength of a correct understanding of the interrelation between them.

Essence and Appearance
Science and practical life show us
that the things and processes occurrinq in the world have two aspects:
an inner aspect that is hidden from us, and an external one
that is evident to our perception. When we come to know
things through our sense organs we at first perceive merely
some individual appearances of these things, only the external
connection between them. Thus we become acquainted with
what lies on the surface, what most of all strikes the eye, and
get to know only the external connection between phenomena.
In other words, we are confronted at the outset by a world
of appearances.
But neither science nor human practice can be restricted
to merely perceiving and describing individual phenomena,
facts and events; they aim at finding the essential, permanent
laws of phenomena, their causal 'dependence, their inner connection. The laws of nature and society cannot be directly
perceived, they do not coincide with appearances. To discover
the la w-governed development of processes means to get
to know their inner nature, that js to say, to penetrate into
that which connects diverse phenomena into a single whole,
that which is the basic, chief thing in them.
The following examples will help to explain this.
There are a multitude of living organisms in the world.
ranging from the simplest forms of life to man. Each one is
different from the others, but they all have a common basi:;
\\'hat arc essence
and appearance?

• Tlze Road to Communism, pp. 54-0-41.
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that unites them into a single whole. Engels defined this
essence by pointing out that they are all differen t forms of
the existence of protein bodies.
Lying behind the diversity of appearances is their esse11ce,
i.e., their inner connection, their basis, the laws of their
d evelopment. Lenin therefore noted that "law and essence a rc
concepts of the same kind (of the same order) or rather, of
the same d egree, expressing the d eepening of mun's knowledge of phenomena, the world, etc."*
The expression " to penetrate into the essence" means nothing but the need to understand the basis of objects, the laws
of processes, the inner organic connection between phenomena, to penetrate into the features that are most characteristic
of the whole of the given class of phenomena, to p enetrate
into the laws of their development.
It is clear then that essence expresses tb.e inner co1mection
of tlze objective world ; it is tlze basis of the diversity of
phenomena. Appearance, however, is tlie extenwlisation of
essence, tlze extenwl form of its manifestation. That is why
essence is not something th at exists prior to appearance and
independent of it. Essence and appearance reflect differen t
aspects of one and the same reality, essence reflects its
inner and basic aspects, whereas appearance reflects its
external and immediate aspects.
What is the reciprocal relation beConnection
tween essence and appearance? It
and contradiction
should be fi:-st of all that they form
between essence
an indissoluble unity. " The essence
and appearan ce
appears. Th e appearance is essential,'' Lenin points out.** There is n o impassable boundary
between the inner content of a man and its extern al manifestation in acts and behaviour. Hence it is said: " A man is
judged by his deeds." They reveal his inner content, his
essence. The same thing holds good of social groups, classes
and political parties.
Every appearance contains a revelation of essen ce, a lthough not completely, but, as Lenin said, "in one o{ its
determinations, in one o f its aspects, in one of its moments''.*** The great attention paid by the Soviet Commu nist
• Lenin, Collected Worl~s, Vol. 38, p. 152.
•• I bid., p. 253.

•o I bid., p. 133.
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Party to t~ e well-b eing and health of the working people
docs not rnake up the entire essence of the socialist system,
but characterises one aspect of it-that of the Communist
P arty's care for man.
The u nity of essence and appearance must not be tak en
to imply tha t they directly coincide. " If the outward appeara nce and the essence of things directly coincided," M arx
p ointed out, " all science ·would be superfluous."* The superficial appetlrance would reflect everything, the laws of the
developmen t of nature and society would be evident a t a
glance. But this is not the CQSe: to d iscover the essence
i·eq uires the intensive, complex labour of scientists, engineers,
a gronomists and millions of people. It r equir es scientific
ana lysis based on practice, as everyone can prove from p ersonal experience. Very often the appearance, the externaJ
a spect of events, not only does not coincide with the essence
bul even distorts it.
The Sun, for exam ple, seems to us to go round the Earth,
which seems to be at r est. This appearance, however,
contradicts the essence, which was discovered by the Polish
a stronomer Copernicus.
- In social life the essence is often deliberately distorted or
masked by obsolete reactionary forces. " Be ye therefore wise
a s serpents and harmless a s doves," preacher s tell believer~.
W ha t one should say in such cases is: "Do not trus t the
externa l, a pparent aspect of pr eaching5, penetrate into their
essence, otherwise you will be duped !" Or consider the
exploitation of the working class under cnpitalism. It is also
concealed, masked. Superficially, the rela tions between workers and capitalis ts seem to be those of free and equal commodity owners. It can even be s'1own that what tak es place
between w orker and capita lis t is an or dinary sale and purchase which con sists in the worker selling his labour an::l
the capitalis t paying the full price for it.
It r equired the genius o f M nrx to reveal the essence of
exploitatio n as the basis of the mutual rcJations of a proletarian and a bourgeois. M arx's Capital is a rema rkable example
of penetration into the profoundest essence of the ca pitalist
m od e of p roduction. Marx wrote: "\Ve t'1er cfore take leave
for a time of this noisy sphere, whe1·c everything takes place
• Marx, Capital, Vol. III, p. 797.
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on the surface and in view of all men, and follow them both
into the hidden abode of production, on whose threshold
there stares u.> in the face 'No admittance except on b usiness.' Here we shall see, not only how capital produces, but
how capital is produced. We shall at last fo rce the secret
of profit making.''*
M arx proved tha t the capitalist does not pay for the w hole
la bour of the work er, but only for part of it. The unpaid
part of labour constitu tes surplus value, which is approp riated by the capitalist. The bourgeois exploits the work er .
That is why in capitalist society the pover ty of the mass of
the people, hunger and unem ployment are concentrated at
one p ole, while at the other arc the wealth and luxury of
parasitic capitalists.
It is clear that during scientific investigation we penetra te
into the internal, the essence, through the external, the
appearance. Th<lt is how M arxist philosophy solves the p roblem of the reciprocal connection of essence and a ppearance.
The idealist view r uns counter to this solution.
The idealists divorce essence and appearance from each
other. A typical exa mple is the ph ilosophy of Kant. He
d ivided reality into the world of "appearance" and the world
of "essence". This latter world, or " things-in-them selves", as
he called it, is inaccessible to us. It lies beyond appearances.
Hegel tackled the relation between essence and appearanc~
somewhat differently. H e criticised Kant for separating
essence and appearance by an un bridgeable gulf. Hegel saw
the connection between essence and appearance. But fo1· h im
essence was not the inner content of the objective world,
but "the absolute idea" tha t is manifested in the objective
world. It is not the essence of things that is revealed through
appearance but the absolute idea.
l\1odern adherents to the religious-idealist ph ilosophy of
neo-Tho!n ism treat essence and appearance in accordance
with religious dogmas, which hold that an eternal a nd
immutable divine essence lies at the basis of a ll that exists.
Every law, every essence that is discovered, is God's will in
operiltion. I ndividual things are regarded as the reflection
of the divine essence.
Such idealist and religious treatment of the problen1 of
"' Mru·x, Capital, Vol. I, p. 176.
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essence and appearance -distorts the real connections existing
in the world. Owing to it people are unable to penetrate into
the essence of events and are helpless in the face of them.
The dialectical-materialist theory of
Significance
essence and appearance is of great
of the categories
essence and appearance theoretical and practical value. Only
one who knows how to penetrate
into the essence of phenomena and events can cope with the
tasks confronting him. We need such knowledge in every
field, great or small.
Today, when a world socialist system has been formed,
when the colonial peoples have risen against imperialism,
the f u11ther course .and prospects of development can only
be understood by means of a profound analysis ~£ the essential character of our era. The strategy and tactics of the
Communists' struggle for peace, democracy and socialism are
inseparably connected with the question of the character of
this era. Thus knowledge of the essence of the historical
process becomes a guide to action.
In penetrating into the essepce of phenomena, one must
always take into account the concrete historical conditions
in which it is manifested. Thus the essence of imperialism,
as Lenin pointed out, is invariably connected with wars,
with a struggle for the division and redivision of the world,
for the enslavement of nations. This is still the case today.
Under modern conditions, however, the imperialists' opportunities for unleashing a new world war are considerably
restricted, for the alignment of forces is now in favour of
peace and democracy. The Communist Party and Soviet Government take this into account in aiming at the peaceful
coexistence of two systems. Hence, it is impossible to limit
oneself, as the dogmatists -do, to repeating general formulas
about the "essence of imperialism", without taking into account the condition:; in which it is manifested. Here, too,
dogmatism does great harm. It divorces essence from the ·
actual conditions in which it is manifested, regarding it as an
abstraction unconnected with reality.
We have examined the main laws and categories of materialist dialectics. The question that now arises is how science
obtains knowledge of these connections, relations and laws.
This will be dealt with in the next talk.
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NIN TH TA L K

HOW WE OBTAIN KNOWLEDGE
OF THE SURROUNDING WORLD

Great is the power of knowledge.
Man, armed with kn0\\1ledge, is
invincible. But is knowledge accessible to us? You may object that the question cannot be raised
in tl1is way. If we d id not know what was happening in the
world, we could not live and work in it. It is not only th at
such creations of human genius as sputniks, space rock~ts,
atomic energy, would be out o( our reach, without knowledge
it would appear impossible to carry out the simplest ma tter.
Nevertheless lhcre are people who assert that man cannot
obtain a true idea of the world, that is to say, he cannot
know it. Let us examine how this came about.
Knowledge is light, according to an old popular saying.
But not all people love the light. This is because seeing the
world in the powerful light of human reason means seeing
a great deal in it, knowing a great deal about it and being
a ble to do a great deal in it.
It is just this that is feared by all kinds of purveyors of
darkness, because when man has been freed from social,
political and all other slavery, a nd has become the muster, he
first of all ovcrtluows the overlords and enslavers, whether
heavenly or terrestrial. Precisely on this account religion
took up arms against the man who stretched out his hand to
t he "tree of knowledge". Religion invented the legend that
knowledge is for God alone, tha t it is inaccessible to p eople
and that it is a "mortal sin" to try a nd cross this threshold,
the "frontier of knowledge''.
"This is a great mystery ; it is not given to ordinary mortals to comprehend the d ivine wisdom in its innermost mysDenying the possibility
of knowing the world
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tery," the clergy tell believers in their sermons. What then
is there left to man? "To humble his reason, to believe and
to pray," is the answer of religion. Down with reason, light
and knowledge!-that is the meaning of such assertions. "The
w ays of the Lord are inscrulable" a nd hidden from us.
I n this ma tter the d1urchme11 are supported by some idealist philosophers. They assert that the world is unknowable.
They are called agnostics.•
The most notable exponents of agnosticism were Hume and
Kant. Ka nt, for example, maintained that the things in the
w orld arc h idden from us, being, as it were, enclosed in a
shell, and that it is impossible to know their inner content.
O nly their external form is a ccessible to us. Extensive
a dvocacy of agnosticism can be fo und in modern bourgeois
p hilosophy. The West German philosopher Petersdorf, fot·
example, asserts that without the revelation of the great
t ruths of religion, without " Christian mysteries", our weak
r eason would be helpless before the ultimate l'iddles of the
u niverse.
What arg uments do the agnostics put forward in support
of their views, and a re they valid ? We know that the world
can be p erceived only by means of the sense organs-sight,
h eari ng, touch, etc. But these, say the agnostics, are very
un reliable witnesses. O ur sense organs often deceive us. If
you look at a pencil, for example, part of which is immersed
in water, it would seem to be bent. In view of such things it
is impossible to trust our sense organs, say the agnostics.
Is this tr ue?
Listen ing to the agnostics, one might think that the only
th ing man can do is to gaze helplessly at the objects
sur rounding him. Bul, in fact, man's role in the world is not
that of a spectator but that of a doer, a creator. Tbrough
labour alld p1·actical activity l ze lzas all tlzat is required to
111akc the evidence o f tlze sense organs m ore precise, to
penetrate into the essence of tbillgs, into tl1e depths of the
pbenomena under study. In our example, he has only to withdra w the pencil from the wa ler to verify that it is not bent.
• Lenin defined this philosophical Lrend as follows: " Agnostic is .a
Greek word: a in Greek means no, grzosis lmowledgc. The ag nostic
says: I do 11ot lm ow i f there is an objective reali ty which is reflected,
imaQ"cd by our sen sations; I declare there is no wny of knowi ng this"
(Lenm, Cpllected Worl~s, Vol. 14, p. 12~).
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You see, therefore, that the question whether the world
can be known is decided by practice, by life. Through labour
and productive activity man penetrates into the essence of
the surrounding world and gets to know it.
H
·f
·
h" d Suppose you have to study the work
ow cogm ion is ac ievc of a factory. How would you begin?
You would begin, of course, by collecting facts, such as the
number of workers and the up-to-dateness of its equipment,
etc. Only then could de.finite conclusions be d rawn as to the
life of the factory.
That is how people act in relation to any matter. The work
of discoverin9, coanising, the laws of nature begins with the
accumulation of facts. This is achieved either by simple
observation or by experiment, but always by means of the
sense organs. This is the first stage of cognition-sensuous
knowledge or living perception.
After a sufficient number of facts have been acquired, our
reason analyses them, compares and contrasts them, and
arrives at definite conclusions. This is the second stage of
cognition- logical cognition, or abstra~ thought. Both stages
of cognition, however, are based on practical activity. \Ve
take facts from practice, from actual life, in order to
analyse them. And conversely, the conclusions we draw from
these facts are necessary for life, for practice. \Ve need them
in order to improve, for example, the work of the factory
we have been checking, or to raise the yields of a crop that
we have been studying.
Thus, the process of cognition consists of sensuous and
logical cognition, operating on the basis of practice. "From
living perception to abstract thought arzd from this to practice, - such is the dialectical path of the cognition of truth,
of the cognition of objective reality,"* wrote Lenin.
The history of science recoros the
~ensuou.s .P~rccption
following case; it is "described by the
JS the 1wt1al stag!
h . l .
Sech enov f rom the
of cognition
p ys10 og1st
words of the physician Botkin. A
patient was admitted into the clinic with all his main sense
organs paralysed. He could not see, hear, smell or taste. All
that remained to him was the sensitivity of the skin of one
hand. That was his sole means of contact with the outer
world. But how meagre this knowledge was! The patient was
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 111.
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almost all the time oblivious to the outer world. What does
t-his indicate? It shows that the sense organs are the channels
through which knowledge of the surrounding · world penetrates to human consciousness. Tlze action of the external.
world on the sense organs evokes sensations. We cannot
obtain knowledge of the world surrounding us except through
sensation, Lenin pointed out.
"But," you may say, "it is well known that the loss of
one or even two sense organs does not appreciably affect
people's mental activity. In that case, is it not an exaggeration to conclude that it is impossible to know anythlng of
the world except through the sense organs?" Correct here is
only the statement that the loss of one or two sense organs
does not deprive a person of knowing what goes on in the
world. Cases are even known where people deprived of
sight, hearing or speech have not only learnt to write and
read but have even proved to attain high mental development.
Where a person loses only one sense · organ, its loss may
be made up for by the others. But if he is deprived of all
his sense organs he is powerless to make any study of
reality. He cannot know anything of the world.
It is not enough, however, to recognise the great importance of sensations. It is necessary to understand their meaning as well, for there are philosophers (subjective idealists)
who, when speaking of the role of sensations, consider that
they can arise within a person independently of the action
of the external world on our sense organs, They assert, for
example, that an apple in itself has neither a yellow colour
nor its characteristic form. Man imposes these on the apple,
which is merely the sum of all his sensations.
Thus they reach the conclusion that things are a complex,
a combination, of sensations. But in reality the reverse is the
case. The apple with all its properties exists independently
of us, and when it acts on our sense organs it evokes the
corresponding sensations-colour, smell, taste, etc. Lenin
pointed out that sensation is the result of the action of objects
of the external world on our sense organs. Yrecfaely fo.t
that reason it gives us true, correct knowledge of the world
around us.
"But how can it be proved that sensations give correct
knowledge of the world?" you may ask, recalling that th~
JBS

--- agnostics assert jusl the opposite. It is proved primarily by
our practical activity. If sensations did not give corr ect
kn owledge on the whole, man would not be able to make
practical use of objects in the extern al world. In that case
substances which our senses tell us are useful to the or ga nism could prove harm ful and vice versa.
Our eye, for example, as it were, photographs an object
which ,.ve look at. If i t m oves, the image of a moving object
appears on the retina. If it does not move, the image of a
body at res t is produced. In each case the eye r eflect s, copies, what is taking place in the world. T hat holds good for
all the sense organs. It follow s that the agnostics ar c wrong
in asserting that the sense orga ns are unreliable witnesses.
But what about the deception of th e sense that undoubtedly
occurs at times? This is what happens. If man perceived the
world only th rough his sensatio ns, he would in fact only
k now the external a spect of o bjects. And our senses d o sometimes deceive us. J udging by o ur senses, the sun ''rises and
sets". But we k now tha t this is an illusion . In the same way,
w e suppose a glass of water to be " clear as crystal" . But in
fact it contains millions of microbes. H owever , we a r c able
by means of thought to control, verify and make more
precise the ind ications of our sense organs. That is why
Lenin criticised the agnostics for not go ing beyond sen sations. By means of thought, man goes beyond sensations.
T his means that, while tr usting sensations and using their
indications, human r eason penetrates into regions that
sensation s cannot reach .
Near the Soviet town of Kursk an
Abst rar.t thou ~ht
interesting n atural phenom enon was
is the highest stage
observed:
a compass need le behaved
of cognition
in an un usual w ay. On the basis of
these facts scientists concluded that ther e must be la rge
un derground iron ore deposits in the area, causing " deviations'' of the compass needle. G eolog ical prospecting confirmed it. In a similar way, iron ore was d iscovered in
Kustanai Region. It was observed tha t whenever a plane flew
over this area of Kazakhstan the compass n eedle deviated
fl:om,, the true i:iorth-soulh position. "I.here mµ st be iron ore
here -was the opinion of geologists.
Although this inference was ba sed on the in dications of
the sen~c organs it was not made by the senses themselves.
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The latter can perceive only what can directly be seen, heard,
etc. The scicn tist, however, did not sec the iron ore but an
a nomalous "behaviour" of the compass needle, i.e., what lay
on the surface of phenomena. The iron ore lay deep underground.
The scientists had to make a great and comprehensive
mental effort in order to draw the correct conclusion from
these facts. Thus, by means ol tbouglzt man draws conclusions about tlze nature of the imzez· co1112ections, i.e., about
the laws governing tlze development of phenomena. Whereas
sensation connects man directly with the external world,
thought reflects it i12dfrectly. This means that deductions are
drawn on the basis of indirect da ta. To find out, for example,
whether a man can travel in a spaceship without endangering his life, experiments were first made with animals: the
dogs Laika, Belka and Strelka were flown in rockets and
spaceships. The data obtained enabled Soviet scientists to
dra w conclusions a bout the safety of human space flights.
These conclusions were fully borne out by the Soviet
cosmona uts.
Without facts there can be no conclusions. They are as
vital to the scientist as the air he brea thes, and they are
g iven by sensations, by the sense organs. But one must not
r estrict oneself to galhcring facts. The Russian scientist
Pavlov wrote in a letter to Soviet young people: "Do not
become arch ive collectors of facts. Try to penetrate the secret
of their origin. Persistently seek the laws tha t govern them."
This can only be done by abstract thought.
H ow are conclusions drawn from facts?
Let µs suppose that it has become necessary to generalise
the exp erience of the work done by college teachers. This
involves bringing together the fragments of positive exper ience and drawing a general conclusion as to how the work
should be organised to yield good results. For this purpose
one must first become acquainted with the work of the
teachers.
· -H ere, as in every other matter, there are important,
essen tial fea tures and others th at are unimportant, inessential.
H ow the teachers prepare their lectures and what they d o
to make them interesting are essential features. But
when they d o so, whether during the day or at night, is
inessential and. d epends on p articula r individual conditions.
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What has to be generalised is, of course, not these individual
peculiarities, but the essential, chief features ; it is on them
that the level of instruction depends. Thought turns away,
abstracts, from what is inessential, i.e., it, as it were, takes
no notice of it.
Separating the essential elements alone of the cognised
phenomena is the characteristic feature of thought. It is in
this way that concepts are formed. It is clear therefore that in
thought abstraction is closely bound up with generalisation.
Thus, abstraction is the process of withdrawing the
inessential features of phenomena under stud.v and of separating out in thought their essential features and peculiarities.
The conclusion is the generalisation which contains in a
concentrated form only what is important and t_vpical.
It will be clear now why every conclusion is of a general
nature, it concerns a whole class of phenomena and not
merely some of them. Such a general conclusion is reached
owing to the generalisinq capacity of thought. This is due
to the fact that thought brings together into a single whole
the chief essent.ial featurec; drawn from the facts, creates
conceots, genet"al ideas and imagec;. and draws conclusions of
~P.neral significance for the whole class of ohenomena.
Thouqht carriec; out this ooeration bv meaTis of thP. soecial
logical means known as induction and deduction. What are
these?
Inductive concluc;ionc; are based on the study of particular facts. When the dog 1.aika returned from fliqh.t in a
rocket, the scient1ficallv important fact was obtained that a
living beinq could safely rP.tu.m to Earth from the uoper
layers of the atmosphere. When Soviet scientists carried out
the same experiment with rabbits, an additional fact was
obtained. By bringinq together a sufficient number of such
facts, the scientists drew the conclu~i.on: "Anv livinq being,
includina man, can safely endure the conditions of cosmic
fliQht." This concluc;ion was reached by a eneralisinq the
individual facts. Without it the space flights of Soviet
cosmonauts could not have taken place.
Thus, induction or an inductive conclusion is the name
given to the passage from individual or partial judgments
to a general one.
A conclusion can also be reached, but in a directly oppo186
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site way. We know, for example, that obsolete equipm·e nt is
of low economic efficiency. We know also that obsolete equipment has been installed in a particular factory. From this
we can conclude that this equipment will be of low economic
efficiency. Here our thought has passed from a general
conclusion to a particular case.
Previous experience has taught you that all outdated
equipment is of poor economic efficiency. You conclude that
this particular equipment is no exception. On the· basis of
general knowledge of a whole class of phenomena you draw
a conclusion about a particular part of it. This is called a
deductive conclusion. A deductive conclusion or deductio1z
is the passage of our thought from a general judgment to
a less general or individual one.
It is now easier to explain the nature of abstract thought.
The word "abstraction" is derived from the Latin word meaning removal, withdrawal. Abstract thought, as it were,
removes, withdraws, from concrete things.
Here a new important question arises: which gives greater
knowledge- thought or sensation? This can be answered by
considering the example given above. Who knows more of
the working of a college : one who has attended only one
lecture and knows the strong and weak aspects of this lecture alone, or one who has generalised, say, the work of the
college·s teachers for a whole year and knows everything
of essential importance about their work? The one who
knows more, of course, is the one who has penetrated more
deeply into the essence of the work. But essence, as we
know, does not lie on the surface of phenomena. Its cognitioJ?. requires tremendous labour.
First of all, the facts must be carefully checked. If facts
are collected haphazardly and are not checked it is impossible to arrive at the essence on their basis. Lenin constantly
stressed that facts are "stubborn" things and only yield proof
when carefully selected and thoroughly studied. If, however, facts are taken arbitrarily, they are, as he says,
"merely a plaything or something still worse".*
We have reached the conclusion, therefore, that the
essence of phenomena become known on the basis of
accumulated facts. They must be carefully verified and in
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 23, p. 216.
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sufficient number. Conclusions from them. must be
carefully thought out.
From w hat has been said above about sensuous and
r ational knowledge it is evident that they form a u nity
and supplement each other.
.
The senses provide the mind with
Those who davo~ce
appropriate data, facts. O n their
sensuous from rational
.
· d d
I ·
cognition
basis, the 111111
raw s cone us1ons
or mak es generalisations. \Vi thout
the senses there can be no work of the brai n. of th e mind.
A nd without the regulatory function of the mind there cannot
b e any sensuous cognition. T h us, sensuous and r ational
cognition are two stages of a single. continuous process of
cognition, which is based o n practical activity. T hey m ust
no t be divorced from each other. Philosopher s, however ,
made repeated attempts to d o so. Some philosophers said
that man obtains k nowledge of the world on ly through
reason, and they are therefore called rationalists.
Rationalism is contrasted to what is called sensualism or
empiricism (from the latin "sensus"-fceling. and the G reek
" empiria"-cxperience). As op posed to the r ationalis ts, the
philosophers of this trend consider tha t man's k nowledge is
acquired through the sense or gans and sen suous experience,
the reason providing nothing new compared with the senses.
The most importa nt exponents of sensualism we1·c the
English philosopher J ohn Locke (1632-1704), and the Fren ch
philosophe1·s Etienne Condillac (1715· 1780) a nd Claude
H elvetius. They were pr og ressive philosoph ers-ma teria lists-but their conception of cognition was one-sided; they
regarded sensuous experience a s the sole source of k nowled ge a nd underestimated the role of theo retical thou ght.
One must distinguish between materialist empiricism,
which has been spoken of here, and idealist empiricism, of
which the subjective idealist Ber kd cy was an exp onent. H e,
too, considered that all k nowledge· depends on sensuous
k nowledge. But his conception of "experience" d iffered from
that of the ma tel"iaJists. He identified perception of an object
with the object itself. This means that th ings d o no t exist
o bjectively but only in " experience", i.e., only when people
perceive .them. ~
.
_
M aterialist em pir icism (or sensualism), too,- d oes n ot
give a correct conception of cognition. Adherence to such
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views can lead to denial of the role of r eason, generalisations
and conclusions, to recognising only the indications of the
sense organs, of "personal experience".
It is clear, therefore, that both ratio11.alists a11d empfricists
oHer a one-sided solution of tlze problem ol the role of
1·easo11 a11d tlte se11ses in cognition.
The limitation of the rationalists is that they reject the
d a ta of the senses, of p ersonal experience. In reality, however, reason gives new knowledge only when it is enriched
b y the data of experience, by the impressions obtained
through the practical sensuous cognition of things and
phenomena . This means that only a leader who has a rich
p ersonal experience of the work in hand is able to penetrate
the essence of Lhe problems under study.
But in correct, too, are those who ma intain, like the empiricists, that 011ly persona l experience, immedia te perception
of reality by means of the sense organs, is capable of giving
us k nowledge of the external world. As a ma tter of fact,
what does iL mean in practice to recognise only personal
experience and to deny the generalised knowledge afforded
by our thought? It means a rtificially narrowing one's horizon,
losing sight of wide prospects, and basing oneself only on
wha t one has personally seen, felt and studied. Yet, however talented a man may be, his personal experience,
although in itself of enormous importance, is but a drop
in the ocean.
Hence it is clear tha l one must not exaggerate the role of
one stage o f k nowledge nnd deny the role of the other.
Sensuous and rational knowledge are equally important in
cognition and the one simply cannot exist without the other.
The important conclusion that follows from this is that there
must be a unity of theory and practice.
.
Sensuous and rational k nowledge is
Pra<·tice . i~ the hasis
obtained through practical activity.
and dnvm.g. force
If people did nothing they would
of co~n1t1on.
Unity ~f th eory
not onl y lrnve no l<now1e d ge, they
. ..
and practice
would not even be able to ex1s".
\Vhen they emerged from the animal
world, people had no theoretical lmowledge of natu re's
d evelopment, but they already engaged in labour: · they
obtained food, built dwellings and learnt to make clothing.
Engels emphasised tha t the basis of human society wa3
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labour, practical activity. In the practice of everyday life,
man learnt everything necessary for the struggle against the
forces of natw·e.
This is confirmed by our everyday experience. Man comes
into the world at birth devoid of all knowledge. He acquires
it as he comes into contact with phenomena around him,
during practical activities. When a child stretches out his
hand to the fire to take hold of it, he is still ignorant of its
nature. Soon, however, he gets to know its properties through
practical activity and he no longer attempts to take hold
of it. He has acquired a certain amount of knowledge.
This does not mean, of course, that practical activity
involves only people's personal experience. In our activity we
use not only our own experience but also that of other
people, i.e., the social experience of mankind as a whole.
That is why Marxism speaks of social practice. This embraces
the entire activity of people, during which they act on the
material world and transform it: production, the class
struggle, socialist and communist construction, scientific
research, etc. In the final analysis, all knowledge is derived
from the social practice of mankind. This is clearly seen
from the history of science.
How, for example, did geometry arise? From ancient
times, people.. engaged in cultivating their fields or building
houses found it necessary to measure portions of land of
various shapes and sizes. Gradually they discovered that
there are certain general methods of m easurement applicable
to any plot of land with a definite form, such as a triangle,
trapezium, etc. That is how every science arises, b eing a
generalisation of practice. Definite phenomena and events
occur in the world. The study and subsequent generalisation
of them yields theory, science. Thus, scientific knowledge,

theory, az-ises out of practice, wl1ich is the basis of cognition.
Here the following question may arise: does not what ha5
been said mean that man is a passive, inactive being, fully
subject to the influen ce of the external world ? Of course not.
Prior to Marx metaphysical materialists understood practice one~sidedly-as being merely the effect of the external
world on man. Marx's conception of practice, however, was

much more profound: it included both tbe action of the
external world on man and the action of man on the external
world. In the course of building factories and dwellings and
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cultivating the land, people transform __by their labour the
environment in which they live. Their material activity leaves
its mark on the surrounding material reality. Both the
social and natural environment of man are largely the result
of the practical activity of preceding generations. As for the
revolutionary activity of people, parties and classes, it fundamentally alters the aspect of social relations and social
life. Hence Marx spoke of the decisive role of social practice in people's lives. But practice plays a tremendous patt
also in human cognitive activity. It suffices to recall that
language and scientific theory as a whole arise owing to
man's production activity.
Practice is not only the basis but also the driving force of
cognition. If, for example, life itself confronts agronomists
with the task of finding the best method of cultivating a particular kind of soil, this task imposed by practice acts as a
powerful stimulus to the development of agronomical
science. In solving practical tasks, science cannot do without
new generalisations. I n this way it is enriched and developed. It is this powerful driving force that science loc;;es
when it is divorced from life, from practice. It is in this
sense that Lenin said that practice is higher than theoretical
knowledge. The standpoint of life, of practice, he taught,
must be the primary and basic standpoint for the theory of
knowledge.
Does not this, however, belittle the importance of theory,
of science, in the productive or revolutionary activity of
people? The enemies of Marxism-the revisionists-try · to
prove that, by speaking of the primary importance of practice for cognition, Marxists-Leninists deny the role of theory.
But thiS' is a sheer invention. The Communist Party has
always attached exceptional importance Ito itheory. Lenin
taught that theory illumines the road of practice.
"Theory must continue to illumine the road of practice,"
states the Programme of the C.P.S.U., "and help to detect and
eliminate obstacles and difficulties hindering successful
comm uni st construction."•
At the present stage of communist construction the solution of practical problems means at the same time solving
theoretical problems. This implies that theoretical gcneralisa• The Road to Communism, p. 565.
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tions must follow from the solutio n of practical tasks confronting the Party and the country. M arxist-Leninist th eory
canno t be developed in iso]ation from pr actice.
Hence i·eco gnising the importance of practice "alone", m:
the importance of theory "alone", is alien to materialist
dia lectics.
There is a dialectical unity of theory and pr a ctice. It is
impossible to d ivorce one from the o th er. T heory deri ves
fro m practice. At the same tim e it serves practice and
enriches it. Without practice there can be no theory. But without r evolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary pract ice. Without pra ctice theory is . lifoless and theoretical
p ropositions a re a dead weight. But witho ut scientific theory,
practice is blind and devoid of perspective.
Thus, tlze indissoluble unity ol theory and practice is a

most important conclusi021 lrom the l v1arxist theory of
l~nowledge.

Which of them, however, plays the pr ime, leading role in
this unity? As we have already seen, it is pra ctice. But this
does nol mean that we under estim ate the value of theor y. On
the contrar y, its role is exceptionally great. I n point of fact,
man gets to know the world not a t all for the sak e of amusement, but in or der to reach essential practica l resul ts. These
can o nly be achieved in the course of transforming the world.
H ence, only a theory that help s to transform the world is
effective and deserves to be called by this name. A nd this
transformation is the practical activity of people. Consequently, theor y must always serve practice, an d this does
no t in the least d iminish its significance, i ts "\vorth " .
Marxism-Leninism must never be thought of out of the
context of life. Lenin wrote that w hile socialism was b ein g
built, a time would come when "theory would turn into
practice, enliven it, correct and check it".* The immense
ad vantage of Marxism-Leninism lies in its u nbreakable
link with life, in its constant enrichment due to a comprehensive analysis of l"Cality .
The world is lmowahlc From what has been said, it is cleclr
that our knowledge truly reflects
events occurrin g in the world and correctly inform s us of
what tak es place in the wol"ld .
• Lenin, Collected

Worl~s,

Vol. 26, pp. 374-75.
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But if you look a round you will see wha t a number of
unrevealed " things-in-th emselves" there are. Nature is a book
which cannot be completely read. This h; one of the most
widespread "a r guments" of the agn ostics. They seek out
w hat science has not yet done and say, as if with malicious
glee: "Look what a lot of blank spots there are in science,
and yet you talk of its power." But at every step this k ind
of view is refuted by practice. In the course of practice, one
"secret" of nature after another is r evealed. What yesterday
was a " thing-in-itself" is today something k nown and h as
been put at man's service.
As a proof of the triumph of human cognition, Engels
1·ecallcd the <lyesluff alizarin, which used to be obtained fro1n
the roo ts of a plant, but which ma n has learnt to produce
artificially from coal tar. 111is "thing-in-itself", said Engels,
owing to huma n practice has become a "thing-for-us", i.e.,
it has become k nown.
How gr eat th en m ust be the power of human practice,
wh en chemistry creates tens and hundreds of thousan ds of
such artificial compounds I The same thing is taking place in
all spheres of knowledge. The book of nature is gradually, .
page by p age, being read through and becoming known to
people.
What a number of secrets of the Earth has been revealed
by geologists alone! The first geological map of Russia was
published a little over seventy years ago. It was covered
with " blank spots" indicating ignorance of the country's
natural wealth. But after several years the new social ordcrsocialism -triumphed and created conditions for a mighty
developmen t of production. And what happened ? Practical
requirem en ts necessitated a thorough study of the geological
structure of the Soviet Union. This gave remarkable results.
Diamonds have been found in Yakutia, oil in Siberia, iron
ore in Kazakhstan, gas in Central Asia, and many other
minc1·al deposits h ave been discovered by geologists in the
last few years alone.
One cannot help recalling here the fea ts of Soviet scientis ts wh o h ave done so much to reveal the secrets of the
Universe. For cenhtries the reverse side of the M oon
remained a " thing-in-itself". The French sociologist Auguste
Comte declared forthrightly that men would never discover
the secrets of the reverse side of the M oon which is invisible
13-3774
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from our planet. But this proved quite untrue. Soviet scientists invented an automatic interplanetary station, which flew
round the Moon and photographed it-z reverse side.
This scientific achievement is yet one more practical refutation of agnosticism. Who now can believe the agnostics'
statement that there are some sort of "bounds" to human
knowledge, when man has made flights into space and
extended the limits of our knowledge of the Universe.
In obtaining knowledge of nature, man overcomes one
obstacle after another. He has every ground !or saying: "I
shall surmount everything!" This is bound up with the profound optimism of Marxist-Leninist philosophy, its affirmation of life, its deep faith in man's reason.
1t has become more and more difficult for present-day
agnostics to speak of the "bounds of knowledge", for science
today is achieving breath-taking successes in getting knowledge of the world. The theologians, therefore, try to "reconcile" scientific facts with religious assertions of the "impotence" of human reason. The discoveries of modem science,
they assert. afford knowledge of the supreme wisdom of the
"Creator", they are a translation of His thoughts into human
language. But the effor.ts of the churchmen are in vain I The
whole history of science testifies that each step in its advance
has been won in struggle agaiDGt religion and the tyranny of
the Church. And indeed why should God need to " reveal his
secrets" through the scientists, the greater part of whom are
atheists?
It follows from all this .that human knowledge develops
from ignorance to knowledge, from incomplete knowledge
to increasingly growing knowledge. In nature there are no
unknowable things-in-themselves, there are only things which
are not yet known, but wl1ich will be revealed by the powers
of science and practice.
But how can one be certain that the knowledge obtained
in the process of cognition is true? This question requires
separate examination.
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TENTH TALK

WHAT IS TRUTH?

..

Can there be any reader who has never asked himself,
" What is truth?" There are few who have never been concerned about it. It is not by chance that there is a Russian
saying: "Truth is the light of i:eason; the light of the flesh
is the sun; the light of the spirit is truth."
Hegel wrote: "Truth is a great word and a still greater
. subject. If a man's spirit and soul. are healthy, his chest
should expand at the sound of this word."
The founders of Marxist-Leninist theory are a great
example of service to truth. Liebknecht, eminent leader of the
German working-class movement and close companion-inarms of Karl Marx, wrote in his reminiscences that Marx
knew no other cult than that of truth, that he bowed to
nothing except truth and revered nothing so much as truth.
Lenin was proud of the power of '1iving, fertile, genuine,
powerful, omnipotent, objective, absolute human knowledge".*
It is sometimes said that the search for truth is the bu;iness only of scientists, philosophers, writers and politicians.
'~Ordinary people," it is said, "can get along without searching for truth." No opinion could be more erroneous. People
constantly have to search for and find out, i.e., cognise, the
truth. At school, in industry, in the laboratory, in everyday
life-everywhere knowledge is needed. Small matters require
little knowledge, great matters require great knowledge, but
always it is true knowledge that is essential. People seek to
attain it through scientific, productive and sociai activities.
What kind of knowledge do we call true?
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38, p. 363.
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From everyday experience you will
be aware that we describe as true
a sta tement which is not invented but which corresponds to
son1ething real tha t exists in life itself. All that is in accord
wilh reality is true. T ruth is op posed to error, untruth . Oul·
statements are false if they assert something that docs not
exist in fact, in real life.
ts this meaning, wh ich has been reached by the experience of mankind, retained in the philosophical definition
of truth? Yes, it is included in the materialist conception of
truth. But the idea lists· distort it in all ma nner of ways. They
regard nature as secondary, h ence Lhey do no t compare
thought wi th reality, but, on the contrary, adapt reality to
their inven ted "principles" and " propositions".
The idealist con ception of tr uth is closely bound up with
the religious and m ystical conception o~ it, which amount s
to the assertion that God is the sole and eternal truth. But
God, say th e churchmen, is inscrutable for science; consequently, truth also is inscrutable for it. T ru th, it is alleged,
cannot be grasped in the process of cognition, nor in the
course of man's productive activities, b ut o nly thanks to
belief in God.
Science long ago proved that all the "revelations of religion" arc as far from the truth as the sky is from the earth.
Even today, however, obscura ntists seek to cover their evil
deeds by the great word "truth". "H onour and u nderstand
truth," they teach, pretending to be the ser vants of "heavenly
truth", "divine truth".
Such view s arc nothing bu t a denial · of scientific tr uth, a
denial of science for the sake of faith, an d in the m ouths of
some servants of religion it is simply trading on the attraction that tr uth has for the people.
Idcalis1n and religion h ave not only not reta ined the meaning of the concepts of tru th and falsehood as elaborated by
ma nkind, but have distorted them .
M a terialism alone affords a correct u nderstanding of
truth . It has preserved its meaning, which was elaborated
b y people's practical activities. The materialist Feue rbach,
for example, sh a rply opposed a ttempts " to separate truth
from reality, reality from truth !" The Russian r evolutionary
democrat, Cher nyshcvsky, believed in the power of the human
mi nd and in the possibility of scientific k nowledge of
Wha t is t 1Ulh ?
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reality. He wrote: "Tr uth is attained only by strict, all-round
in vestigation of reality . . .."
To sum up. Since human knowledge is true when it corresponds to reality, it does not depend on people's arbitrary
whims or desires. The underlying thesis of this is tha t of the
objectivity of truth. M arxist-Leninist philosophy was the
first to solve the p1·oblem and advance this thesis.
In his '"'ork Materialism and
O bjective truth
Empirio-Criticism, Lenin describes
as o bjective truth h uman ideas whose content "d oes not
d epend on a subject, d oes not d epend either on a human
b eing or o n mank ind."*
How should this be understood ? Is truth perhaps n ature
itself, it may be asked, since truth exists objectively, i.e., independently of man? No, such a conception of objective truth
would be a mistake. Someth ing that exists can be neither true
nor false. It simply exists. What can be true or false is only
people's l?.11owledge, their opinions, their assertions a bout
what exists, and not reality itself.
Here another question may be raised. If truth is people's
knowledge, w hy do we say t hat it does not depend on m an ?
Is it not the case th a t people by their labour, by scientific
research, achieve this or that scientific knowledge? The
IVIach ist Bogdanov argued in precisely this way. Sin ce there
is no truth without man, he said, there is n o objective truth,
it is always subjective, depending on man. But this view is
incorrect.
There is indeed no truth wi thout man. But its content does
not deoend on man. Truth is derived from the world surround ing man. It is not people's wishes that determine the
truth of statements and oninions, b ut their accord with
objective realily, with what- actually exists in the world independently of man. Tha t is why Lenin says tha t objective
truth d oes zzot depend on man. In otlze1· wm·ds, it does 1wt
depend on people's arbitrary action. iVl.mt does 11ot create
the trutlz, but reflects it i11 accordance zvitlz zvliat exists in
objective z·eality .
I mporta nt p ractical conclusions follow from this.
The Communist Party is the enemy of all abuse of facts,
of all violation of historical or objective truth. The highe3t
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, p. 122.
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honour for a Communist is to serve truth and the people.
In his practical activities he cannot permit the slightest distortion of the truth. Everywhere and in every matter he must
be capable of looking truth in the face, of exposing any
decepticn of the people, any distortion of the truth.
The Communist Party is strong because it tells the people
the truth and therefore the people always have faith in it.
Of a directly opposite nature are the conclusions derived
from the idealist world outlook by which bourgeois philosophers, diplomats, journalists, etc., are guided. The American
journalist John Swinton, for example, wrote that a New York
journalist has to distort the truth, lie openly, distort facts,
defame people and bow the knee to Mammon. And one of
the U.S. intelligence service chiefs, S. D. Jackson, plainly
stated that in the struggle against the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries, the U.S.A. needed not truth but subversive activities. There truly you have two world outlooks, two
opposed approaches to reality.
Thus, in our practical activities, in everyday life, it is
important to base oneself on those statements and judgments that are in accord with reality. But what gives
people a guarantee of the truth of knowledge, of its accord
with reality? In other words, wherein lies the criterion of
the truth of our knowledge?
Bourgeois philosophers assert that
What is the criterion
an idea is true if it is useful,
of truth?
advantageous to people. Such philosophers call themselves pragmatists. Pragmatism is widely
held in the U.S.A. The pragmatist's criterion of truth is not
objective, but subjective. Even a false, absurd theory or
idea may sometimes prove very useful to a particular person
or even to a whole class. Such, for example, are religious
theories proving the existence of life beyond the grave, of
heaven and hell. They are of advantage to the exploiting
classes. Despite the benefit derived by the exploiters from
religion, this teaching is false.
It may be asked: "Are not true theories useful? Do not
the propositions of mathematics and physics serve our ends?"
Undoubte<lly, they are useful. But it is not on that account
that they are true. On the contrary, it is precisely because
they are true and correctly reflect the real world that they
are useful to people.
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Other philosophers (e.g., the Machist Bogdanov) say: truth
is that on which all people are agreed, that which is universally recognised. They regard universal recognition as the
criterion of truth. This criterion, too, is unreliable, subjective.
It does not make much difference whether we make truth
dependent on the desires of a few or a large number of
people. Conditions do occur when not merely some, but a
large number of people are in error.
We know that there were times when religious fantasies
were "universally recognised". But this did not make them
a whit nearer the truth. ·Finally, in a society divided into
hostile classes, there is not and cannot be any "universal
recognition" of truths when they affect class interests. What
one class regards as true, the other declares false, and vice
versa.
· What then is the criterion of truth that is independent of
the desires and opinions of_people, that is an objective criterion? This criterion is social practice. People's social activity is the only i·eliable method of testing the truth or falsehood of our opinions, theories and ideas. Marx wrote that
"in practice man must prove the truth, that is, the reality and
power, the this-sidedness of his thinking."*
If our knowledge obtained by studying reality is confirmed by practice, it means that it is true, trustworthy and
need not be doubted. The flight of the Soviet moon rocket
was calculated with an accuracy that went as far as minutes
and seconds. The landing of the rocket on the Moon at the
pre-determined place and at the exactly calcttlated time was
a practical confirmation of the truth of the Soviet scientists'
calculations. On the other hand, theories that do not stand
the test of life, of practice, are false theories. Thus, practice
is the touchstone for all theory.
Why do we test the truth of our knowledge by means of
practice? The explanation is as follows. We do not seek
knowledge of reality out of idle curiosity. The idea conceived
by an inventor, scientist or innovator is valuable if it can be
put into effect. It is not every idea, however, that can be
put into effect, but only true, correct ideas. False ideas have
no application, for they do not correspond to reality. That is
why we test the truth of our ideas by means of practice.
• Marx and Engels, Selected Works in hvo volumes, 1955, Vol. II,
p. 403.
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Consequently, that whiclz is confirmed by practice, and
can therefore be realised in practice, corresponds to reality.
The criterion of practice and the pl"inciple of refl ection m ust
be included in the very definition of objective truth. Objective truth is Imman Iu10wledge which has been tested by
experience, by practice, az-zd which correctly teflects tlte surrounding material reality. Lenin wrote : "Nature is 1.'eflected
in the human brain. By checking the correctness of these reflections and applying them in his practice and technique,
man arrives at objective truth."*
Impo1·tant conclusions for everyday life follow from what
we have said about the criterion of truth. I n appraising, for
example, our productive, scientific, economic a nd political
activity we mus t be guided by the criterion of their practical
results. I n such cases life itself is the supreme judge. If reality refutes our calculations, proposals or hypotheses, we mu·st
have the courage to renounce them and, by deepening our
knowledge, bring it into acco1·d with experience, with practice. If we are obstinate and refuse to reck on with th e facts
of life, we shall always come to grief.
W c have shown that p1·actice is the criteriozz of truth, the
source and aim ol l~nowledge. It is the starting point and the
prime cause that gives rise to the necessity of k nowledge.
Practice is the sum-total of people's productive activity aimed
at translon21ing nature (the entire h istorical experience of
the development of industry and agriculture). It is tlte sumtotal of socio-political activity aimed at transforming societ.v
(class struggle, social revolutions, building of socialism and
communism, national libera tion slruggle, the nations' stntggle
for peace). It is, too, scientific-experimental activity . In
other words, practice is the activity of man aimed at changing material reality.
In his work M aterialism and Em pirio-Criticism, Lenin
points out that the problem of ti·uth consists of two questions:
1) is there such a thing as objective tru th? 2) if so, can human
ideas, which give expression to objective truth, express it all
a t one time, as a whoic, unconditionally, absolutely, or only
approximately, rela tively?"* We have alrcudy examined the

• Lenin, Co1lecled \Vorl~. Vol. 38, p. 201.
•• Ibid., Vol. 14, p. 122
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first question and answe1·ed it in the affirmative. We pass
now to the second question-that of tl1e relation between
relative and absolute truth.
" One lives and learns." This popular
Relative truth
saying is, ·as it were, an answer to
the above question as to whether we can get to know truth
immediately, wholly, completely and unconditionally. The
Russian scientist, Pavlov, said that a single lifetime was too
short for a scientist; however many secrets he revealed,
many problems always remained to be solved. Nor can
science as a whole ever complete the process of cognition. The
h istory of science shows that a scientific truth is not discovered all at once, but gradually, step by step. Why is this?
To answer this question, let us reflect a little on the nature
of human thought. Is it the thinking of a single individual?
No. It is th e thinking of all those people who study and get
to kn ow the wol'ld. They number thousands of millions and
include all p ast, present and future generations. But these
millions of peop le do not study nature all at once. Each one
studies nature with the means a t his disposal obtained from
society. The thinking of each individual is always limited by
the level of production, science and technique inherited by
h is genera tion.
There w as a time when scientists did not even have
simple weighing machines or the1111ometers, not to speak of
m icroscopes, telescopes, e tc. That, of course, severely limited
their knowledge of the world. Nowadays science is equipped
with highly complex apparatus. There is no doubt that in the
future scientific instrumen ts will become still more perfect
an d p eople will get to k now much more about nature than
they do today. H ence one cannot speak even today of "final"
or "exhaustive" k nowledge:. It is a t present relative, inexact.
Thus, in Lenin's words, "the limits of the tr uth of each
scientific proposition are relative, now expanding, now sh1;nking with the growth of know1edge".• H uman cognition is
limited by t he level of development of society, i.e., by the
framework of the given historical era, by the level of k nowledge already attai ned. No one is able to free himself fro m
these li1nitations or disregard these conditions. Every scientific theory, every ti·uth, bears the mark of historical limita,. Ibid., p. 135.
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lion. In every historical pe1;od, therefore, people's knmvlcdgc
is relative. Relative trutlz is an idea, concept or assert ion which is basically correct, i.e., accords witlz reality, but which is incomplete and is made deeper a11d more
exact by the development ol science and practice.
In this conneclion you will probably
Absolute truth
a sk : if t here is no complete, final
knowledge, if it is always relative, can there be any absolute
truth, i.e., tr uth which is final, com plete, exh austive?
Some philosophers a nswer this question as follm·vs: since
the process of cognition yields us only knowledge that often
becomes out-of-date or is even refuted, it means thn t there
is no absolute truth b ut only relative truth. In our knowledge
everything is transient, everything is changi ng, nothing is
cons tant. Everything is relative, say these philosophers.
Hence they are called relativisls.
Other philosophers argue in a different way. They maintain that truths which become obsolete, which require greater
precision or fur ther study. are not truths at all. "Real" truths
do not b ecome obsolete, they arc eternal. given once and for
all. These .are absolute, perfect. ultimate tru ths. Philosophers
who argue in this way ar e dogmatists; for them truths arc
dogmas, that is to say, elernal, immutable propositions given
once and for all.
It is noticeable, in the first place, that dogmatists r educe
the questi on of absolute truth exclusively lo the question of
"eternal" truths. They say : it cannol be do ubted that twice
tv<.'o will a lways be four, that the sum of the a ngles of a
triangle is an d always will be equal to two right angles, tha t
Paris is in France. These are eternal, fi nal, ultimate tru ths,
i.e., absolute truths.
"But surely such truths do exist," you may say. "Why
&hould that be a dogmatic interpr etation of the p roblem?"
Ycs, such truths r eally do exist. They are to be found in
the sciences of inorganic nature, e.g., mathematics, as tronomy a nd mech anics. H er c there are su ch tr uths as that twice
two is four. Even in the so-called exact sciences, however,
not a ll propositions are as etcrnuJ as the dogmatist:; believe.
Hundreds of hypotheses in astronomy, physics a nd chemistry have been refuted by the subsequent development of
science. You will certainly agree, too, that the re arc still
fewer "eternal" truths in such sciences as biology, lt nd in
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the social sciences there are very few indeed. Here the only
eternal truths will be propositions such as: Napoleon died
on May 5, 1821, and so forth.
You see, therefore, that the majority of so-called eternal
truths are mere platitudes, banalities. In our practical activities, however, we usually seek not such commonplace truths,
but knowledge which offers something new.
But do there not exist eternal scientific truths, i.e., such as
cannot be refuted in the future? And does not therefore
eternal, irrefutable, absolute truth exist as perfected knowledge of nature as a whole?
This question deserves attention also because there really
are no barriers to man's knowledge of nature. What was
unknown yesterday, we know today, and what is unknown
today, we shall know tomo1Tow or the day after.
Nevertheless, it is impossible to speak of absolute truth
as being final knowledge of nature as a whole. Indeed, is
it really possible to assume that at any given time mankind
will apprehend all that exists, will complete the study of
the Universe, and in this sense get to know absolute truth?
People will never be able to understand the world right to
the end, for nature is endless and is eternally developing.
Hence, it is stupid to set bounds to human knowledge.
In that case, you may ask, how do matters stand in regard
to absolute truth, i.e., final, eternal, absolute knowledge? Is
it something that people can never attain?
If such knowledge is conceived metaphysically, as eternal
tniths after which cognition ceases, then there really are no
such "final" truths. If, however, we approach the question
from the solely correct, dialectical-materialist standpoint,
then it must be recognised that absolute truth exists and is
fully attainable.
To make this clear, let us recall Lenin's stat ement that
truth is a process and that its attainment is also a process.
Truth must not be conceived as a final, exhaustive image or
picture of nature as a whole. The process of arriving at
absolute truth is not an instantaneous act, but a complex,
historically endless, process of cognition, which mankind will
never completely finish.
The achievement of absolute truth takes place by the accumulation of relative truths. The development of knowledge
lies in the fact that these relative truths which are gradually
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accumulated bring mankind closer to k nowledge of nature
as a whole, of its phenomena and laws. Just as a wlwle is
formed from its parts, so absolute l~zwwledge is made up of
relative truths in tlze eternal pz·ocess of the development of
}?.nowledge.
This conception of absolute Lruth-as the sum of relative
truths during the process of their development-is opposed
to the metaphysical separation of absolute from relative
truth. It is clear from this that there is no impassable barrier
between them. By cognition of relative truths, we thereby
acquire valuable particles of absolute tl:uth.
Our l~nowledge is botlz absolute and relative. It is in
essence absolute, for there are no barriers to mankind's
deeper and deeper study of re3lity. At the same time,
however, it is relative, for it is always conditioned by the
limited possibilities of a particular epoch.
"But is there not a contradiction here~" the reader may
ask. Yes, there is a contradiction. O n the one hand, human
thought is capable of getting to k now everything in the
4
\ :orld ; on the other hand, this knowledge cannot be exhaustive, for it is achieved by individuals whose thought is limited.
It is, h owever, a dialectical contradiction, one which serves
to advance science and prevents it from standing still.
"But in that case," you m ay say, "absolute truth is only
a goal to which mankind aspires but which it never r eaches."
No, that only seems to be so. A little reflection will make
this clear. "Life arose from non-living matter", "the brain
is the organ of though t", " bodies consist of atoms"-all these
and similar assertions are irrefutable; they have already been
proved by science and practice. Th ey a re real particles of
absolute k nowledge. But that does not mean that such theses
are "ultimate" truths. It is erroneous to h old the view that
~bsolute truth does not dcpe11d on historical conditions, that
~t ~oe_s not r:quirc to be made more exact and complete, that
1 t is impossible to add anything Lo it or subtract anything
fr<;>m il, and that it cannot be affected by the d evelopment of
science and technology. No such truth exists in reality, and
to seek it would be labour in vain.
Consider the following example. More than two thousand
years ago Democritus taught : ".L\11 bodies consist of minute
ind ivisible particles-atoms." Science has now proved that
bodies actually do consist of atoms, but the atoms arc divis204
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ible. Hence Democritus' asser tion was a relative truth. But
it cont~ined also a par ticle of absolute truth. Science subsequently m ade his theory m ore profound. Tha t the atom consists of a p ositively charged nucleus and negative electrons,
that the atomic nucleus contains energy which can be utilised,
a nd many other propositions of atomic theory arc absolute
truths which cannot be refu ted in the future. But this does
not mean that in this field science has already exhausted all
its possibilities. The structure of the atom \\rill be more and
more deeply studied and therefore atomic theory w ill
inevitably undergo development. It is clear from this that
altlzouglz human luzowledge is relative, this does not at all
m ea12 tb at it has 110 absolute co12terzt. Every relative trutb is
a pat ticle of absolute truth.
Every scientific discovery, every scientific trul11, every
natural law is a unity of absolute and relative truth.
It follows that luwwledge of objective truth is acllieved
not immediately and absolutely, but gradually, by lnzowledge
of relative trutlzs. The sum total of relative trutl1s i21 their
developm ent gives us full, profouzzd, absolute lerzowledge
both of nature as a wlzole and of particular asp ects ot
objective reality.
W h at is the significance of this solution of the problem as
far as people's practical activities, and scientific progress
ar c concerned '?
The Marxist-Leninist view tha t there are no "ultima te" ,
"fina l" truths, that every scientific truth is relative and is
a stage in the cognition of absolute truth, is the theoretical
basis of the Communist Party's struggle against all theories
of a " margin" in the development of science. The Communist
Party d ema nds that a ll new scientific discoveries be made
use of in production, instead of resting content with what has
a lready been achieved. However high the level reach ed by
science and production it docs not constitute a margin.
Great practical significance attaches a lso to the proposition that truth is not revealed directly and all at once, that
the p a th of its discovery is a complex one. H ence in science
mutual check ing of experimental results is essential. It leads
to a str uggle of opinions. O ne should always bear in mincl
Lenin's sta tement that man's search for tru th has never been,
and cannot be, conducted without polemics, without d iscussion, without "human emotion".
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Scientific research workers i·arely manage to avoid mistakes and errors; firstly, because each individual's capacity
for cognising the world is limited, and, secondly, because
experience never comes to an end. Certain sources of error
are therefore contained in the very process of cognition.
The Communist Party, however, ~eaches that mistakes are
of different kinds. There are mistakes which are the result
of a neglectful and sometimes even criminal attitude. These
always do great harm and must be relentlessly fought. But
mistakes also arise from research into what is new and
unexplored. These are the mistakes of the initiators of big
things, who learn in the course of practice and overcome
their mistakes. Such mistakes and errors are possible in
the pursuit of truth. In such cases it is important to make
every effort to overcome difficulties. The creative process is
here tantamount to a self-critical attitude to one's own work.
Progress is achieved by correcting one's own errors and
mistakes.
A critical attitude to the results of one's own efforts is
an indispensable condition for successful creative work. On
the other hand, to persist in one's mistakes, to be afraid of
self-criticism, to consider that "ultimate truth" has already
been attained, and the results achieved are no longer
susceptible of improvement, will inevitably do great harm.
It .should be remembered that in both great and small matters we proceed by making our knowledge more and more
perfect, progressing from relative truths to a more complete
study of one or another field of human activity by overcoming difficulties and errors.
In the course of cognition one must not demand "final"
and, in this sense, absolute knowledge. Nor should one
permit a state of complacency and self-satisfaction, since the
process of perfecting knowledge is an endless one. This is
bound up with the fact that the cognition of truth always
takes place under definite concrete conditions.
. al
t
Suppose you had to answer the quesT ruth JS
ways concre e tion:
.
"H ow must crops b e cared
for?" You would surely say that it is necessary to state precisely what kind of agricultural zone is concerned, and nt
what time of the year, etc.
The question was put abstractly. You tried to make it
more precise by stating that one must take into account the
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actual conditions and not act in a stereotyped way. It is
equally impossible to answer the question: "What should be
the forms and methods of the Communists' struggle for
peace, democracy and socialism?" Such questions can only
be answered when the actual conditions are stated under
which such developments occur. Here we arrive at the fol- ·
lowing important principle of dialectics : "There is no such
thing as abstract truth, truth is always concrete."* Lenin
p ointed out that the demand for concrete thought, that is, for
an analysis of the conditions of development of a particular
phenomenon or event, expresses the " spirit and essence of.
dialectics".
Concrete truth is truth that correctly reflects the essence
of definite phenomena and of the conditions in which they
develop. In contrast to this, abstract truth ignores the concrete circumstances and conditions in which phenomena
develop.
It is characteristic of dogmatism that in analysing reality
it is guided only by general propositions and abstract truths,
applying them regardless of the conditions in which one has
to operate. Lenin repeatedly stressed that the essence of
creative Marxism, its vital element, is "concrete analysis of
the concrete situation".**
As we have already said, developments depend on the
conditions· and the time of their occurrence. Creative Marxism requires that attention should always be paid to the
concrete conditions and historical circumstances in which our
activity has to procee.d . That is the essence of the concrete
historical approach to reality.
A mechanical application of well-known gene.r al propositions to everything that happens in life is alien to MarxisrnLeninism. When conditions alter and old itheoretical propositions, tactical methods of struggle, or forms of managing
the economy are no longer in accord with new conditions,
. with practice, they must be boldly changed and improved.
The Communist Party always acts in this way, displaying in
everything a spirit of creativity and genuine innovation.
The tactics of the Communist Party, its methods in the
struggle for the victory of the proletariat, have never been
"immutable", " eternal". They have altered in accordance
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 7, p. 412.
•• Ibid., Vol. 31, p. 143.
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with historical conditions. The Communist Party has a lways
had a sensitive ear for the pulse of life. Life cannot be
cramped into forms that have been m oulded once and for
all; it is highly complex and has many facets. In dealing with
it one is continually having to solve "political equations"
containing many unknowns. D ogmatist is unable to cope with
them. Clinging to old forms, he tries to compress in them
all the wealth of life. The Communist Party rejects in principle such an approach. It is invariably guided by the directives given by Lenin, who taught us flexibility in tactics, in
the forms and methods of work.
The Twenty-Second Congress of the C.P.S.U . called all
builders of communism to display a creative approach in
their activities. Such creativity is incompatible with any kind
of stereotype. In both economic and political activity everything depends on the circumstances of place and time.
Thus, frz all spheres of productive, political a11cl scientific
activity the Communist Party displays flexibility and a creative approach based on concrete historical analysis of reality.
I n conformity with concrete historical conditions, the Communist Party br ings up the m ost important problems and
solves them as being the prime ones. Lenin m etaphorically
described such problems as the " main links" . He called for
the ability to determine at eacli stage of the life of the Party
and the country tlze 11zai11 li111?. in t11e chain of events, by
grasping which one can gain possession of the whole chaiJ?.
I n our pr actical activities we al·e always faced by a multitude of problems, all of which have to b e solved. In accomplishing this, we must begin w ith the main problem. By solving it we facilitate the solution of all the other problems, we
gain possession of the whole chain, as Lenin said.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, when Lenin set
about creating the Communist Party, he first of all asked:
how should it be organised? H e devoted a special article
to this subject, in which he pointed out the main link,
by grasping which it would be possible to solve a11 the problems confronting the Russian M arxists. Lenin proposed that
M arxists should begin by organising an all-Russian newspaper . It was bound to become a collective propagandist for
M arxist ideas, a collective organiser, a core that would g ather
a round it all that w as best and most progressive. Such a
newspaper, as is well k nown, \Vas the Leninist Isl<ra.
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In the industrial d evelopment of the Soviet Union,
technological progress is the mai n link by grasping which
Lhe Party and the people are successfully bringing to fruition
the plans outlined in the P1·ogramme of the C.P.S.U. for creating lhe material and technical basis of communism. The main
line in the developmen t of Soviet agriculture continues to be
increased production of g1·ain as the basis of all agricultural
output. "Accelerated growth of gi·airz production," states the
P1·ogrammc of the C.P.S.U., " is the chief link in the further
development of a griculture and a basis for the rapid growth
of stock-breedi ng."*
The main link in the Soviet foreign policy is the struggle
for peace, for p eaceful coexistence, fo r preventing a new
devastating war. The Communist Parties of the world "regard
the fight for peace as their prime task."**
It is clear, therefore, that in all spheres of production and
political life it is important to determine the main link in
the chain of events. This is the most important requirement
of the creative approach to the analysis of reality.
CONCLUDING TALK

This book acquain ts the reader with only the main propositions of dialectical ma terialism. But study of the theory of
dialectical ma terialism should not, of course, end there. \\' hat
are the best lines of further work to gain a deeper mas tery
of the subject? The best w ay is by a study of original sources,
the classic works of the founders of Marxism-Leninism.
Wh ich of these works should one begin with? This is not c:lll
easy question to answer.
The point is that there is not a single work of Marx,
Engels or Lenin that does not in some degree touch upon
p roblems of a general world ou tlook. Vcry clear evidence of
th is is to be seen in the works of Marx. It is well known, fo r
example, that Capital is M arx's great work on political economy. But what a wealth of philosophical ideas it con tains f
It is a model example of the applica tion of the dialectical
m ethod created by M arx to an analysis of concrete questions
• T ile Road to Commzmism, pp. 524-25.
•• T11e Struggle foe Peace, Democracy a11d Socialism, p. 57.
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of economic science and revolutionary practice. There is not
a single category of materialist dialectics which <loes not
owe its further development to this work. It was here that
Marx formulated his idea that "with him (Hegel) dialectics
is standing on its head. It must be turned right side up
again if you would discover the rational kernel within the
mystical shell" .* Marx reveals here the diametrical opposition
between the method of materialist dialectics and that ~£
Hegel's idealist dialectics. Lenin was fully justified in saying that while Marx did not leave a treatise on Logic, he
left us the logic of Capital.
Among the classics of Marxism-Leninism, there are a
number of works of special importance for studying Marxist
philosophy. We shall g ive a brief account of them.
Engels's Anti-Diihrzng is a militant,
Anti-Dilliring
polemical work aimed against the
German petty-bourgeois ideologist, Eugen Duhring, who
called himself a "materialist" and "socialist", but who in fact
produced a vulgarised version of both materialism and
socialism. The significance of Engels' s book, however, is far
greater than that of a direct polemic: it has passed into
history as a work which comprehensively throws light on all
three component parts of M arxism: philosophy, political
economy and scientific communism. M arx took an active
part in the creation of this work; he read Engels' s manuscript and gave his comments on it, he edited it and himself
wrote a chapter of it.
The book consists of three parts: philosophy, political
economy and socialism. The first part contains a p1·ofound
exposition of the main problems of dialectical materialism.
By studying this part of the book, the reader will deepen
his knowledge of the highly important thesis that the worid
exists objectively, and that man reflects the processes occurring in it. Every science, says · Engels, reflects reality. Illust r·.lting this from the example of m athematics, Engels wrote:
"The concepts of number and figure have not been derived
from any source other than the world of reality ... . Like all
other sciences, mathematics arose out of the needs of men:
from the measurement of land and the content of vessels,
from the computation of time and from mechanics."*•
• Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 20.
•• Engels, Anti·Dii.hring, 1954, pp. 58-59.
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Here, too, one finds Engels' s very impor tant proposition :
"The real unity of the world consists in its materiality, and
this is proved .. . by a long and wearisome development of
philosophy and natural science".* This statement of Engels' s
is of vast significance. The · whole history of science and
philosophy confirms tha t there is only one, ma terisl, " thissided" world, thereby delivering a crushing blow to idealism and religion.
.
Engels's book deals in detail with the very important question of the unity and inseparable connection of matter and
motion. H e fo rmulates one of the fundamental proposition.>
of dialectical ma terialism, viz., that "never anywhere has
there been matter without motion, nor can there be".** This
p roposition has a profo und atheistic significance: since
motion is an eternal a ttribute of ma.ttcr there cannot be any
question of a "divine first impulse".
Particularly importan t are those sections of the book
which reveal the main laws of materialist dialectics.*** All
of them are described on the basis of Lhe data of the natural
sciences- physics, chemistry, biology and mathematics.
Engels' s book also makes a detailed and comprehensive
examination of the problem of objective, i·ela tive and absolute truth. Of funda mental importance here is Engels's
criticism of Diihring's so-called final and ultimate truths. *0 *
It is a cri ticism of dogma tism in general. The reader would
do well to p onder the current significance of this criticism
fo r the struggle against modern dogmatism which tries to
turn various propositions of M arxist theory into "eternal",
"immu ta ble" dogmas that are supposed to be independent of
historical conditions.
Engels examines Lhe problem of freedom in the third
part of his book. H erc is to be fo und his famous statemen t tha t communism is " the ascent of man from the kingdom of necessity to the kingdom of free dom"/*~·** a leap

"' I bid., p p. 65-66.
•• I bid.. p . 86.

. ... On the Jnw of the unity a nd strugqlc of opposites. sec pp. 165, 166;
on the law of the passage of quantitative in to qualitative changes, se~
pp. 95, 173; on the negation of the negation, sec pp. 190, 194·95.
•••• Sec Engels. Anli-Dil lzri11g, pp. 119, 122.
0
• • • I bid., p. 391
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which is being accomplished today by the Soviet p eople
building communism.
This is a classic work in whfch
Lud 1df! Fllucrb<tch .
Engels briefly expounds the essence
<md the End of Clas!\rcnl
.
.
.
Germ art l' h ilo..opliy
of Marxist philosophy. Lenm wrot~
that Lu.dwig Feuei:buclz and Ant1Duhring "like the Commu11ist lv1.anii esto arc handbooks of
every class-conscious worker".*'
In studying the first chapter of Ludwig Feuerbaclz, attention should be pa id to the critical examination of H egel's
philosophy and especially the analysis of the contradiction
between Hegel's dialectical method and the idealist cont~nl
of his philosophy, a contradiction wi th which the reader ·wa:;
already familiar in our secon d talk.
In his second chap ter, Engels gives a classic formulation
of the fundamental q uestion of philosophy-that of the relation of thought to being, of spirit to nalure'"*-which is of
great importance for unde rstanding any philosophical
system. It makes it possible to i·ccognise a nd expose every
idealist trend in philosophy whatever the mask it hides under.
Here, too, Engels says that the materialist standpoint means
comprehension of the real world, requiring an approach to
it free from pre-conceived idcaiist crotchc ts."'-i-*
In Ludwig Feuerbaclz, too, the reader w ill find the formulation of the second aspect of the fundamental question
of philosophy, viz., whether the human mind is able ·to get
to know the external world . In answering this question,
Engels criticises agnosticism and strc:;ses the decisive role
of social practice in refuting it. H ere, developing the idea
that M arx outlined in his "Theses on Feucrbach", Engels
postula tes practice as the basis of the theory of l~nowledge
and the criterion of truth. He substantiates the view thilt
practice is the sole proof tha t the world around us can be
. known.
The fourth chapter a cquaints the read er with Engcls's
description of th e css·e nce o( dialectical-materialist theory.
He criticises Feuerbach for having totally d iscarded H egel's
philosophy, whereas what h a<l to be done was to get rid of
its reactiona ry aspect, but in such a way as to preserve and
• Lenin, Collected Worl~s. Vol. 19, p. 24.
•• See Marx and Engels, Selected \Vorhs, Vol. II, pp. 368-69.
••• I bid., p. 386.
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make use of its " rational kernel", i.e., dialectics. It is
just this that the founders of Marxism achieved: by
fundamentally refashioning Feuerbach' s materialism and
Hegel's dialectics they created a .genuine scientific philosophy- d ialectical ma terialism.
This book of Lenin' s"' was an epochJll Merinlism.
ma king work in the development of
mul Empirio-Criticism.
Marxist philosophy. It was published in M ay 1909, during the period of reaction which set
in after the defeat of the first Russian bourgeois-democratic
revolution of 1905-07. This circumstance is very impor tant
fo r understanding the historic significan ce of Lenin's M atez·ialism and E111pirio-C1·iticism.
Reaction was taking the offensive in all directions : in the
economic, political and ideologica l spheres. Under these conditions the efforts to revise the philosophy of M arxism were
especially dangerous. Such revision was undertaken by a
group of Russian Social-Democrats : Bogdanov, Bazarov,
Yushkcvich, Valentinov, and others. They published a series
of articles and books attacking the fo unda tions of dialectical
and historical ma terialism.
They tried to justify their revision of M arxist philosophy
by the need to " improve" and "renovate" it because, they
alleg ed, d ialectical ma terialism was "out-of-date" and was
"not in accord" with the new level of science. They tried to
substitute for the philosophy of M arxism an idea list trend,
fashionable at tha t time in the West, called "empiric-criticism" and signifying the philosophy of "critical experience".
By means of this pseudo-scientific term they masked the
subjective-id ealist essence of their doctrine. Lenin often called
this philosophy M achism, from the name of its founder -the
Austria n physicist and philosopher, Ernst Mach.
There is another important circumstance tha t should be
noted. At the tur n of the century a number of discoveries
were made in physics and these gave rise to new philosophical problems, 'vhich were dealt with in our third talk. H ere
il is important to emphasise that the M achists used them t.:l
" refute" m aterialism, calling their own philosophy the
"philosophy of natural science" of the twentieth century.
It was this falsehood that was seized upon by the
• See Lenin, Collecled Worl~s, Vol. 14.
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Russian Machists, who alleged that dialectical materialism
was "out-of-date". In his book, therefore, Lenin made a
profound analysis of the latest data of natural science,
particularly physics, generalised them and showed that
Machism distorted the essence and significance of the revolution in physics that had taken place at the turn of the century.
What are the conclusions in this work of Lenin's to which
special attention should be directed?
We have already seen that the whole history of philosophy is made up of the struggle between materialism and
idealism. The Machists, however, tried to prove that they had
"risen above" materialism and idealism, that they had
created a "neutral" philosophy. In his introduction, Lenin
demonstrated in detail that the Machists had not created any
kind of "new", "neutral" philosophy. Their philosophy was
a mere revival of Berkeley's subjective idealism. The introduction to the book is entitled "How Certain 'Marxists' in
1908 and Certain Idealists in 1910 Refuted Materialism".
Comparing the utterances of the Russian Machists with
those of Berkeley, who lived two hundred years earlier,
Lenin shows the cpmplete coincidence of their views.
In the first three chapters, Lenin exposes the Machisl
"arguments" regarding one of the fundamental problemsthe theory of knowledge- and proves that the principles of
dialectical materialism cannot be shaken. In studying these
chapters, the reader is likely to encounter certain difficulties owing to the extremely confused way in which the
l\1achists themselves expound their views.
Lenin reveals the real meaning of the Machist theories. Let
us take by way of example Lenin's criticism of Mach's theory
of "world-elements" and of the theories of Avenarius (one
of the Machists) concerning what the latter calls the principal
co-ordination.*
The criticism of Mach's "world-elements" is made in
connection with the problem of sensations. Here Lenin formulates two lines-the materialist line and the idealist line. "Are
we to proceed from things to sensation and thought? Or are
we to proceed from thought and sensation to things? 111e
first line, i.e., the materialist line, is adopted by Engels. The
!?econd, i.e., the idealist line, is adopted by Mach."**
• Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 14, pp. 53-74.
" Ibid., p. 42.
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The problem of sensations in Mach's theory of "worldclcmen ts" is tackled along idealist lines. Mach cal ls sensations "world-elemen ts''. The world, he declares, does not
consist of obi ective things, but only of sensations- "worldelements". Things arc "complexes of sensations". Hence, il
is alleged, ,.ve must study sensations, not things. This is a
subjective-idealist standpoint. In order to confuse the reader,
M ach resorts to sophistry. Lenin exposes this sophistry of
M ach's theory of 1 orld-elements".
In order to realise this, turn your atten tion to the following. Mach asser ts that there are two series of elements: 1)
those not depending on man (what he calls physical elements)
and 2) those depending on man (wha t he calls psychical elem ents) . \\Therein lies the falsity, the sophistry, there? In the
permanent coexistence of the two series-the physical and the
psychical. This implies that the real world, the ''physi-:al
series" exists not objectively, but in dependence on the
psychical series" . But that is precisely the essence of subjective idealism, for which things exjst only when they are
perceived by the subject,· by man.
The same thing has to be said of Avenarius's " principal
co-ordination'' . According lo him, there is an inseparable connection (a "co-ordination") between the subiect and the
material environment, or, in his terminology, between the self
and the non-self. In other words, nature and the subject, can
only exist together. H ow docs Lenin refute this point of view?
Lenin poses the very simple and at the same time deeply
scientific question : " Did na ture exist prior to man?" \Ve have
already said in the fourth talk that the scientific answer to
th is q uestion is a remarkable confirmation of the materialist
theory of the primacy of matter and the secondary nature of
consciousness. At the same time it is a convincing rcf utation
of the notorious " principal co-ordination" .
Na ture existed long before the appearance of man; consequently, man and nature by no means exist inseparably, in ·
conjunction. In other \o\~ord s, na ture exists objectively, apart
from and independent of man.
\:Vhile cri ticising IVIachism and exposing its arguments,
Lenin comprehensively substantiates and develops the Marxist theory of knowledge. It is here that he shows in a specially
detailed account that our knowledge is a copy, a refledion of
reaiity. Almost the whole of the second chapter is devoted to
11
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this subject."' The reader will find here three highly important epistemological conclusions d rawn by Lenin on the basis
of his criticism of agnosticism: 1) things exist independently
of our consciousness, independently of our perceptions, outside us: 2) there is no difference in principle between the
appearance and the "thing-in-itself", and there cannot b e any
such difference. The difference is only b etween what is kno wn
and what is not yet knO\vn; 3) in the theory of k nowledge,
as in every other branch of science, we must think dialectically, that is, we must not regard our knowledg~ as readymade and unalterable, bul must determin e how knowledg~
emerges from ignorance, how incomplete, inexact knowledge
b ecomes more complete and more exact.
In studying the problems of k nowledge, attention should
be directed to Lenin's criticism of the so-called the01·y of
symbols, to which a special section of the Fourth Charyter is
devoted .** H er c Lenin exposes the essence of the " theot·y
of symbols" or "theol'y of hieroglyphs", as it is sometimes
called.
We have a lready seen that our knowledge is represented
by images, copies, of reality. The adherents of the above
theo1·y, however, m aintain tha t man's knowledge consists
merely of "hieroglyphs", " symbols", of real things, and not
copies of them. They deny that t hey have any resemblance
to reality. Lenin points out that the theory of hieroglyphs L;
an unscientific, Kantian theory, for it denies the possibility
of knowledge of the world by asser ting that our k nowledge
does not correspond to reality.
An important part of Lenin's book is devoted to the problem of matter. We have already, in the third talk , quoted the
philosophical d efinition of matter given by Lenin.*** He
returns to this category again and ngai n a nd th rows fresh
light on it in litera lly every chanter of the book.*"' 0
The reader should pay special attention to Chapter Five
of Lenin's book, which deals with the philosophical problem:;
raised by na tural science. An answer will be found there to
such questions as : What is the na ture of the revolu tion in
.: L<:nin, Collected \Vorl~s. Vol. 14, p p. 99, 103, 104, 101, 109, 114, 115,
l bul.. pp. 232-38.
••,.. Sec the present volume, p. 44.
•••• See T.enin, Collected \Vorl~s, Vol. 14, pp. 26, 27, 28, 29, 46, 41, 63,
15, 86, 92-93, 146, 274-77, 279-82, 297-98, 308, 312-13.
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physics'? What are the main fea tures of the crisis in physics?
H ow did it arise? What is the way out of t11e crisis ?
Lenin showed tha t the new discoveries revolutionising
physics (which wer e descri bed in our third talk) were not
themselves the cause of the crisis in it. The crisis lay in the
idealist conclusions drawn by bourgeois philosophers from
these discoveries. The fact was that idealist philosophersMachists and empirio=crit ics-were. trying to exoloit the revolution in natural science for their own ends. It was this link
b etween the revolution in physics an d philosophical idealism
that Lenin pointed out when he wrote: "The essence of the
crisis in modern physics consists in the break<lown of the
old laws and basic principles, in the rejection of an objective
r eality existing outside the mind, that is, in the r eplacement
of m aterialism by idca1ism and agnosticism. 'Matter has
d isap peared' -one may thus express the f undnmental and
characteristic d ifficulty in rel ation to mc1ny of the pnrticular
q uestions, \vhich has created this crisis."* This "'ras the basis
on which there a rose such a mo ns trous phenomenon a s
"physical" idealism, which Lenin subjected to profound
scientific criticism.
A study of Lenin's book is of trem endous impor tance for
the strug gle against the present-day Machists, anli-Communis ts and r evisionists of all shades.
1\7
b ,_ This work of Lenin's is a veritable
Plu.1osop1u.ca1 note
0011s encyclopaed.ia
h' 1
of
p h'l
1 osop ic.:i
knowledge. The wide range of problems that Lenin deals
with is d ue to the very nature of the book . At the various
times when he was occupied with philosophy he made extensive extracts from diverse philosophical works. Particularly
valua ble arc Lenin's profound critical remarks, his comments,
conclusions a nd generalisations. He worked on philosophical
problems with particular intensity in 1914-16. There is not a
single philosophical problem of any significance which Lenin
docs not touch upon and analyse in this book.
Questions relating to dialectics occupy the central place in
Lenin's book, which pr ovides us with a further development
of materialis t dialectics. Of vast importance from the standpoint of principle is the way in which Lenin defines the objective content of dialectics, pointing out that " the dialectics of
• Ibid., p. 258.
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things produces the dialectics of ideas, and not vice versa".*
This means that philosophical concepts and categories reflect
the dialectics of nature itself and of society. This puts in a
more concrete way the well-known thought expressed by
·Engels that the dialectics of ideas or, as he calls it, subjective
dialectics is a reflection of the dialectics of things, of objective dialectics, the dialectics of material reality itself.
Lenin further on reveals the inseparable unity of dialectics and materialism, stressing that it is precisely materialist
dialectics that is the concern of Marxist philosophy. Criticising Hegel for the idealist character of his dialectics, Lenin
writes: "Hegel, the supporter of dialectics, could not understand the dialectical transition from matter to motion, lro::zi
matter to consciousness-especially the second. Marx corrected
the error (or weakness?) of the mystic."••
With profound insight Lenin reveals the contrast between
dialectics and metaphysics in examining the question of two
conceptions of development. This is to be found in the fragment entitled "On the Question of Dialectics".*0 Here Lenin
analyses the problem of the inner source of development of
natural phenomena and points out that it is his view taken
of this problem that provides the sharpest division between
dialectics and metaphysics.
Lenin devotes great attention to the laws of materjalic;t
dialectics. He touches on them throughout the book . We shall
indicate only some basic, key questions. The central place is
taken by the law of the unity and struggle of opposites.
Basing himself on the data of various sciences, Lenin reveals
the universal nature of this law and shows that all the phenomena of the world are characterised by internal contradictions and consist of opposite aspects and tendencies.**** H ere
he draws the important conclusion that "the splitting of a
single whole and the cognition of its contradictory parts ...
is the essence of dialectics".
In acquainting oneself with this part of Lenin's work one
can also study more deeply the relative character of "unity"
and the absolute character of the "struggle" of opposites***..,
•
••
•••
••••
•••••

Lenin, ColJgcted Works, Vol. 38, p. 196.
Ibid.• p. 283.
Ibid., pp. 359-63.
Ibid., pp. 359·60.
Ibid., p . 360.
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--- and the question of contradictions as the source of development.*
The essence of the law of the passage of quantitative into
qualitative changes, and the contrast between the dialectical
and the metaphysical view of this is also expounded by Lenin
in t11e above-mentioned fragment "On the Question of Dialectics". Metaphysics, says Lenin, regards "development as
decrease and increase, as repetition".*"' It docs not see the
source of development.
Dialectics, however, by pointing to the struggle of opposites as the source of development ''furnishes the key to the
'leaps', to the 'break in continuity', to the 'transformation
into the opposite', to the destruction of the old and the emer- ·
gencc of the new".*** It is clearly seen that Lenin profoundly
reveals the connection, the inner unity, of the two most
important Jaws of materialist dialectics.
This work contains also profound ideas on the leap as th\?
moment of transi tion from the old quali ty to the new. Attention should be directed to Lenin's remark that "gradualness
explains nothing without leaps".**** It is in this connection
that one can understand the question raised by Lenin and the
answer which he gives to it: "\Vhat distinguishes the dialectical transition from the undialectical transition? The leap.
The contradiction. The in te1-ruplion of gradualness."*"'"'*"'
This work of Lenin's is of great importance for studying
the categories of ma terialist dialectics. One finds here pr~
found ideas about the nature and significance of these categories, which Lenin calls stages in cognition of the objective
world.
How were the categories formed in the process of human
cognition and how did they develop in the history of science?
Do they have an objective conten t? What is the connection
between them? A study of Lenin's work furnishes comprehensive ans\vcrs to these questions. "The practical activity of
ma n," Lenin writes, "had to lead his consciousness to the
r epetition of the various logical figures thousands of millions of times i12 order that these figures could obtain the
* Ibid., p. 360.
"'-Ibid.
•• • I bid.
0
•
• Ibid., p. 123.
+e.•+ I bid., p. 284.
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--- significance of axioms."* It is clear from this that the categor ies are the result, th e conclusion of the history of cog11ition of the world, of all huma n practice. H ence they have an
objective content and have not b een derived by man from
his consciousness, his thought, have n ot been invented by him
for the sake of "convenience". I n this connection Lenin gives
a criticism of the idealist conception of the categories.*4<
Lenin's work enables us to mak e a d eep study o f individual categories. I n studying cause and effect, attention should
be drawn to Lenin's statement that "causality, as usually
understood by us, is only a small p article of universal intet·connection, but (a materialist e xtension) a particle not of the
·subjective, but of the objectively real connection".*~*
How arc we to understand this idea of Lenin's? The causai
connection is very importa nt. it is universal and of tremendous significance in the world. But it must not be regarded as
the sole form of connection. Lenin says that the universal
interconnection of phenomena in nature and society is considerably broader and richer than the causal connection, the
latter b eing only " a small particle" o f the universal interconnection.
In examining the categories of necessity and freedom, Lenin
devotes special attention to the question of man's free, purposive activity.*~** This analysis mak es it clear that man's
~.i:ids are deter mined by law , by necessity, although sometimes
it seems to ma n as if his ends are taken from outside the
world, a nd arc independen t of the world ('freedom')" ...*** Of
overriding imp ortance is Lenin's analysis of freedom as a
soc~o-p<?litical phenomenon, especially his criticism of bourgeois ~11ews of " free" capitalist society."'***"'*
Lenin demonstrates the dialectical connection, the unity,
of for m and .content. He writes : "Form is ess~nti al. Essence
is formed. I n one way or ano ther also in dependence on
essence. · . .''******* This signifies that in revealing the unity
• Lc!lin. Collected Wor!~s, Vol. 38, p. 190.
•• Ib~cl., pp. 178, 206-07, 208·09.
"'.. I bid., p. 160.
Ibid., pp. 187, 188, 189.
•>!<$•• Ibid., p. 189.
..,.."'.. Ibid., p. 39.
..*..0 I bid., p. 144.
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of fonn and content we thereby penetrate d eeply into the
essence of phenomena.
In studying the categories of essence and phenomenon it
is important to under stand clearly Lenin 's criticism of ideaiism
and metaphysics in regard to this question.* Grea t significance attaches also to Lenin's analysis of the unity of essence
and phenomenon, a nd his proposition that " ... law and essence arc concepts of the same kind (of the same order) or
rathe r, of the same degree, expressing the deepening of man's
knowledge of phenomena, the world, etc''.n This means that
law is the expression of some particular aspect of essence.
The essence of phenomena is expressed in individual law s
discovered by science. The category of law makes essence
concrete.
I n this work of Lenin's the 1·eader will encounter also the
categories of essence and appearance (semblance). As the
very name shows, appearance (semblance) is a manifestation
of individual aspects of r eality, of essence, immedia tely
apprehended in man's sense perceptions. H ence, semblance
contains a subjective moment. But, as Lenin emphasises, it,
too, " is the 1·eflection of essence in (it) itself '.***
W c have re viewed only a few of the questions dealt with
in Lenin's Philosophical Notebook s. It is clear, ho'\A.•~ver, that
they are of tremendous importance for a deeper study of
Marxist-Leninist philosophy.
This is Lenin's las t philosophical
On th e Significwzce
work, written by him in 1922 in the
<>/ Militcmt M" teri<tlism. form of a letter to the editorial board
of the magazine Pod Znamenem Marxizma (Under llze Banner of M arxism) which had just been founded. It is i·igh tly
regarded as Lenin 's philosophical testament.
The title itself indicates tha t it is a brilliant exposition of
militant ma terialism, a model of genuine Leninist partisanship. A keynote running through the whole work is Len in's
demand for a merciless exposure of the "gradua ted flunkeys
of clericalism" under whatever mask they disguise themselves.
This 1nilitan t programme of struggle against reactionary
bourgeois philosophy is of great importance for exposing the
r eaction a ry philosophical trends now fashionable in the West.
• I bid., p p. 92, 133-34.
•• I bid., p. 152.
.,.. Ibicl., p . 133.
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Lenin set the magazine the task of becoming an organ of
militant materialism, conducting untir ing a theistic propaganda
and an unti ring atheist figh t.* It is in this article that Lenin
formulated his well-known proposition tha t one should
approach religious believers "in this way and in that way, so
as to interest them, rouse them from theil.· religious torpor,
stir them up from the most varied angles, and by the most
varied methods, and so forth".**
Lenin gives here a noteworthy criticism of bourgeois "freedom" and ''democracy", which, he says, "is nothing but th~
freedom to preach that which is to the advantage of the bourgeoisie to preach, namely, the most reactionary ideas,
religion, obscurantism, defence of the exploiters, etc."*"'*
Lenin sets the task of crcaling a militant alliance of philosophers and natura l scientists. ''The natural scientist," he
writes, "must be a modern materialist, a conscious adherent
of the materialism which is represented by Ma rx, i.e., he
must be a d ialectical materialist.'' *·~ ·• This demand of Lenin's
is of great importance for the philosophical generalisation of
the da ta supplied by modern natura l science. I n this connection Lenin once again lays stress on the idea, already k nown
to our readers, that "it is preciseiy th e sharp upheaval which
modern natural science is undergoing that very often gives
rise to reactionary philosophical schooJ s and minor schools,
trends and minor trends".*""*** An alliance of Marxist philosophers and natural scientists is essential for combating these
idealist philosophical ''schools". For, as Lenin points out, " unless it has a solid philosoph ical fo undation, no natural science
and no ma teria lism can hold its own in Lhe struggle a gainst
the onslaught of bourgeois ideas and the i·estoration of the
bourgeois world outlook.''***"'**
Guided by Lenin's directives, the Soviet Communist Pa r ty
has put for ward in its Programme the elaboration of the
philosophical problems of natural science as an urgent task.
Events have fully confir med the correctness of Lenin's ideas.
They are a guiding star in the ideological st~·uggle today.
• See Lenin, M arx-Engels-M ar x i sm, p. 571.
•• I bid., p. 572.
$.H Ibid .. p. 515.
••+. Ibicl., p. 576.
*•••• Ibid.
Ibi d.
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V.le have come to the end of our talks. We have examined
a number of important, sometimes complex but a lways interesting p roblems. Whal have you gained from their study?
H ave they enlarged your horizon, has your mind been
enriched by the achievements of human thought? You will
certainly agree that t!1is is so! Nevertheless, the significance
of studyiI].g M arxist philosophy does not lie in this alone.
As we have already seen, the roots of 1.Ylarxist philoso phy extend inlo life, reality, practice. I t is a well-tried
compass, a guide in everyday life and activity.
Bound up with the study of Marxist philosophy, with
mastery of the scien tific world outlook, is the optimism cf
the working people, their unshakable confidence in a happy
life for all people throughout the world. And this faith is not
thoughtless or passive. On the contrary it is a confidence that
springs fro m a deep knowledge of the universal laws of
social d evelopment discovered by M arx, Engels and Lenin.
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